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ABSTRACT
The Kuwaiti economy has witnessed remarkable changes especially since the oil
boom in the 1970s. Kuwait is one of the world's richest countries in terms of GNP per
capita (WBA, 1997). However, the country has hitherto been entirely dependent on oil
exports and as petroleum prices increased during the 1 970s, imports also increased.
The government undertook a major industrial development program (such as
manufacturing industries including cement and other building material,
petrochemicals, plastic products and boats). With Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in the
early 1 990s, much of the infrastructure of the country was ruined. Post-war Kuwait
faced serious problems including shortages of food, fresh water, and electricity, oil
well fires and the resulting environmental damage.
It is vital for Kuwait to have a thriving and efficient financial system that helps meet
the country's developmental and investment targets. The country has two types of
financial institutions Islamic and conventional, both of which exist side by side. Both
types of institutions take part in investing in the country to improve the infrastructure
and industrial base of the economy. Therefore, a successful financial system can only
bode well for the country as a whole.
In this study, we evaluate the performance of Islamic banks by analyzing their
financial indicators and comparing them with those of conventional, commercial
banks. This will lead to a better appreciation of advantages and disadvantages of
Islamic banking institutions, as well as their efficiency as compared to that of the
conventional banks. For this purpose we conduct a case study of the Kuwait Finance
House, which runs its activities according to Islamic principles, and also the National
Bank of Kuwait, which is the leading conventional bank in Kuwait - comparing and
assessing their structure and performance. Both case studies are carried out by
examining the differences in their respective internal and external environments and
the way they affect financial behavior; our hypotheses are: (1) Islamic financial
xvii
institutions are on par with traditional (commercial) banking institutions in securing
funds; (2) Islamic financial institutions are on par with traditional (commercial)
banking institutions in performance and efficiency. (3) Clients' religious attitudes are
not the only (or primary) reason behind the success of such institutions in securing
funds; (4) legal restrictions imposed on such institutions do not constitute an obstacle
against their ability to compete in the tough financial market.
In the light of the above evaluation, the nature of the difference in the framework of
assets and liabilities between the two types of banks is discerned. We also seek an
understanding of the effect of the difference in the nature of revenues earned by both
types of institutions - on its framework and management.
xviii
Introduction
The Kuwaiti economy has witnessed remarkable changes especially since the oil
boom of the 1970s. Kuwait is one of the world's richest countries in terms of GNP per
capita (WBA, 1997). Much of its wealth, however, is concentrated in the hands of the
government. The country has hitherto been entirely dependant on oil export revenues;
for example, in 1992 crude oil production was about 445 million barrels, of which
approximately 52% was exported. As petroleum prices increased during the 1970s,
imports also increased. The government undertook a major industrial development
programme (such as manufacturing industries including cement and other building
material, petrochemicals, plastic products and boats). By 1994, its crude-oil
production had increased to an estimated 653.1 million barrels.
With Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in the early 1990s, much of the infrastructure of the
country was ruined. Post-war Kuwait faced serious problems including shortages of
food, fresh water, and electricity, oil-well fires and the resulting environmental
damage.
Kuwait's economy is a small open economy; one whose growth is highly dependant
on the international market. To develop a strong base for the economy the country
needs to invest heavily in the industrial sector and also in infrastructure. Secondly,
due to increased competition in the oil market, Kuwait needs to have the most up-to-
date exploration systems. In order to increase its revenue the country has to modernise
its petroleum industry, as the export of petroleum products and petrochemicals are
more beneficial than merely crude oil exports. Kuwait has taken some steps in this
direction, but there is still much room for improvement.
Kuwait also needs a thriving and efficient financial system that helps meet the
country's developmental and investment targets. The country has two types of
financial institutions - Islamic and conventional. Both exist side by side. Both types
of institutions take part in investing in the country to improve the infrastructure and
xix
industrial base of the economy. Therefore, a successful financial system can only bode
well for the country as a whole.
Objectives of the Study
This study aims to evaluate the performance of Islamic banks by analysing their
financial indicators and comparing them with those of conventional, commercial
banks. This will lead to a better appreciation of advantages and disadvantages of
Islamic banking institutions, as well as their efficiency as compared to that of the
conventional banks.
We will therefore assess and comparing the petforniance of tht Krt
House with the leading conventional bank, the National Bank of Kuwait, by
applying specific performance measures.
The differences between both institutions within the Kuwaiti setting - the one Islamic
and the other conventional - will be analysed in detail by examining the differences in
their respective internal and external environments and the way they affect financial
behaviour:
1. Internal environment: This includes the organisational structure and level of
efficiency of decision-makers.
2. External environment: This concentrates upon the laws and statutes which
regulate various financial functions, and the effect these have on performance levels
of banks.
In the light of the above evaluation, the nature of the difference in the framework of
assets and liabilities between the two types of banks will be reached. We will also
appreciate the effect of the difference in the nature of revenues earned by both types
of institutions - on its framework and management.
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Hypotheses
1. Islamic financial institutions are on par with traditional (commercial) banking
institutions in securing funds.
2. Islamic financial institutions are on par with traditional (commercial) banking
institutions in performance and efficiency.
3. The clients' religious attitudes are not the only (or primary) reason behind the
success of such institutions in securing funds.
4. Legal restrictions imposed on such institutions do not constitute an obstacle against
their ability to compete in the tough financial market.
Structure of the Study
We shall be comparing and evaluating the performance of the Kuwait Finance House
and the National Bank of Kuwait, through the application of performance measures.
The preparatory discussion will concentrate both on the theoretical and applied
aspects of Islamic Economics and Banking, and also the specifics of the Kuwaiti
economy and financial sector, before moving on to discuss the cases of the KFH and
the NBK.
Chapter One deals with the concept of Islamic Economics and Banking. We look at
the all-important issue of Riba (interest) and at the various modes of Islamic
financing. This will provide the necessary religious and pragmatic framework for us
to understand our case example, Kuwait Finance House, and allow us to appreciate
primary differences (and their rationale) with conventional banks.
xx'
Chapter Two examine the structural features of the Kuwaiti economy; the nature of
its small open economy and the dominance of the oil sector. Particular attention is
placed on analysing inflation and Kuwait's economic policy.
Chapter Three investigates Kuwait's diversified financial system, particularly the
banking sector and the financial markets, such as the money and capital markets. We
shall emphasise the development of Kuwait's financial sector and its significant role
in the economy of the country, placing particular attention to the performance of the
sector during 1980-1994 and its legal framework.
Chapter Four is devoted to a case study of Kuwait Finance House, the only proper
Islamic bank in the country. We chart its history and assess its administrative
structure, distinguishing between its banking, finance, investment and trading sector
and its performance growth.
Chapter Five provides a case study of National Bank of Kuwait's conventional
counterpart. The NBK is one of the most successful banks in the Gulf region and it is
the only local commercial bank to have escaped the problems of the stock market
crash in Kuwait in the early 1980s. We shall here provide an in-depth examination of
its structure, services and performance.
Chapter Six is our empirical study and financial analysis of both banks, KFH and
NBK. Through a micro and macro analyses of asset quality, capital adequacy,
liquidity and profitability, we compare and contrast their relative performances.
Chapter Seven deals with our questionnaire analysis, concentrating on KFH's and
NBK's customers. The results from the survey are subjected to statistical tests. Which
include the estimate of correlation coefficients. The banks' customers reveal a great
deal of similarities between the KFH and the NBK, and they also show the same
dissatisfaction with current issues such as interest rates (shares) on deposited loans.
Our analysis also reveals some differences in satisfaction with the performance of
xxii
both banks. This chapter covers all of our hypotheses.
Chapter Eigh examines Senior Management's view in both banks, KFH and NBK.
Our interview questions covered three broad categories: Assets and liabilities;
management and services. Our hypotheses are tested once more against the findings of
the senior management interviews.
Chapter Nine provides a conclusion for our entire thesis and it also contains
recommendations, based upon our study, and directions for future research.
Ozapter :1 Islamic Banking	 1
CHAPTER ONE
Islamic Banking
1.1 Introduction
Banking is an integral part of the infrastructure of modern society and no country can
survive without it. The traditional banking system dates back to the 13th century awi is
based on the charging of 'interest' on loans governed by the commercial laws of the host
country. Islamic banking, however, did not develop until the second half of the 20th
century. This system of banking is governed by the Qur 'an, the law of God and by other
sources of Islamic legislation and practices. Instead of 'interest' it is based on the sharing of
profit and loss. Its development during the past two decades has coincided with the recent
Islamic revival. Muslims are reluctant to participate in a banking system that is based on
interest, thus there is a great need for a banking system that does not contradict their Islamic
beliefs.
The purpose of this chapter is to define Islamic banking, trace its development, assess its
importance in the Islamic economic order and compare it with the conventional banking
system.
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1.2 Sources of Shari'ah Islamic Law)
The world has experienced tremendous change since, according to Islamic belief, the last
of the Divine Revelations was received by human beings directly through the Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH), approximately fourteen hundred years ago. Muslims have always
believed that the revelation of the Divine Scheme was intended for all people at all times.
The Qur'an is unmistakably clear that its message for all times to come. [Qur'an 21:107
& 34:28]
The only right way of living in changing circumstances for the Muslim, according to the
Divine Scheme, is to live in accordance with the guidance of the original sources of
Divine Knowledge. It is important, therefore, that the identity and nature of these sources
should be clarified. [Qur'an 2:208]
The only sources that form the foundation of all Islamic knowledge are the Book of Allah
(i.e. The Holy Qur'an) and His Messenger's example (i.e. Hadith and Sunnah), referred
to as Qur 'an and Sunnah respectively in Islamic literature. The following verse from the
Qur'an is an irrefutable verdict in support of the above: "0 believers, obey Allah and obey
the messenger and those of you in authority; and if you have a dispute concerning any
matter, refer it to Allah and the Messenger if you are believers in Allah and the Last Day"
(4:59). This verse, while on the one hand it impresses upon Muslims the necessity of
obeying the leaders of their political systems, concedes, on the other, the possibility of a
difference of opinion between subjects and their rulers, in which case it can be concluded,
from what has been suggested in the verse, that a committee of able men should settle any
dispute on the basis of what is said in the Qur'an and Sunnah. Obviously this means that
all sources other than these two are changeable in Islam. The Sunnah of the prophet also
clarifies that it is unacceptable to confer the status of original sources of Islamic law to
any source other than the Divine Revelation transmitted on the authority of the rightly
guided prophets of Allah. It is reported that when Qur'an accused the children of Israel in
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these words, "They consider their rabbis and monks to be their gods apart from Allah ..."
(9:31), Adi bin Hatim, who had converted to Islam after being a Christian, asked the
prophet about the reason the Qur'an made that allegation. The prophet (PBUH) replied by
asking this question: "Was it not a fact that those rabbis and monks used to dictate [to the
people] what was lawful and what was not?" He replied in the affirmative. The prophet
said that that was tantamount to making them gods. Guided by the clarification given by
the prophet, anyone who assumes the role of the original source of Islamic law is
pretending to be a god and those who confer that status to him are making him one.
[Mawdudi (1982)]
We may conclude therefore, that the Qur'an and Sunnah are the only two original bases
of Islamic Law (Shariah).
Note, However, some Muslims believe there are two further sources of Islamic
knowledge. (considered by these Muslims to be no less original). These are:
1. Ijma i.e. consensus of opinion among scholars;
2. Qiyas i.e. drawing analogies with similar cases already revealed by Qur'an and
Sunnah.
1.3 The Economic Philosophy of Islam
The Islamic economic system represents an alternative to the capitalistic and socialistic
economic system. Islam's economic system is a sub-system of the complete divine system.
The distinctive characteristic of Islam is that it is an organised, disciplined and complete
code of life. It does not confine its scope to the private life of man, rather it covers all
aspects of human life. [Mawdudi (1982)]
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The Islamic economic system is an integral part of Islam's socio-political philosophy. This
is not based on o, scientific facts, and the laws and principles of modem economics;
instead, it is influenced by religious and cultural values.
Abdul-Rauf (1978) pointed out that: "The Islamic concept of economics may be defined as
the framework for motivated but free human action within the Islamic value system. That
action must respect specific ordinance pertaining to economic life and take into account the
spiritual and material needs of the individual and society in a balanced way."
The economic philosophy of Islam is based on divine unity, egalitarianism, humanity and
co-operation. This philosophy emphasises economic and distributive justice, efficient
allocation of resources, economic growth, communal ownership, high quality of life, social
responsibility and business morality. From the Islamic philosophical perspective, economic
growth, efficiency, productivity and material progress must be coupled with the intellectual,
moral and cultural development of the community. [Ahmad K. (1976)]
Specific Qur'anic legislation that is prominent in its bearing on economic issues includes
injunctions that relate to Zakat, inheritance laws and Riba. Aspects of the first two will be
summarised briefly, and more space will be devoted to reviewing the literature on Riba
since it is directly related to Islamic financial institutions.
Zakat is a wealth tax that is to be collected and distributed by the state. It is unique insofar
as it is meant to be a spiritual exercise. By giving up something of value to oneself, the
individual is expected to grow spiritually and to simultaneously help society and gain merit
with Allah. Zakat is specifically designed to help certain needy categories. A distinguishing
feature of Zakat is that it links tax policy with expenditure policy. Not only its rate and base
but also the mode of its distribution have been specified by the Qur'an.
Inheritance laws are also given a particular place in the Qur'an. Over the centuries Muslim
jurists have interpreted and adapted the laws to specific cases dealing with inheritance.
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Allowing a testator a say in settling only one third of his state, and a just specification of
shares for family members, are considered to be socially productive features of the laws.
The outcome of this inheritance law is a more diverse distribution of wealth which is seen
as a healthy antidote to the concentration of the wealth which results from other systems.
[Nazeer M.(1981)]
1.4 Prohibition of Interest
One of the basic changes envisaged in the wake of the Islamic transformation of a modem
economy is the replacement of the institution of interest by institutions whose status, rule
and procedures expressly state their commitment to the principles of Islamic Shariah.
The Qur'an uses the word Riba as a synonym for the modem concept of interest. The
Qur'an clearly discloses the main reason behind the prohibition of interest as being the
practice of zuim. The Qur'an says:
"...and if you repent (give up dealing in Riba) then you shall have your capital funds, neither
shall you make zuim nor shall zuim be made to you." (2:279)
Zuim can be defined as spiritual, moral and socio-economic corruption which the charging
of interest might bring to society.
Interest may be defined as any predetermined return required by a lender from a borrower
following a lending contract over and above the principal lent. The ownership of the
principal, once handed over to the borrower, becomes his own and is held at his own risk.
The main objective of this study is to establish the importance and viability of the Islamic
banking system. The main feature of the system is that it is based on profit-loss sharing
rather than interest. The following section explains the basis of proclamation of interest.
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Interestingly a review of literature shows that, from the earliest known records of history,
many prophets as well as thinkers condemned Riba. The Biblical law in dealings among
Israelites forbids all 'increase' of debt by reason of lapse of time or forbearance, be the rate
of interest high or low. [Exodus 22:25] [Leviticus 25:36-37 & Deuteronomy 23:19-20]
Similarly, many philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, the two Catos, Cicero, Seneca and
Pintus denied the productivity of money loans, therefore condemning interest [Afzal R.
(1976)].
1.4.1 The Prohibition of Interest in the Holy Qur'an
The prohibition of interest came in four stages since Islam advocates a gradual process in
teaching. Muslims follow the prohibition of interest laid down in the last stage as this is
the strict law of interest prohibition. The four stages of interest prohibition are as follows:
A. The First Stage:
"And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the
property of people, it shall not increase with Allah; and whatever you give
in charity, desiring Allah's pleasure - it is these (jersons) that shall get
manifold."[Ar-Rum, verse 39]
It appears that the first verse concerning interest prohibition does not strictly prohibit
interest, but compares those people who give alms with those who lend money in order to
gain interest. The verse says that people who give alms are better than those who lend
money in order to obtain interest, because the fonner seek their reward in the hereafter
and desire Allah's pleasure, while the latter seek reward in earthly life and aim for an
increase of wealth. This verse was a motive for people, at the beginning of Islam, to
abolish interest-loans from their business and to give to charity.
B. The Second Stage:
"Wherefore for the inequity of those who are Jews did we disallow to
them the good things which had been made been made lawful for them,
and for their hindering many (people) from Allah's way. And their taking
interest though indeed they were forbidden it and their devouring the
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property of people falsely; and we have prepared for the unbelievers from
among them a painful chastisement." [An-Nisaa, verses 160-161]
These two verses demonstrate that interest was also prohibited in the Jewish religion
which preceded Islam. When some Jews rejected the Law of Allah and continued
accumulate interest, Allah prepared a punishment for them. Muslims, therefore must
reject the taking of interest.
C. The Third Stage:
"0 you who believe! do not devour interest, making it double and
redouble, and be careful of (your duty to) Allah, that you may be
successful. And guard yourselves against the fire which has been prepared
for the unbelievers. And obey Allah and the Apostle, that you may be
shown mercy. And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord; and a Garden,
the extensiveness of which is (as) the heavens and the earth, it is prepared
for those who guard (against evil)."[AL-i-Imran, verses 130-133]
These verses appear to emphasise the prohibition of usury and excessive interest but do
not prohibit it altogether. We cannot regard these verses as law, because there is a later,
more imperative law laid down in the fourth stage.
D. The Fourth Stage:
"Those who swallow down interest cannot arise except as one whom the
Devil has prostrated by (his) touch does rise. That is because they say,
trading is only like interest; and Allah has allowed trading and prohibited
interest. To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord,
then he desists, he shall have what has already passed, and his affair is in
the hands of Allah; and whoever returns (to it) these are the inmates of the
fire; they shall abide in it. Allah does not bless interest and He causes
charitable deeds to prosper, and Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner.
Surely they who believe and do good deeds and keep up prayer and pay
the poor-rate, they shall have their reward from their Lord, and they shall
have no fear, nor shall they grieve. 0 you who believe! Be careful of (your
duty to) Allah and relinquish what remains (due) from interest, if you are
believers. But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and
His Apostle; and if you. repent then you shall have your capital; neither
shall you make (the debtor) suffer loss, nor shall you be made to suffer
loss. And if (the debtor) is straitens, then let there be postponement until
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(he is in) ease; and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you
knew. And guard yourselves against a day in which you shall be returned
to Allah; then every soul shall be paid back in full what it has earned, and
they shall not be dealt with unjustly."[AL-Baqarah,verses 275-281]
These verses were revealed in the maturity of Islam, at the end of the period of the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) (as Ibn-e-Abbas said). They laid down the strict Islamic
Law on prohibition of interest and therefore these are the verses which Muslims must
follow. Allah does not love people who continue to take and pay interest and He has
prepared a fire for them in the hereafter. [Ansari, Z.I. (1990)]
1.4.2 The Prohibition of Interest in Sunnah:
Allah says about the Prophet Muhammad Peace be upon Him (PBUH), "Your
Companion does not err, nor does he go astray, nor does he speak out of desire." (53:2-3)
The Sunnah explains and illustrates the meaning of interest and its prohibition in more
detail than the Qur'an. The Prophet (PBUH) condemned, in very clear and well-defined
words, people who take interest, people who give interest, people who draw up a contract
involving transactions containing interest and people who act as witnesses to it. "He even
equated the taking and giving of interest to committing adultery thirty six times or being
guilty of incest with one's own mother. [Afzal R. (1976)]
There are many words of the Prophet which explained interest prohibition. The two most
important sayings (Ahadith) areas follow:
A- Exchange of Commodities: [Sahih Muslim]
1. From Ubada ibn al-Samit: The Prophet (PBU}I), said: "Gold for gold.
silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, and
salt for salt - like for like, equal for equal, and hand-to-hand; if the
commodities differ, then you may sell as you wish, provided that the
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exchange is hand-to-hand." (Muslim, Kitab al-Musaqat, Bab al-Sarfi
wa Bay I al-Dhahabi bi al-Waraqi Naqda; also in Tirmdhi).
2. From Abu Said al-Khudri: The Prophet (PBUH), said: "Gold for gold, silver
for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, and salt for salt,
like for like, and hand-to-hand. Whoever pays more or takes more has
indulged in interest. The taker and the giver are alike (in guilt)." (Muslim
(ibid) and Musnad Ahmad).
Muslim jurists have discussed these two Ahadith in great detail in many textbooks and
references. They have agreed unanimously on the main rules which bar interest from
Islamic business. If the 'equal Quantity' is denoted by Q, and the 'on the spot' (hand-to-
hand) exchange is denoted by 5, then the above hadith could be summarised as follows:
Table 1.1
Exchange of Commodities
GOLD SILVER WHEAT BARLEY DATES SALT
GOLD	 SQ
SILVER	 5	 SQ
WHEAT	 SQ
BARLEY	 S	 SQ
DATES	 S	 S	 SQ
SALT	 S	 S	 S	 SQ
Source: Calculated by the author
B. Exchange of Commodities:
Regarding the prohibition of Riba in currency conversion, two Ahadith are worth
emphasising.
"Let Dinar be exchanged for Dinar with no addition on either side, and
Dirham be exchanged for Dirham with no addition on either side". (Sahi Al-
Muslim)
"Do not sell a Dinar for two Dinars and one Dirham for two Dirham". (Sahi
Al-Muslim)
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However, the spot exchange of one Dinar for an equal could hardly be conceived. Al-
Ghazali argued that:
"The exchange of one Dirham for an equal Dirham is permitted since it is an
undesired work that no merchant is expected to deal in. It is as absurd as
casting a Dirhani on the ground and picking it up". ["Ihya Alum al Din",
Beirut: Dar al-Maarif]
It is clear from the above discussion that both the Qur'an and Sunnah stipulates that any
payment for time is Riba and is hence prohibited. The Hadith further forbid some
transactions, not because they are reprehensible in themselves, but because they are likely to
contain concealed Riba.
Muslim jurists, from the rise of Islam until the present day, distinguish between two forms
of Riba: Riba Al-Nasia and Riba Al-Fadhi.
A. Riba Al-Nasia
The term Nasia means to postpone or wait. It refers to the time period that allows the
borrower to repay the loan in return for the addition or the premium. Hence it refers to the
interest on loans. The prohibition of Riba Al-Nasia essentially implies that the fixing in
advance of a positive return on a loan as a reward for waiting is not permitted by the
Shariah. [Chapra, M.(1985)]
B. Riba Al-Fadhi
Islam, however, wishes to eliminate not merely the exploitation intrinsic in the institution of
interest, but also that which is inherent in all fonns of unjust exchange in business
transactions.
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Riba Al-Fadhi is an excess over and above the loan paid in kind. It is payment of an
addition to the debt by exchange of commodities of the same kind. The following tradition
of the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) is cited [AL-Harran.(1993)] as evidence thereof, it is
related that in Hadith (No.4) (gold for gold, silver for silver) if someone gives or takes
more, then he is engaged in Riba and has committed a sin accordingly.
To conclude, Riba Al-Nasia and Riba Al-Fadhi are both essential counterparts of the verse
"Allah has allowed trade and prohibited Riba" (2.275), where Riba Al-Nasia relates to loans
and Riba Al-Fadi relates to trade. Although trade is allowed in principle, this does not mean
that everything in trade is allowed such as trading Al-Kohalod (drugs).
1.5 Functions of a Bank:
As the main theme of this study is to analyse the functions of the Islamic banking system,
therefore, it is important to discuss the functions and features of the conventional banking
system.
The word bank, unless specified otherwise by a qualifying expression or the context, is
generally used as a comprehensive term for a number of institutions dealing in certain
kinds of financial business. These include commercial banks, savings banks, merchant
banks, investment banks, and central banks. [Hanson (1969)] In addition, a country's
financial system may also include mutual credit unions, insurance companies, pension
funds, finance houses, mortgage finance companies, investment and unit trusts, discount
houses and factoring companies. Although each of these institutions has played a
distinctive role in the overall financial structure of the different economies of the world,
their traditional demarcation seems to be gradually fading, as is the distinction between
finance and non-finance companies. [Liewellyn (1992)] Owing to the fierce competition
amongst institutions which were hitherto not considered to be in the same business and,
therefore, not seen as rivals, there seems to be a gradual move towards far more
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generalisation in the range of financial services offered than has been the case in the past.
For the purpose of this thesis, however, the expression 'bank' will be used to signify only
those financial institutions which borrow funds from the public, in one form or another,
and invest (lend) them in profitable avenues to gain from the difference between what
they have to pay to their creditors (the depositors), if anything, and what they gain from
lending (the profitable employment) of the funds at their disposal, whether by way of
interest or otherwise. Encyclopaedia Britannica (1969)]
Indeed, borrowing and lending is real banking. The profit revenues of banking operations
are derived mostly from lending operations where the size of revenues of these operations
manifestly exceeds those of all other elements. [Ranlett (1969)] This situation is,
however, undergoing a gradual change. Within the direct scope of the above definition
would fall all commercial banks, saving banks, merchant banks and investment banks,
although other financial intermediaries would also fall in that category to the extent that
they are engaged in the business of borrowing and lending. [Goodhart (1988)] However,
it goes without saying that the word 'bank' most aptly and completely describes the
institution which, to facilitate distinction from others, has come to be popularly described
as a commercial bank. It will be seen in the next chapter that interest-free banks
(henceforth IFBs) also fall very much within the general definition a bank. Likewise,
many of the moneylenders of Saudi Arabia and some of the Gulf states are also banks for
all practical purposes, despite the fact that they have chosen not to add the word !bankt to
their names.
Although almost all central banks which were founded in the 19th century started as
commercial banks [Goodhart (1988)], they do not normally engage in the business of
commercial banking any more. Similarly, the selling of shares by joint stock companies
on the open market by offering to the buyers the incentive of dividends cannot be
described as a banking operation since no financial intermediation is involved in the
process and the shareholders are joint owners of their respective companies and not their
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creditors. Because of this latter factor, even if shares are sold through intermediaries like
financial consultancies or issuing houses, the process will not be a part of banking
business.
1.5.1 Functions of Conventional Banking:
On the basis of this definition of a bank, there are three elements which should all be
present together in an institution to qualify as a bank for the purpose of this study. First,
the institution should be a borrower of funds from all who offer to lend them, as is
normally the case with commercial banks, or should choose to borrow from a small
number of depositors, as normally happens in the ease of finance houses and industrial
borrowing. Second, the institution should employ a part of the funds thus borrowed in
earning more money, either by lending at interest or investing in profit-generating
projects. Third, the institution should offer some incentives to its creditors in the form of
interest (or profit) or the provision of some of the banking services free of charge or at
subsidised rates or both (interest plus free services) to keep them patronising its business,
and enable it to earn its income. This income is the difference between what it earns from
the activities mentioned in the second condition and what it has to give or spend to
discharge its obligation mentioned above in the third condition. All these function
together make it a complete banking institution for the purpose of this analysis.
There are, however, several other functions apart from borrowing and lending which
modern banks discharge, such as saving, withdrawing, transferring and remitting funds.
Other functions such as financial constancy, agency, guarantee, dealing in foreign
exchange, etc. are not peculiar to banks alone; they can be discharged by any
organisation, whether financial intermediaries or not. These banking functions are known
as secondary functions.
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1.6 Definition of Islamic Banking:
Islamic banking is now widely known in the Muslim world and in the West. It denotes a
form of banking and finance which attempts to provide services to clients free of interest.
The International Association of Islamic Banks is defined as an establishment that solicits
funds and employs them in accordance with the Islamic Shariah. This is for the purpose of
building solidarity and ensuring justice of distribution and employment of funds in
accordance with Islamic principles.
Nabil (1990) defined Islamic banking as a banking system within the Islamic discipline and
lays emphasis on, but does not confine itself to, the elimination of fixed predetermined rates
of interest. It allows for the replacement of interest by returns obtained from investment
activities and operations that actually generate extra wealth.
All these definitions emphasise one or other characteristics of Islamic banking but none of
these could be considered as a complete and comprehensive definition. Perhaps a better
definition of Islamic banking would be as follows: Islamic banking is a system that is free
of interest, but is alternatively based on profit and loss sharing. The Islamic banking system
can therefore only operate under two fundamental principles: the prohibition of interest and
profit and loss sharing. Questions which arise from this are: why does Islam prohibit
interest? And what is profit and loss sharing?
1.7 Main Islamic Banking Operation
1.7.1 Profits and Loss Sharing; Basic Principle of Islamic Banking:
In a profit and loss sharing system, there are two concepts: Mudarabah and Mushar/cah.
These are the twin pillars of Islamic banking.
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1.7.1.1 Mudarabah (Capital Trust)
Mudarabah is an Arabic word which means wandering the earth and preparing the ground
for the purpose of making a living. Mudarabah is called (Qirad) in some parts of Arabia
(Hejaz) and means setting aside part of one's wealth and giving it to somebody to invest.
Qirad and Mudarabah were used before Islam, to finance a significant part of trade in
Arabia. [Presley, J. 1988]
1.7.1.2 Definition of Mudarabah
Mudarabah is a contract between two parties whereby one party, called rabb al-mal
(investor), entrusts money to a second party, called Mudareb, for the purpose of conducting
trade. The Mudareb contributes his labour and time and manages the venture according to
the terms of the contract. One of the essential characteristics of this contract is that profit, if
any, will be shared between the investor and the mudarib on a pre-agreed proportional
basis. The loss, if any, should be borne by the investor alone. [Saeed, (1996)]
The verses in the Qur 'an which may have some bearing on mudarabah, though admittedly
in an indirect way, denote 'travel' or 'travel for the purpose of trade'. It has been claimed
that the Prophet and some of his companions were engaged in mudaraba ventures.
According to Ibn Taymiyya, Muslim jurists declared the lawfulness of mudaraba on the
basis of certain reports attributed to some Companions, but there is no authentic Hadith on
Mudaraba attributed to the Prophet.
1.7.1.3 Mudarabah in Islamic banking
In the case of Mudarabah in Islamic banking, the bank would not participate in the
management of the business financed. It could, however, exercise adequate supervision to
ensure that funds were being used in accordance with the Mudarabah agreement. This
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would make the banks Mudareb (entrepreneurs) with respect to their depositors and ashab
al-mal (financiers) with respect to their borrowers. This is what has come to be termed two-
tier mudarabah in current Islamic literature. Of the total financing agreed between the bank
and the Mudareb, a part could be provided for the entire agreed period, while a part could
be available in the form of overdraft facilities for short periods to offset the Mudareb c
funds in transit or to take care of seasonal or unforeseen shortages of liquidity. [Chapra,
(1985)]
1.7.1.4 Musharaka (Partnership)
Musharaka is the second basic profit and loss sharing (PLS) concept in Islamic banking.
The Qur 'an has used the root of the term Musharaka, that is (shrak), approximately 170
times, though none of these verses has used the term strictly in the sense of partnerships in a
business venture. Also the jurists have some reports attributed to the Prophet and his
Companions, and they have justified the validity of Musharaka in business ventures.
1.7.1.5 Types of Musharaka
There are two main types of Musharaka in Islamic principles: Musharakat Al-Mulk
(proprietary partnership) and Musharakat-Al-Uqud (contractual partnership).
A. Musharakat Al-Mulk is concerned exclusively with joint ownership of property that
may arise from situations such as inheritance. It occurs when two or more form a
partnership in the possession of a property with or without their consent. The one
with the consent occurs when they are presented with a property gift and they agree
and accept to own it jointly. An example of one without their consent is if they
inherit a car.
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B.	 Musharakat Al-Uqud, as the name indicates, occurs when two or more contracts to
participate in a joint partnership and exploitation of a business and to share its
profits and losses.
Musharakah is different from Mudarabah in at least one respect. In the latter, the financier
has no right in the management of the project in which his finance is being invested.
Musharakah arrangements, in contrast, do allow the financier to participate in the
management. 0, these two techniques are very similar in that the provider of finance
directly shares the profits and is willing to bear the losses, if any, to the extent of his
investment. That is why these two techniques are often linked together in one category
popularly known as profit/loss sharing on PLS techniques. [Fahim Khan, (1995)
1.7.2 Other Modes of Finance in Islamic Banks
1.7.2.1 Al-Murabaha (Mark-up)
Al-Murabaha is a contract by virtue of which a customer wishing to purchase some
equipment or goods requests the Islamic Bank to purchase these goods (for him). After the
bank takes possession of the goods, it sells them to him at their value plus what it has spent
in procuring them in addition to a reasonable profit agreed upon by both parties along with
their agreement regarding the terms of repayment.
Research papers and reports on Islamic banking have pointed out that existing Islamic
banking does not exist in the proper Islamic mode of finance (i.e. Musharaha and
Murabaha), instead, most business is on Murarabah (mark-up) basis, which is not much
different from interest as the return is pre-determined in the contract.
In a Kuwaiti Finance House (Islamic Bank in Kuwait) there was no access of one single
operation on Musharaka or Murabaha between 1988 and 1992. Most, if not all the
investment operations of the bank were in Murabaha selling houses, cars and furniture etc.
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1.7.2.2 Murabaha in Fiqh
The Qur 'an, however, does not make any direct reference to Murabaha, though there are
several references therein to sale, profit, loss and trade. Similarly, there is apparently no
Hadith which has a direct reference to Murabaha. Early scholars such as Malik and Shafi'i,
who specifically said that a Murabaha sale was lawful, did not support their view with any
Hadith. A1-Kaff,(1986) a contemporary critic of Murabaha, concluded that Murabaha was:
"one of those sales which were not known during the era of the Prophet or his Companions.
According to him, prominent scholars began to express their views on murabaha in the first
quarter of the second century AR, or even later. Since there is apparently no direct
reference to it either in the Qur 'an or in the generally accepted sound Hadith, jurists had to
justify Murabaha on other grounds. Malik supported its validity by references to the
practice of the people of Medina:
There is consensus of opinion here [in Medina] on the lawfulness of a person's
purchasing cloth in a town, and taking it to another town for selling it on the basis of
an agreed profit.
Shafi'i, without justifying his view by any Shari 'a text, said:
If a person shows a commodity to a person and says, 'Purchase it for me and I will
give you such and such profit,' and the person purchases it, the transaction is lawful.
{Saeed, (1996)]
1.7.2.3 Murabaha in Islamic Banking
Islamic banks have adopted Murabaha to provide mainly short-tenn finance to clients to
purchase goods even though the client may not have the cash to pay. Murabaha, as utilised
under Islamic banking, is founded essentially on two basic elements: the purchase price and
related costs; and an agreed mark-up (profit) [AlKaff (1986)]. The basic features of a
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Murabaha contract (as a deferred payment sale) are the following: (i) that the buyer should
have knowledge of all related costs and the original price of the commodity, and the profit
marking (mark-up) should be defined as a percentage of the total price plus costs; (ii) that
the subject of the sale should be goods or commodities against money; (iii) that the subject
of the sale should be in the possession of the seller and owned by him and he should be
capable of delivering it to the buyer; and (iv) that payment is deferred. [Shinger (1994)]
Islamic banking uses Murabaha (mark-up) as a major method of financing, which
constitutes approximately seventy-five percent of their assets. This percentage is roughly
true for many Islamic banks, such as Dubai Islamic bank (DIB), where Murabaha financing
amounted to eighty-two percent of the total financing for the year 1989 [DIB, 1989]. Even
for the Islamic Development Bank (1DB), over a ten-year period of finance, seventy-three
percent of its total financing was on Murabaha basis, that is in foreign trade financing. [IBD
(1990)]
Several reasons are given for the popularity of Murabaha in Islamic banking investment
operations: (i) Murabaha is a short-term investment mechanism and, compared with Profit
and Loss Sharing (PLS), is convenient; (ii) mark-up in Murabaha can be fixed in a manner
which ensures that the banks are able to earn a return comparable to that of interest-based
banks with which the Islamic banks are in competition; (iii) Murabaha avoids the
uncertainty attached to earnings of businesses under a system of PLS; and (iv) it does not
allow the Islamic bank to interfere with the management of the business since the bank is
not a partner with the client but their relationship instead, under Murabaha, is that of
creditor and debtor respectively.
Most Muslim economists have argued against the use of murabaha in banking. For
example, [Siddiqi, (1983)] argues in favour of excluding the instrument of Murabaha from
Islamic banking altogether. He says:
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"I would prefer that bay 'mu 'ajjal Murabaha is removed from the list of permissible
methods altogether. Even if we concede that it is permissible in legal form, we have
the overriding legal maxim that anything leading to something prohibited stands
prohibited itself. It would be advisable to apply this maxim to Murabaha in order to
save interest-free banking from being sabotaged from within"[Siddiqi, (1983)]
However, Abdeen and Shook (1984) state that the bank takes a risk, which justifies the
profit, until the client fulfils his original promise to purchase the commodity. The following
risks are related to: (a) the goods (b) the client and (c) the payment.
1.7.2.4 Ijarah (leasing)
There are two types of leasing allowed by Islamic principle:
(A) Direct leasing finance (simple leasing)
(B) Purchase lease (Ijarah Wa Iqtina)
A. Simple leasing is based on a contract between the lessor and the lessee (customer) - the
Islamic bank purchases a capital asset and leases it to a customer in return for an agreed
upon regular rent for a long or medium term depending on the need of the customer, the life
of the capital asset and the agreement between the Islamic bank and its customer.
The Islamic bank would retains the ownership of the asset but the customer has the
exclusive right to use the asset on payment of the pre-agreed rental. At the end of the
agreement, the asset reverts to the bank. However, [Chapra, (1985)] states:
"The rentals should be sufficient to amortise not only the capital outlay but also to
yield, after taking into account the 'salvage' value of the asset, an adequate amount
of profit for the bank."
B. Purchase lease is more akin to a short-term hire-purchase arrangement. The rentals in
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this form of purchase are insufficient to enable the lessor to recover fully the initial capital
outlay. The residual value is recovered through disposal or releasing the equipment to other
users. [Chapra, (1985)]
An Islamic bank can purchase equipment and rent it to its client. This procedure can be
converted into a reduced renting procedure whereby the customer, by paying every year an
instalment of the value of the equipment, reduces the rent, until the whole equipment is
owned by him and the rent is eliminated.
It is very important to draw attention here to the fact that leasing has become very popular
in recent years and is one of the fastest growing financing methods of interest-based
banking. The advantages of finance leasing include the following:
a. Provides financing at a lower cost;
b. Gives greater flexibility;
c. Requires a lower down payment - provides more financing;
d. Releases funds for more profitable investment in other's assets;
e. Offers a tax advantage.
1.7.2.5 Equity Investment
This is another method for the replacement of interest in the case of long- and medium-term
financing by ordinary shares in successful operations.
"Investment in the stocks and shares of joint stock companies, whether public or
private, should be an attractive avenue for the employment of the bank's funds. In
fact, the stocks of well-established and high-dividend yielding companies may serve
as an alternative for interest-bearing government securities and bonds of private
companies. With the presence of a well-organised and properly regulated stock
market, the bank may be able to dispose of such stocks whenever they desire."
[Chapra, (1985)]
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1.8 Origin and development of Islamic Banks
The movement of Islamic banking started in Pakistan during 1953 when a small Qard
Hassan financial institute opened its doors for lenders and borrowers on an interest-free
basis. There were no financial incentives for the depositors who put money in the bank.
The experiment failed and the landlords took over the responsibility of collecting the
outstanding loans from the borrowers which were mostly paid by 1960.
The second experiment took place in a small village called Mit-Ghamr in Egypt in 1963.
This was the Mit-Ghamr Islamic Savings Bank which constitutes the earliest successful
Islamic bank in the world. It was established by Dr. Ahmed Al-Naggar who returned to
Egypt after obtaining his doctorate from a university in Germany in 1963. Although the
bank was very successful, in the sense that within four years more than 60,000 Muslims had
deposited a total deposit of 1,828,375 with the bank, it was closed down for political
reasons. [Alnajar, A. (1993)]
This bank was superseded by the Nasser Social Bank which was established in 1971. The
bank is a public authority with autonomous status. Its purpose is mainly social, such as the
granting of interest-free loans for small projects on a profit-sharing basis, assistance to the
poor, and loans to students for university and higher education. Because of these social
functions, the Nasser Social Bank was granted exemption from the Banking and Credit Law
of 1957 in its initial stages. The bank was originally under the Ministry of Treasury but it is
now functioning under the Ministry of Social Affairs and Insurance. It is 100 per cent
government-owned and its estimated value is Ef1 4.4 million. [Alnaj ar, A. (1993)]
Islamic banking has developed during the last 20 to 25 years as a result of two factors: first,
the independence of all Muslim countries such as Egypt, Sudan, Pakistan, Turkey, Algeria
and the Gulf area from Western colonisation and the Islamic revival. Most Muslims avoid
dealing with interest because this is not allowed by the Qur 'an and the Sunnah.
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Secondly, during the oil price boom in the 1 970s, the oil-wealth conservative Gulf states
increased the oil price and collected large amounts of money, which they found themselves
holding in their treasuries. This encouraged some to invest, allowing Islamic banking to
make use of this money and to pacify, to some extent, the large number of Muslims who
refused to deal with interest-based banks.
The oil revenue of conservative Gulf states began to flow indirectly into Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates (IJAE), Qatar and Balirain and became an important
factor in the development of Islamic banking, although some proponents in the literature
acknowledged some uneasiness in this fact. For example, Ausaf Abmad linked the
establishment of Islamic banks with prosperity created by the increased oil prices, but such
views do not carry much weight. [Abdullah, S. (1996)]
In the private sector, the most active countries in contributing the necessary capital for
Islamic were Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE - the leading oil exporters of the Gulf.
This was facilitated by their large revenue increases, especially after their successful
negotiations to increase their share with the oil companies in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The four-hundred percent increase in oil price after the Arab oil embargo of 1973 was also
an important determinant in the revenue increase. Saudi Arabia's earnings jumped from a
mere US$36 million in 1960, to US$4.3 billion ii 1973, and US$55.5 billion in 1979,
reaching US$104.2 billion in 1980. Kuwait's revenue increased from a mere US$47
million dollars in 1960 to US$1.9 billion in 1973, US$16 billion in 1979 and US$18.3
billion in 1980. The UAE made similar progress: in 1973 its oil revenue was US$0.9
billion and in 1979 it was US$12.4 billion, and in 1980 it reached US$19.2 billion.
[Abdullah, S. (1996)]
The past 20-24 years has seen Islamic banking grow from a concept to a reality. There is no
doubt now that methods, policies and tried practices that are in place show how an Islamic
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system can function internationally, and be more secure and beneficial to all savers and
investors in Muslim countries. [Presley, J. (1988)]
Since the mid-1970s, Islamic banks have been growing at a surprisingly fast rate. These
banks were established not only in countries where Islam is the majority religion, i.e.
Egypt, Jordan, Sudan, Bahrain, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Tunisia, Mauritania, and
Malaysia, but also in the United Kingdom, Denmark and the Philippines where Islam is a
minority religion. [Abdullah, S. (1996)]
1.9 Types of Islamic Banking
Islamic banks may be defined as those banking institutions which adhere to Islamic
ideology in the conduct of banking activity. This is a fairly general definition and may
include all kinds of Islamic banking institutions.
Islamic banks may be classified into different categories according to different criteria.
From the viewpoint of purpose of banks, Islamic banks may be classified into the following
groups:
1.9.1 Islamic Commercial Banks
The major difference between conventional commercial banks and Islamic commercial
banks is the latter follows divine guidance. Although the Islamic commercial banks are also
profit maximises, their business activities are confined to those which are permissible by
Shari 'ah (i.e. the Qur 'an and Sunnah).
The late seventies and early eighties witnessed a growth in commercial banks which were
committed to Shari 'ah. In 1977, Kuwait Finance House (KFH) was established, and Jordan
Islamic Bank, established in 1978, was among the pioneers of this banking system.
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After the Iranian Revolution in 1979, the Central Bank there was appointed by a new law
(government) to improve the performance of the monetary and credit system under Islamic
Law and open a specialised bank for agricultural, industrial and export development. It was
also to help mining and housing and deal with long-term projects in the country.
[Arnazegar, J. (1993)]
In 1983 The Islamic Co-operative Development Bank in Sudan was established as a joint
venture between the Sudanese Government and a co-operative sector. This bank helps the
private sector by providing banking services according to Islamic principles. It also tries to
help small companies and investors develop and spread its services throughout the country.
A number of Islamic banks were also established in Sudan in the early 1980s: the Islamic
Bank of Western Sudan was established in 1981, and the Tadamon Islamic Bank, which
supports local farmers, was established in 1983.
Sheik Salah Al-Rajhi is a director of the third largest commercial financial institution in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. [Wilson, R. 1988] It has 252 branches throughout Saudi Arabia
and two branches abroad: in England and in Holland. All these banks and their branches,
whether domestic or international, give the full range of banking services and operate within
the Shariah.
During the 1980s some other countries also experienced the establishment of Islamic
commercial banks. Among these are Malaysia, Pakistan, Egypt and Indonesia.
Some small and medium-level Islamic commercial banking institutes were also established
in Europe and other western countries as well.
All these newly emerged banks showed enormous success in their performance; for
example, KFH were accounted for 20 percent of all bank deposits in Kuwait during 1980.
The next chapter explains the structure and functions of Kuwait Finance House in detail.
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1.9.2 Islamic International Banks
Islamic international banks belong to some financial holding company. This group includes
the Islamic bank owned by Dar Al Man! Islami and Al-B arakah Group. For instance, the
Islamic Finance House was established in 1978 with US$26,070,450 to deal in the
European markets. They are related to the Dar Al Man! Islami in Luxembourg which was
established in 1990. The International Dar Al-Maal Islami was established in the Bahamas
in 1981 as a holding company to invest Gulf funds Islamically in Western markets. The
bank has a number of subsidiaries:
1. Faisal Islamic Bank, Guinea - established in 1983;
2. Faisal Islamic Bank, Niger - established in 1983;
3. Faisal Islamic Bank, Senegal - established in 1983;
4. MassrafFaisal Al-Islami (Bank, Trust) Bahamas Limited - established in 1982;
5. Faisal Islamic Bank Al-Kibris Limited-established in 1982-1983.
6. Al-Faisal Investment Bank Limited, Pakistan - established in October 199 1-1992.
7. Faisal Finance, Switzerland - established in 1990;
8. Faisal Islamic Bank in Egypt and Sudan 1977.
The International Dar Al-Maad Al-Islami provides the following services: international
flow of funds; investment; international markets; foreign exchange transactions; purchase
and sales transactions.
The Dar Al Maal acquired Islam Bank International, which was established in Denmark, in
November 1983 by share purchase agreement. The bank is an interest free commercial
bank based on Islamic Shariah.
Al-Baraka Institution was established in England in 1983. The Al-Barakah bank is a
subsidiary of the A1-Dallah Group which is an international holding company - it has
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branches in Muslim and non-Muslim countries. It has a branch called the Al-Baraka Bank
Limited in South Africa and has 50 percent of the shareholdings. There is another branch in
the USA called the Al-Baraka Bancorp (Chicago Incorporated) which was established in
1989. Al-Baraka company for investment and development in Jeddah, established in 1982,
provides short and medium-term finance, project finance, export finance and leasing.
1.9.3 Islamic Development Bank
The Islamic Development Bank was supported by the late King Faisal of Saudi Arabia.
The proposal for an Islamic bank for trade and development was recommended at a Second
Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers held in Karachi in 1970. A proposal was put
forward for the establishment of an agency later called the Association of Islamic Banks to
study and promote the idea of Islamic economics and banking. In 1974, with two billion
Islamic dinars (equivalent to two billion SDRs), the Islamic Development Bank (1DB) was
formed. The bank had two main:
i) To foster economic development, social progress and economic relations of member
countries and Muslim communities in conformity with the principles of Shariah;
ii) To promote mutual co-operation among Islamic countries and contribute towards an
appropriate system of facing the serious challenge that confronts the development
efforts of Islamic nations.
The Articles of Association of the 1DB operational activities have three broad categories:
ordinary operations; special fund operations; and trust fund operations.
The following Table 1.2 shows the initial subscription to the authorised capital of the
founding members for (1DB) and Table 1.3 is the results of the assets, deposits and net
profits of Islamic banks during 1994.
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Table 1.2
Initial subscription to the authorised capital of
by the founding members in 1DB (million and %)
Country	 Amount of subscription	 Share %age
Afghanistan	 2.5	 0.33
Algeria	 25.0	 3.31
Bahrain	 5.0	 0.66
Bangladesh	 10.0	 1.32
Chad	 2.5	 033
Egypt	 25.0	 3.31
Guinea	 2.5	 0.33
Indonesia	 25.0	 3.31
Jordan	 4.0	 0.53
Kuwait	 100.0	 13.24
Lebanon	 2.5	 0.33
Libya	 125.0	 16.56
Malaysia	 16.0	 2.12
Mali	 2.5	 0.33
Mauritania	 2.5	 0.33
Morocco	 5.0	 0.66
Niger	 2.5	 0.33
Oman	 5.0	 0.66
Pakistan	 25.0	 3.31
Qatar	 25.0	 3.31
Saudi Arabia	 200.0	 26.49
Senegal	 2.5	 0.33
Somalia	 2.5	 0.33
Sudan	 10.0	 1.32
Syria	 2.5	 0.33
Tunisia	 2.5	 0.33
Turkey	 10.0	 1.32
UAE	 110.0	 14.57
Yemen (Northern)	 2.5	 0.33
Total	 755.0	 100.00
Source: 1DB 10th annual report
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Table 1.3
Results of Some Islamic Banks (in US$000)
Bank	 Country	 Year end	 Total
Assets
Al-Rajihi Banking &
Investment Corp.	 Saudi Arabia	 12-94	 7,710,993
Islamic Development
Bank	 Saudi Arabia	 06-94	 5,054,410
Kuwait Finance House	 Kuwait	 12-94	 4,272,824
Muslim Commercial Bank
__________________________	 Pakistan	 12-94	 3,205,996
Faisal Islamic Bank
of Egypt	 Egypt	 06-94	 1,571,595
Allied Bank of
Pakistan	 Pakistan	 12-94	 1,540,824
Dubai Islamic Bank	 U.A.E.	 12-94	 1,491,592
Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad	 Malaysia	 06-94	 1,142,562
Qatar Islamic Bank
	
Qatar	 12-94	 876,486
Jordan Islamic Bank for
Finance & Investment	 Jordan	 12-94	 794,623
Faisal Islamic Bank of
Bahrain	 Bahrain	 12-94	 416,727
Bahrain Islamic Bank
	
Bahrain	 05-94	 378,497
Union Bank	 Pakistan	 12-94	 256,447
Qatar International
Bank	 Qatar	 12-94	 230,941
Al-Barakah Islamic
Investment Bank	 Bahrain	 12-94	 162,957
Source: 1DB Annual Report 1995
Total	 Net
Deposits	 Profits
6,178,280	 239,627
98,136	 103,351
3,603,019	 39,156
2,852,032	 4,843
1,414,997	 NA.
1,430,730	 2,636
1,380,860	 4,005
1,018,141	 6,795
670,646	 8,507
702,170	 3,009
163,063	 10,544
334,162	 3,457
218,592	 4,092
196,520	 1,682
97,913	 698
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1.10 Islamic Banking System
1.10.1 The Islamic central Bank
The Central Bank will provide a guide to the commercial banks and will supervise their
activities to ensure economic stability and growth. Working to the rules laid down by the
state, it will issue and manage the country's cunency, control bank credit and channel
invisible funds into the desired direction by advertising, persuading or issuing directives to
the commercial banks on important policy matters. It will also wield powerful instruments
for regulating the volume of bank credit and their allocation.
All commercial banks would be obliged to maintain a certain percentage reserve against
their total deposits in the form of deposits with the Central Bank, depending on the
regulations of the country concerned. For example, Kuwait Finance House has to deposit 7
percent of its total deposits with Kuwait Central Bank as reserves. [Economic Report of
Kuwait Central Bank (1995)]
Changes in the reserve ratio are used as an instrument of control, as in the present system.
In view of the absence of a 'bank rate policy' this instrument may have to be used
frequently. Even in the present system some Central Banks are obliged to do this in view of
the relative ineffectiveness of the bank rate policy.
The Central Bank will offer refinance facilities against interest-free loans made by
commercial banks in case these banks need additional cash to maintain liquidity. The
extent of accommodation provided by the Central Bank will be fixed as a ratio to loans
made by Commercial Banks. For example, the 'refinance ratio' may be 25 per cent. These
loans will be free of interest and for a short duration but are subject to renewal. By
effecting suitable changes in the 'refinance ratio', the Central Bank can help commercial
banks maintain their liquidity in the face of the public's changing demands for cash. The
same instrument can be used in an inflationary situation for contacting the volume of credit.
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The wide powers enjoyed by the Central Bank, and the knowledge that it can always
enforce its decisions, if needed through fresh legislation by the state, makes 'moral
persuasion' the strongest weapon of the Central Bank even in the present system. A society
with a higher degree of social awareness and a sense of dedication to the good of people
can rely on this instrument to a larger extent. Mutual consultation and co-operation among
the Central Bank authorities and the commercial banks would ensure a smooth functioning
of the system directed towards the welfare of society.
The overall monetary policy objectives of the Central Bank are universal, irrespective of
whether it is an interest-free system or not. The major objectives include:
(a) promo of sustained and balanced economic growth;
(b) Maintenance of economic stability in the country; and
(c) Maintenance of stability in the external value of currency of the country.
However, the primary concern of the Central Bank is an interest-free banking system. The
following conclusion emerged from the paper: [Uzair, (1982)]
(a) Instruments of control like bank rate and open market operations will be the ones
where most adjustments are required to suit the interest-free banking system.
However, instruments like 'reserve requirements' to regulate the liquidity position in
the economy through banking system can continue to be applied in an interest-free
system as well.
(b) The main responsibility of the Central Bank will be to regulate the profit-sharing
ratios which govern the financial transactions between the commercial banks and
their clients and between the commercial banks and the depositors. A pragmatic
approach will be for the Central Bank to prescribe and case to case. Moreover, the
Central Bank may vary the prescribed ratios from time to time as the situation may
demand.
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(c)	 Greater reliance may have to be placed 'selective' methods of control rather than
'general' methods in an interest-free system.
Finally, while the paper suggests that there will be some need for public debt even in an
Islamic economic, the power of the banking system to create money need not and should
not be eliminated. The Central Bank should have the final and ultimate authority with
regard to the creation of money supply.
The purpose of Islamic commercial banks is to provide normal commercial banking
services in accordance with Islamic Shari'ah. The basic motive behind the operations of
these banks is profit. They are distinct from other commercial banks in that these
institutions only conduct those business activities which are permissible by Shari'ah. These
banks offer alternative banking services to those who like to avoid Riba-based banking -
most of the Islamic banks are commercial, holding and international Islamic banks.
1.10.2 Functions of Islamic Banks
Existing banks perform a number of functions which include normally performed functions
by commercial banks. Some functions have been modified by Islamic banks because of the
constraint they have operating in accordance with Shari'ah. Although there might be some
differences in the performed functions amongst the Islamic banks, it would be difficult to
provide a list of functions performed by each bank. Hence, a list of functions mostly
performed by Islamic banks are as follows:
i. Opening of accounts for individual and companies and accepting cash deposits for
safe custody and investment both in local and foreign currency;
ii. Giving credit and loans in conformity with Shari'ah;
iii. Purchase and sale of gold bullion;
iv. Purchase and sale of foreign exchange on the spot rate only;
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v. Issue of letter of credit;
vi. Issue of guarantee;
vii. Providing short-term financing against collateral in the form of commercial papers
at agreed commercial yield without interest;
viii. Collecting and processing drafts, cheques, promissory notes, bills of lading etc. on
commission;
ix. Purchase and sale of shares, a certificate of investments, financial papers and bonds
without interest;
x. Establishment and management of special funds for socially desirable purposes e.g.
investment in trade, agriculture, industry or real estate;
xi. Providing finance on the basis of Mudarabah;
xii. Providing finance on the basis of Musharakah;
xiii. Providing finance on the basis of decreasing participation;
xiv. Operation of specified investment account;
xv. Direct investment by the bank;
xvi. Leasing of machines, equipment's, apparatus and tools;
xvii. Sale and purchase of real estate;
xviii. Carrying out agency functions by appointing agents and working as agents;
xix. Sale and purchase for others on a pre-agreed profit basis (Murabahah);
xx. To establish solidarity and security of funds in order to cover deficits, in conformity
with Islamic laws of co-operation;
xxi. To provide technical, economic, financial, management and marketing constancy
services for the preparation of feasibility studies ofprojects.
Other functions of Islamic banks might include: financing and establishment of different
kinds of projects on behalf of other companies, and on the basis of joint ventures to
undertake the development of existing projects; to mobilise financial resources from local
and international money markets in accordance with Shari'ah.
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It is not necessary for each Islamic bank to undertake all of the above functions. Working
in a divergent atmosphere, they may confine themselves to those functions most appropriate
to them. It must suffice to say that, on the whole, Islamic banks undertake all banking
services and all financial investment on the basis of techniques permissible by Islamic
Shari 'ah.
1.10.3 Planning the Activities of an Islamic Bank
Planning is perhaps the first important thing to do in a process of good management.
[Rosen, R. (1995)] & [Stacey, R.D. (1996)]. It is:
"Deciding where we would like to be in the future and what and who may be
involved in our getting there. It involves setting a plan with long and short
range objectives, determining how to allocate resources in relation to the
objectives, setting priorities, and assuring their fulfilment by making
available the necessary people, plant and materials". [Hayes, (1980)]
It is also contended that:
"Planning is more complex than getting from here to there. It is the basis for
cost control, budgetary administration, morale and productivity. In effect,
any deficiency in these areas points to a defect in planning". [Hayes, (1980)]
Islamically, there is no concerning the methods and techniques of planning so long as, while
formulating the objectives and determining the tools, the management is not involved in
any prohibited transaction or injustice.
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1.10.4 The Structure and Organisation of an Islamic Bank
Organising follows and supports planning. When the objectives have been agreed upon and
the policies determined organisation must follow to start things going smoothly, efficiently
and properly. It is contended that:
"A commercial bank is much more than a building. It is an organisation that
combines human effort and financial resources to perform the banking
function required by the community it serves, and to earn an adequate return
on its owners' investments". [Crosse & Hempel, (1980)]
It has been pointed out that:
"The particular organisational structure which a commercial banking
organisation adopts depends upon a number of factors. Among these are the
financial aspects of the decision opportunities in the market place,
competitive considerations and legal constraints related to the structure of
the commercial banking system as they apply to that particular banking
organisation". [Searle, (1980)]
It is also said that: "Organising is bringing people together in a way that most effectively
and efficiently will achieve the objectives". [ Hayes, (1980)] It involves the definition of
jobs and determination of responsibilities in writing. Far more importantly:
"Organising is bringing people with relationships where each individual can
find satisfaction in the job and yet all are united in a common
accomplishment. The objective is the responsibility of the team and to bring
this about, participation is required". [Hayes, (1980)]
The organisation of any institution aims at achieving the objectives and policies of that
institution. There is no objection in Islamic Shari'ah to the organisation of a bank or any
other institution.
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1.11 Conclusion:
One of the basic changes envisaged in the wake of the Islamic transformation of a modem
economy is the replacement of the institution of interest by institutions whose status, rules
and procedures expressly state their commitment to the principles of Islamic Shariah. To
make conformity with these principles of Islamic Law possible, jurists have sought to
revive medieval Islamic financial practices in what is becoming known as 'Islamic
banking'. This banking is essentially based upon the principle of profit and loss sharing
(PLS), which allows for conformity to Islamic ethical principles.
This chapter outlined the economic philosophy of Islam and Qur 'anic and Hadith
injunctions against Riba. Later on, the theory and practices of Islamic Banking systems are
discussed.
Since the focal point of this research is the Kuwait Finance House, the following chapter
will be devoted to the economic structure of the Kuwait economy with special emphasis on
its financial sector.
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CHAPTER TWO
The Salient Features of the Kuwaiti Economy
2.1 Introduction
Kuwait is an independent Arab state situated on the Northwest corner of the Arabian
Gulf. The total area of the country is 17,818 sq. km. To the north and west it shares its
border with Iraq, and to the south and Southwest it shares its border with the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. To the east it has coastline of 290 km on the Arabian Gulf. The total
population of Kuwait was 1.57 million in 1995. At the time, only 42% of the total
population were Kuwaiti, while 58% were foreigners. The total population figure showed
a 400% increase in population since 1961. However, the number had declined from its
peak of 2.14 million in 1990, when Kuwaiti's averaged only 30% of the total population.
[CBK, Economic Report (1995) pp. 32-33J
Before 1946, Kuwait's traditional activities were mainly trading, pearling, seafaring and
fishing. 1946 witnessed the first crude oil shipment from Kuwait and, hence, the launch
of modern Kuwait. [Sapsted, D. (1980)]
The economy of Kuwait has witnessed remarkable changes especially after the oil boom
in the seventies. This chapter will briefly discuss the major developments of the domestic
economy, concentrating on the period from 1970 to the most recently available data.
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2.2 Main Features of the Economy
Kuwait's economy could be described as small open economy, with a single income
generating export, i.e. crude oil, and a relative abundance of capital. The economy
operates under a mixed economic system in which the govermnent plays a dominant role.
These features and its economic implications will be discussed in this part of the chapter.
2.2.1 The Sinai! Open Economy
As both the population and size of the country are small, Kuwait is considered as a small
economy regardless of its relatively higher per capita income, which averaged 13,000 US
Dollars during the period 1970 to 1994. The characteristics of the economy make it
vulnerable to developments in the outside world and force the country to rely on the rest
of the world as a market for its export, and as a source from which it satisfies its needs for
various goods and commodities that cannot be produced competitively domestically.
This fact forces the economy to open up to the rest of the world. The economy has a high
degree of dependence on the rest of the world, whereby Kuwait depends on oil exports
for its foreign exchange earnings and on imports to satisfy its domestic needs for
commodities. Exports averaged 61% of GDP during the period from 1970-1994.
However, this ratio declined from 70% in the 1970-1974, to 41% in 1990-1994 period.
(See table 2.1)
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Table 2.1
Source: Ministry of Planning. CSO
Figure: 2.1
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On the other hand, during the same period imports averaged 64% of GDP. However,
unlike exports, its share increased from 20% in 1970-1974 to 90% in 1990-1994 (see
table 2.2). The main reason for this jump in imports is Iraq's invasion (2 August 1990),
during which time the country was demolished. These figures show the relatively high
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degree of openness of the economy to the rest of the world.
Table 2.2
Period	 Imports as %age of
GDP
1970-1974	 20%
1975-1979	 33%
1980-1984	 43 %
1985-1989	 42%
1990-1994	 90%
Source: Ministry of Planning. CSO
Figure 2.2
Import of GDP
40
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2.2.2 The Dominance of the Oil Sector
Kuwait is an oil-dependent economy, where oil exports are the main income-generating
activity. The oil sector's contribution to the GDP averaged 52% during the period from
1970-1994. This share, however, declined from 68% in 1970-1974 to 32% in 1990-1994.
Table 2.3
Period	 Share of Oil Sector in
GDP
	1970-1974	 68 %
	
1975-1979	 68 %
	
1980-1984	 58 %
	1985-1989	 37%
	
1990-1994	 32%
Source: Ministry of Oil
Figure 2.3
Share of Oil Sector in GDP
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Table 2.3 indicates the increasing importance of the non-oil sector in the economy, as will
be discussed later in this chapter. In addition, oil exports averaged 50% in the period
1970-1994 of total exports, this share also declined from 62% in 1970-1974 to 32% in
1990-1994.
Table 2.4
Source Ministry of Oil
Figure 2.4
Share of Oil Sector in Total Export
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Another indicator of the importance of oil is the share of the oil revenue in total
government revenue. This averaged 88% of the total government revenue in 1994.
Accordingly, the oil sector played a crucial role in the economy of Kuwait, specifically as
an income-generating sector. This is despite efforts to diversify sources of income for the
country, which have not produced any significant results in rectifying this situation.
2.2.3 The Dominance of the Public Sector:
Kuwait's economic system is of a mixed economy type, where the private sector operates
under free market conditions, while the government owns and operates the oil sector.
This puts the public sector in the front seat as a dominating force in the process of
economic developn-ient. It has assumed the role of domestic entrepreneur, taking the
responsibility of developing the domestic infrastructure and economic activities. In order
to achieve this goal, the government has adopted a strategy of co-operation with the
domestic private sector to stimulate and diversify its economic activities through both
financial and technical assistance.
The government adopted a policy of joint venture investment with the private sector in
the belief that the private sector was incapable of initiating these investments without
government support and encouragement.
Although, the public sector still dominates the economic activities, its role is expected to
decline as a new strategy of privatisation is in the process of development. Several factors
play a role in pressing for this new trend among which is the financial difficulties facing
the government, which has been intensified by the fall out of the Iraqi invasion in 1990.
Accordingly, the future will witness an increasing role of the private sector (domestic and
foreign) in economic activity in Kuwait.
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2.2.4 The Surplus Economy
The oil-sector boom in Kuwait has resulted in a sharp increase in the national income.
GNP increased from 916 million KD. in 1970 to 8176 in 1994. This has caused nominal
per capita income to increase from 1.3 thousand KD in 1970 to 5.1 thousand KD in 1994.
These developments have resulted in a sharp increase in national savings which rose from
381 million KD in 1970 to 2628 million KD in 1994, with the cumulative financial
surpluses increasing from 1108 million KD in 1970 to 46180 million KD in 1994. These
surpluses have played a crucial role in overcoming capital shortage and providing a pace
for the development and diversification of the domestic financial sector as a channel for
the absorption of these surpluses and reallocation of them both domestically and
internationally.
2.3 The Structure of the Economy
Although developments in world oil prices and the consequent increase in natural wealth
has opened the road for the country to develop its economic structure, the oil sector is still
a dominant sector in the Kuwaiti economy. GDP increased from 1076 million KD in
1970 to 7349 million KD in 1994 and, with annual average growth of 11%, this rate of
growth has moved from -7 % in 1970-1974 to -5% from 1990-1994.
During the past two and half decades, Kuwait's economy has been subjected to many
disruptive influences, e.g. the 1970's oil boom, the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, the 1980 stock
market crisis (Al-Manikh Crisis), the Gulf War-I (between Iraq and Iran) and, more
recently, Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. Its growth performance is, therefore not consistent.
Secondly, as has been mentioned earlier, oil is the only significant source of revenue, and
is completely owned by the government, much of its development has to be undertaken
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by the government. As a result, it is natural for government spending in any one year to
be based on expected revenues for that year.
Table 2.5
Period	 Growth Rate of GDP
	
1970-1974	 -0.07
	
1975-1979	 -0.02
	
1980-1984	 0.03
	
1985-1989	 0.0008
	
1990-1994	 -0.05
Source: Mmistry of Planning-USU.
Figure 2.5
Growth Rate of GDP
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2.3.1 The Oil Sector
The activities in this sector has diversified remarkably from crude oil production to
downstream activities including refining, petrochemicals and transportation.
Today, the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) manages all oil and gas exploration and
production activity inside Kuwait. The Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KINPC)
oversees the local refining and marketing of petroleum products and controls domestic
downstream sales within Kuwait; responsibility for the production and marketing of
fertilisers and petrochemicals lies with the Petrochemical Industries Company (PlC), and
the Kuwait Oil Tanker Company (KOTC) is the State's authorised carrier of Kuwaiti
crude oil, petroleum products and liquefied gases.
KPC has also expanded its foreign operations, creating three new subsidiary companies.
The Kuwait Foreign Petroleum Exploration Company (KUFPEC) today handles all
overseas investment operations in petroleum exploration and exploitation. Kuwait
Petroleum International (KPI) runs KPC' s downstream marketing operation and manages
the Q8 retail brand in Europe and Asia; Santa Fe International specialises in the pan-
global exploration and development of oil and gas reserves and world-wide contract
drilling services. In 1987, the Kuwait Aviation Fuelling Company (KAFCO) also became
a KPC subsidiary.
Geological surveys reveal that Kuwait's oil deposits vary in depth from the Pliocene era
to the Jurassic, with most of the country's reserves located in the Cretaceous strata.
C-)
I-
-o
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A. Crude oil and gas production
Since the discovery of the first commercial oil well in 1938, oil discoveries and
production have been increasing. In 1995 oil production reached 2 million barrels per
day.
Kuwait's oil reserves currently rank third in the world. They were estimated by OPEC at
the end of 1991 at 96.5 billion barrels, equivalent to roughly 10% of the total known
global reserves, and 15% of OPEC's reserves. Kuwait's oil reserves are expected to last
for approximately another 200 years.
Besides crude oil, Kuwait produces natural gas, which is mainly produced in association
with crude oil. In 1995 natural gas reserves were estimated at 1,037 billion cubic metres.
It is worth noting that, before the establishment of the gas liquefaction project in 1979,
almost 85% of gas was flared. However, this has dropped sharply to reach less than 10%
in 1995.
B. Refined Production
Kuwait has adopted a policy of increasing the value added from crude oil and natural gas
by moving into oil refining. Currently, Kuwait has three refineries: Mina Al-Ahmadi was
established in 1949 with a current capacity of 430,000 barrels/day; Mina Abdallah was
established in 1958 with a current capacity of 250,000 barrels/day; and Shuaibah was
established in 1968 with a current capacity of 200,000 barrels/day. The production of
refined oil products has increased from 147 million barrels in 1970 to 292 million in
1995.
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The percentage of refined oil from the total oil production has increased from 14% in
1970to33%in 1995.
C. Petrochemicals
In 1963, Petrochemicals Industries Corporation was established to utilise oil and gas in
the production of petrochemical products. The company established the first chemical
fertilisers plant in 1964 to produce liquid ammonia, ammonium sulphate, sulphuric acid
and urea.
In 1995 the company signed a joint venture contract with Union-Carbide and Bubian
Petrochemicals Company, a Kuwaiti private sector company to form a new company
under the name 'Equate'. This new company will build a petrochemical complex to
produce polyethylene, ethylene and ethylene glycol with a capacity of 450,000 tonnes,
650,000 tonnes, and 350,000 tonnes respectively. The project is expected to start
production in late 1997.
D. Transportation:
Kuwait Oil Tankers Company was established in 1957, to undertake the task of
transporting Kuwaiti crude oil and refined products. The company now has 32 tankers to
transport crude oil, refined products and gas.
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E.	 Refined Oil Activity
Mina Al-Ahmadi Refinery: The refinery installation at Mina A1-Ahmadi is located 45
kilometres south of Kuwait City, directly overlooking the Arabian Gulf.
Mina Al-Ahmadi's first small crude distillation unit (capacity: 25,000 bpd) was built in
1949 to meet local requirements for diesel oil, gasoline, kerosene and gas oil. Capacity
was subsequently expanded several times, most recently as part of a major two-stage
modemisation programme completed in 1986, which increased refining capacity to over
410,000 bpd.
As well as serving the local domestic market, Mina Al-Ahmadi supplies fuel for all
Kuwait's strategic and infrastructure requirements, including power generation and water
desalination. Post-modernisation, Mina Al-Ahmadi's high-quality petroleum products
also helped establish fresh export avenues for Kuwait.
KNPC's Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) plant at Mina Al-Ahmadi, inaugurated in 1979,
comprises three units for the production of lean gas, propane, butane and Kuwaiti natural
gasoline, with a total absorptive capacity of 1700 million cubic feet per day.
Mina Abdallah Refinery: Mina Abdallah Refinery was built in 1958 to refine high-
sulphur heavy crude produced from the Wafra oil fields. Its initial 30,000 bpd capacity
was later increased to 144,000 bpd.
Mina Abdallah underwent full refurbishment between 1982 and 1989, when existing
process units were upgraded and 15 more commissioned, including a 165,000 bpd
capacity crude distillation unit with the first petroleum coke production facilities in the
Arabian Gulf, and facilities for atmospheric residue were laid and the artificial Sea Island
terminal constructed to expedite tanker loading.
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Final crude capacity post-modernisation was 230,000 bpd, with upgraded capability to
produce light distillates such as naphtha, kerosene and diesel. Mina Abdallah's
installation overlooks the Arabian Gulf coast 60 kilometres south of Kuwait city.
Shuaibah Refinery: The State's newest refinery, at Shuaibah, was inaugurated in April
1968, and the first production shipment was exported in May of the same year. The
refinery, which occupies a coastal site in Kuwait's industrial zone, was constructed
utilising extremely advanced technology for its generation. Today, its all-hydrogen
process converts high sulphur-content crude into superior quality product for the world
market.
Shuaibah's original 95,000 bpd capacity was expanded in 1975 to 200,000 bpd. Today,
pipelines carry product between Suaibah and its sister-refineries at Mina Abdallah and
Mina Al-Ahmadi, PlC (sulphur and liquid ammonia) and KAFCO (aviation fuel).
Shuaibah's major processing units include crude oil, hydrogen productions, naphtha
treatment, H-oil, hydrogen cracking, sulphur recovery, light and heavy diesel treatment
and Merox/Isomax processing facilities.
Since 1968, Shuaiba has been Kuwait's leading export refinery, processing over 30
petroleum products including naphtha, gasoline, kerosene, marine diesel oil and fuel oil.
The high-quality product conforms to the strictest specifications of the international
marketplace.
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2.3.2 Non-Oil Sectors
The non-oil sectors consist of agriculture, manufacturing and services. The share of these
sectors of the GDP has increased from 31 % in the 70s to 51 % in the 80s, and 65 % in
the 90s.
Table 2.6
Figure 2.7
Share Rate of Non-Oil Sectors
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The variation in growth rates of the non-oil sector contribution reflects, on the one hand,
the variety of factors influencing the performance of these sectors and, on the other hand,
the varying reaction of the non-oil sector to the oil sector.
Regardless of the increase in the share of these sectors, the rate of growth has declined
from 60 % in the 70s to 35 % in 80s, then increased 53 % in the 90s.
Table 2.7
Source: Ministry of Planning-CSO.
Figure 2.8
Growth Rate of Non-Oil Sectors
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1.	 Agricultural Sector
Although Kuwait is an oil-producing country with arid soil, harsh weather, no rivers and
insufficient irrigation water, the country still manages to achieve a good yield of crops at
a certain time of year. Amazingly, a surplus of vegetables is exported to various
neighbouring countries.
Agriculture has never been a great source of income or base for the economy in Kuwait.
In the beginning there were a few small farms scattered around Jabra and coastal villages,
but with rapid urbanisation, most of these farms disappeared.
Regardless of this limited contribution in economic activity, the sector has the potential to
grow and especially as cultivated land represents only 10% of cultivable land. [Annual
Statistical Abstract, C.S.O. (1994) Kuwait]
In an effort to promote the development of this sector, the government established an
independent entity under the name of "The Public Authority for Agriculture and Fish
Resources" to take the responsibilities of setting and implementing agricultural policy in
Kuwait. Technical financial support has been provided to this sector to encourage private
investment.
As a result of these efforts, this sector has grown from KI) 2.5 million in 1970 to 47
million in 1990, while employment has increased from 4,000 in 1970 to 15,000 in 1990,
with an average growth rate of 16% annually. Even so, the agricultural sector still only
makes a very small contribution to the national income where its share is averaged at less
than 1%. Different factors are responsible for this situation, for example, soil infertility,
water scarcity and adverse climate conditions.
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Table 2.8
Source: Ministry of Planning-CSO,
Figure 2.9
Growth Rate of Agriculture
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2.	 Manufacturing Sector
Industry in Kuwait faces serious obstacles in terms of both the smallness of the market
and scarcity of raw material. The activities of this sector concentrated mainly on products
for the domestic market with the small-scale, capital-intensive industries. Besides refined
oil products, construction materials, food, beverages and other consumer products are the
main. The contribution of refined products to the production of this sector averaged 56%
in the seventies then declined to 36% in the nineties. The seventies witnessed a rapid
development and diversification in this sector with the aid of a joint venture programme
adopted by the government as an attempt to develop an active domestic manufacturing
sector. Other incentives adopted by the government included tax exemption, import duty
exemption on machinery, spare part and raw materials and tariffs of 10-15 % for up to ten
years imposed on imported goods similar to those produced locally. The Industrial Bank
of Kuwait (IBK) was established in 1974 as an instrument to develop a long run industrial
strategy to initiate industrial projects in economically feasible activities and to provide
loans to existing industries. This was regarded as a positive move toward a greater
development of this sector. The contribution of this sector to GDP is still very small. It
increased from 4 % in 1970 to 10 % in 1994. Its contribution to non-oil GDP rose from
10 % in 1970 to 18% in 1994.
This sector grew at an average annual rate of 8% during the seventies then declined to 3%
in the eighties and has increased by only 1% in the nineties. Employment in this sector
increased from 32,000 in 1970 to 41,000 in 1980. The number increased to 67,000 in the
early 90s. But by 1995 the number had again declined to 51,000, as, after Iraq's invasion,
many workers returned to their native country. The future development of this sector -
requires co-operation with other countries in the region as an important measure to
expand the market for its products. As is the case with agriculture, manufacturing has a
potential to grow and diversify in the future if the obstacles facing this sector are reduced
and overcome.
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Table 2.9
Source: Ministry of Planning-CSO.
Figure 2.10
Growth Rate of Manufacturing
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3.	 Service Sector
The service sector, which includes construction, wholesale and retail trade, financial
institutions and insurance, government services and others, is the second most important
sector in the economy after oil. The share of this sector of the GDP averaged 40% during
the period 1970-1994. However, its average growth during this period is the smallest,
averaging 8%. Among the various components of services, government services averaged
40% of the total which stresses the role played by the government in the domestic
economy. Employment in this sector increased from 198,000 in 1970 to 764,000 in 1990.
The contribution to the GDP by public administration and defence services sector
decreased during 1994 by 1.7% compared to 1993, while the contribution to the GDP by
the household and personal services sector rose in 1994 by 12.3%. This variation in
growth rates of the services sectors reveals that relatively higher growth rates were
achieved in sectors where the relative participation of the private sector was greater. This
alleviated the adverse effects of slower growth rates in public expenditure on the growth
of these sectors.
On the other hand, the growth rate of the contribution to the GDP by the health care
services sector accelerated during 1994 to 13.6%. Meanwhile, the contribution of
education services grew during 1994 by 1.4%, decelerating from 10.5% in 1993. This
growth is due to an increase in the population during 1994 and increased public
expenditure on these services.
The contribution of the non-oil-manufacturing sector has reduced to KD 272.3 million
from KD 281.6 million in 1993. Since activity in the non-oil manufacturing sector is
linked, to a large extent, to activity in the construction sector, the contribution to the GDP
by the latter sector registered a limited growth of 1.5 % during the 90s.
The contribution of the financial sector to the GDP achieved a record growth during the
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90s. This growth was largely a reward for the intensive efforts exerted to rationalise the
banling and financial system and improve its performance. The growth rate for financial
institutions during the 90s exceeds growth rates achieved by all other non-oil sectors. The
contribution of the financial institutions sector to non-oil GDP during the 90s accounted
for 6.5%.
Table 2.10
Source: Ministry of Planning-CSO.
Figure 2.11
Growth Rate of Services
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2.4 Inflation
In a small open economy, like that of Kuwait, inflation is affected by both domestic and
foreign factors, with the impact of foreign factors increasing with the increase in the
dependence on inputs to satisfy domestic demand for goods.
Thus, with the high dependence on imports, foreign inflation has an effect on the rate of
inflation in Kuwait. Accordingly, the government has adopted a policy of subsidising
basic food stuffs in an effort to minimise the adverse impact of foreign inflation on
consumer welfare.
Kuwait did not experience serious inflationary pressures during the period 1970-1995.
Average annual inflation, as measured by the consumer price index, declined from 11%
during the period 1971-1975 to 3.22 % during 1986-1990, than declined to 2.8 % during
199 1-95. These figures show the performance of the Kuwait Central Bank in controlling
inflation during the period 1971-1995.
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Table 2.11
Source: Ministry of Planning-CSO.
Figure 2.12
Inflation
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2.5 Economic Policy
In Kuwait, both fiscal and monetary policies are still lagging behind and lack the
traditional tools of control.
For fiscal policy, the absence of income tax, except on foreign firms, deprives domestic
fiscal policy of its main tool. The non-existence of income tax is due to the fact that the
government is the owner of the oil sector which provides it with its main source of
income - consequently, the government has felt no need to develop another source of
income through imposing income taxes.
However, the increase in the budget deficit has raised the issue of introducing taxes to
finance government expenditure. Accordingly, government expenditure and the
distribution of oil income have been the main tools available to policy makers to affect
domestic economic activities. This tool, however, has become less flexible as most
government expenditure is allocated to salaries and employee compensations, which
consumes more than 70% of total expenditure and about 90% of total revenue.
Monetary policy, on the other hand, although it faces similar problems, has more tools to
apply, such as discount window, reserve requirements and treasury bills. The latter is the
most important in exerting control over money supply. However, the effectiveness of this
tool depends on the maturity of the secondary market for these instruments. Since its
introduction in 1987, activities in the secondary market for treasury bills has been
growing, thus making it a more effective tool as time passes.
The openness of the economy creates another difficulty facing policy makers in their
attempts to control domestic variables, as outside factors exert a relatively strong impact
on the behaviour of domestic variables. This problem, although not completely
controllable, can be minimised with the development of appropriate measures to counter
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any unfavourable conditions imposed by the rest of the world on the domestic economy.
The ability to achieve this goal depends on the availability of appropriate policy tools.
2.6 Conclusion
To recap, Kuwait is an independent state in south-western Asia, on the north-western
coast of the Arabian Gulf. Virtually the entire country, except for some small coastal
areas, is barren desert, with a flat to rolling terrain. Soils are practically non-existent.
The native people of Kuwait are Arabs. Many minority groups are present, however,
including Arabs from other countries, Indians, Pakistanis and Iranians. The population in
1994 was 1,498,077. The overall density was about 95 persons per sq. km. Islam is the
predominant religion and the official language is Arabic, but English is widely spoken.
Kuwait is one of the world's richest countries in terms of yearly gross national product
per capita. Much of this wealth, however, is concentrated in the hands of the government.
The country is entirely dependent on petroleum for its domestic development and foreign
exchange.
Crude oil production was about 445.1 million barrels annually in 1992, of which about
52% was exported. As petroleum revenue increased during the 70s, imports also jumped,
and the government undertook major building and industrial development plans. In 1994
crude-oil production was estimated at about 653.1 million barrels per year.
Manufacturing industries included cement and other building materials, petrochemicals,
plastic products, and boats.
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in the early 1990s ruined the whole infrastructure of the
country. The problems Kuwait faced in the post-war period included inadequate supplies
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of food, fresh water, and electricity, hundreds of oil-well fires, environmental damage
from burning wells and deliberately spilled oil and demands by resistance leaders, who
had remained in Kuwait, for a greater share of political power. The country faced all these
challenges boldly and bravely and administration and financial institutions have worked
together to put the economy on track.
The Kuwait economy could be defined as a small-open economy, which is highly
dependent on international market for its growth. To develop its own base for economic
growth the country needs to invest heavily in the industrial sector and infrastructure.
Secondly, due to increased competition in the petroleum market, the country needs to
have the most up-to-date exploration system. In order to increase its revenue, the country
has to modernise its petroleum industry, as exporting petroleum products and
petrochemicals is more beneficial than exporting crude oil. The country has already taken
some steps in this direction but still there is room for improvement.
To conclude, the country needs an efficient financial system to meet its investment
targets. In Kuwait two financial institutions types are operating side by side, i.e. Islamic
and conventional. Both types of institutes take part in investing to improve the
infrastructure and industrial base of the economy. The next chapter explores the structure
of the financial system of Kuwait.
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CHAPTER THREE
Kuwait's Financial System
3.1 Introduction
The financial sector usually refers to institutions, markets and instruments involved in
the process of transferring funds from savers to investors. Financial institutions,
generally speaking, are those institutions characterised by the dominance of financial
rather than real assets on their balance sheets. These financial assets come in different
forms with different maturates such as currencies, deposits, stocks, bonds, and other
forms of claims by financial institutions against other parties and vice versa. The
financial markets are responsible for the creation and exchange of these assets. The
development and diversity of this sector reflects the level of development and
diversity of real sector in the economy. Accordingly, countries differ with respect to
their size, the diversity of their financial instruments, and the size of mobilised funds
through these institutions. {Mishkin, F.S. (1992)]. The Kuwaiti financial system has
withstood remarkable changes in its size and structure as new institutions and
instruments have been introduced, bringing it closer to that of advanced economies.
Kuwait has a relatively diversified financial system (figure 3.1), the structure of which
has not changed markedly for several decades. The main in situations includes in
addition to the central bank, sevens commercial banks, two specialised banks (the
Industrial Bank and the Real Estate Bank), the Kuwait Finance House (KFH), which
operates on Islamic principles, about 24 investment companies and a similar number
of insurance and reinsurance companies (most of the insurance companies are local
agencies foreign operations, but some are national), a number of money changes and
exchange houses, and the Kuwait Stock Exchange. Of the two specialised banks, the
Industrial Bank concentrates on medium-term industrial credits, and the Real Estate
Bank makes housing and property loans. A third "specialised bank" of the 1980s, the
Credit and Saving Bank, was principally funded by the government and is now being
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merged with the Public Housing Authority.
Among these institutions there is a familiar division of activities and specialisation's.
Most deposit taking and banking activities are carried out by the commercial banks,
the KFH and, to a minor extent, by some investment companies. Although
instruments and techniques have changed, the range of commercial bank operations
has remained much the same during the past 20 years. Activities of the investment
companies have broadened somewhat. In the 1970s and early 1980s, the investment
companies focused mainly on placing and managing funds (usually in foreign
markets) for domestic customers. More recently they have diversified into such
activities as taking positions as principals and underwriting securities. As noted, some
of them accept deposits in a manner similar to banks. The money changes and
exchange houses in Kuwait are restricted to exchange and remittance activities, that is
largely to buying and selling foreign exchange, and are not permitted to take large
open positions or engage in lending activities. [John F.W. & Alexei P. K. (1997)]
In this chapter, the development of the financial sector and its significant role in the
Kuwaiti economy are emphasised, and particular attention will be paid to the
performance of the sector during the period of 1980-1994.
Exchange	 Investment
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3.2 Financial institutions
In 1941 no financial institution existed in the domestic economy of Kuwait and only
self finance was allowed at that time. Local currency was not introduced until 1961,
and the Indian Rupee was used as the Kuwaiti currency. Between 1941 and 1996 the
financial structure in Kuwait developed and diversified in both number and type of
institutions. Most of the financial institutions have become significantly more open
and have developed into throwing businesses. These institutions include: commercial
banks; specialised banks; investment and financial companies; insurance companies;
money changing companies; real estates; and the stock market.
There has been a steady increase in foreign partnerships in the domestic financial
sector. However, these partnerships came under the condition that the share of
domestic ownership does not fall below 51 percent. On 1st August 1994, a new law
was introduced (Law No. 51 of 1994). This law states that foreign capital could be
imported especially in insurance and the banking sector, provided that foreigners'
share does not exceed 40% of the total participation.
The Central Bank of Kuwait controls both the domestic interest rate and the exchange
rates. However, capital mobility or transfer is not subject to any control of the bank. In
the foreign exchange market, the central bank has succeeded in stabilising the
domestic currency (Kuwaiti Dinar) by fixing the Dinar spot rate every day according
to a weighted basket of currencies in which Kuwait's main investment and trading are
carried out. In controlling the level of domestic liquidity the central bank usually takes
into consideration three major factors: net domestic government expenditure; private
sector loans and overdrafts; net private sector transfers and import payments.
Monitoring the impact of these factors on the money supply and subsequently on
interest rates is an important task for the central bank. [Central Bank of Kuwait
(1992)]
The following section gives a detailed discussion of the institutions, markets and their
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instruments in the Kuwaiti financial sector and the development of their role in
mobilising domestic savings.
3.2.1 The Bait king Sector
Before the exploitation of oil in Kuwait, most transactions were carried out on a cash
basis. The ruler himself, Sheikh Ahmad Al-Jabir Al Sabah, had an account with
Lloyds Bank in London, but most of his subjects dealt only with money-changes and
money-lenders rather than with fully-fledged commercial banks. In the 1930s the
British political agent, Major Holmes, proposed that a bank be established in Kuwait,
since oil had been discovered and was yet to be exploited. He wanted to attract to
Kuwait the Eastern Bank, which was already established in Babrain. He managed to
prevent the Ottoman Bank from establishing itself in Kuwait because it was not a
wholly owned British institution. In 1938, the Arab Bank, a Jerusalem-based
Palestinian institution, approached the ruler concerning the establishment of a bank
but, when information regarding the political bias of the bank was uncovered, Major
Holmes discouraged its establishment in Kuwait.
When the Second World War broke out, the Eastern Bank concentrated its operations
in Iraq to serve the British forces and the United Kingdom's interests. Mr Johnson of
the Imperial Bank (which was wholly British-owned) was then invited to Kuwait in
1941 and he agreed that the Imperial Bank would establish a branch in Kuwait,
provided the Sheikh transferred own deposits, then worth 20,000 India rupees, for
Lloyds Bank to the Imperial Bank. This was done and, on 28 February 1942, the first
modern bank was opened in Kuwait.
Until 1942 the banking sector in Kuwait consisted of one branch of a foreign bank,
The British Bank of the Middle East. But in the last 55 years Kuwait's banking
industry has expanded in a very noticeable way both in the number of institutions and
the scale of operations. At the end of 1995, the banking sector had increased to one
central bank, seven commercial banks, two specialised banks and one Islamic bank.
[Presley, J.R. & Wilson R. (1992)].
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The following section will describe and analyse each type of bank.
3.2.1.A	 The Central Bank of Kuwait
The Central Bank of Kuwait was established as a government bank and issuer of
currency in 1969, and now serves its customers with all the usual banking services.
The major objective of Kuwait's open financial market has been to control the level of
interest rates and liquidity by insulating local markets from external destabilising
factors. The introduction of instruments include liquidity requirements, discount and
re-discount facilities, central bank bills, and the introduction of regulations that
encourage banks to direct their credits to productive sectors and reduce overdrafts by
switching facilities to term loans with defined maturity.
It was mentioned previously that one of the major responsibilities of the Central Bank
is to stabilise the value of the Kuwaiti Dinar in the foreign exchange market. The
Central Bank fixes the Dinar spot rate on a daily basis according to a weighted basket
of currencies in which Kuwait's trading and investments are carried out. It is
understood that 50 percent of this basket is the US dollar since the majority of oil
exports are denominated in dollars.
While the Central Bank controls domestic liquidity by considering net domestic
government expenditure, new private sector transfers and import payments, the
monitoring of money supplies and the subsequent interest is an important task for
monetary authorities.
The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on 2 August, 1990 had very bad effects which were
reflected in the economic resources, productivity capacities of the economic sector, in
addition to the breaking down of the activities of basic services in the country. The
Central Bank of Kuwait continued its effort during the post-liberation period, for the
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purpose of addressing the negative effects of the occupation on the national economy
generally. CBK tried to restore confidence in the national economy in Kuwait and
redress the state of the banking and Monetary Agency, in addition it participated in
pushing the wheel of economic activity in the country and fighting the inflationary
pressures, which are expected in such circumstances.
To achieve these goals CBK's responsibilities were organised according to three
factors. These factors are reviving the activity and role of the banking sector,
imposing some restrictions on drawing from the customer's deposits and financial
remittances abroad to enable local banks to redress their status and also to limit the
inflationary pressure. Since July 1991 such restrictions have been lifted.
Policy Evolution in the 1980s
Although the preservation of institutional integrity was a dominant theme in the
1980s, the Kuwaiti authorities also made significant progress in developing and using
the central bank's policy tools. The Central bank's powers and array of potential tools
had already been in the mid-1970s by amendments to the central bank law. The use of
a number of these tools was changed during the 1 980s which, in general, involved
greater flexibility. Financial controls by the central bank were liberalised in stages
into the 1990s, even as it acquired a higher level of independence from the
government. The basic monetary policy tools employed in Kuwait are first discussed,
followed by brief accounts of the Central Bank's evolving interest rate policy and
techniques of liquidity management. Table 3.1 provides a synoptic view of these tools
and techniques.[Central Bank of Kuwait; and IMF]
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Table 3.1 Evolution of Monetary Policy Instruments
Type	 Operation or Instrument and Rate	 Status
Open market operations	 Purchases and sales of	 Three-month and six-month bills 	 In effect since
government securities	 1988
Repose of government	 Three-month and six-month bills
securities(one week)	 ______________________________________________________ _________________
Open market type operations Outright sales 	 Central bank bills	 Phased out in
(primary market)	 ___________________________ ___________________________________________________ 1987
Outright sales	 Three-month and six-month bills and one-year bonds
	 In effect since
______________________ _________________________ ________________________________________________ November 1987
Reserve requirements	 3 percent of total deposits in liquid assets (vault cash,	 En effect since
________________________ balances with central bank, and treasury bills)
	 1980
Liquidity	 Prescribed ratios for 	 Demand deposits (35 percent)	 In effect since
________________________________________________ 1974
requirements	 liquid asset holdings	 Saving and time deposits up to I month (30 percent)
Time deposits of 1-3 months (20 percent)
Time deposits of 3-6 months (10 percent)
_________________________ Time deposits of 6-12 months (5 percent)	 _______________
Central bank lending	 Discount window	 Rediscount of commercial paper	 Suspended in
operations	 November 1995
Overdraft window	 Financing for an overdraft at 10 percent for the first day In effect since
and up to 15 percent thereafter	 August 1992
Overnight lending	 Liquidity support for banks not holding treasury bills 	 In effect
Credit auction	 A means of market pricing central bank credit 	 Never used
Public sector deposits	 Government accounts with	 Reallocation of government deposits between the 	 In effect
the Central Bank	 central bank and the local banks, although available,
not used to control liquidity 	 _______________
Foreign exchange swaps and 	 Rarely used at local banks' request	 In effect
outrightsales and purchases ________________________________ _____________________________________________________________ ___________________
Interest rate control
	
Discount rate	 7.25 percent since April 17, 1995 	 In effect
Ceiling on loans	 Tied to discount rate: 9.75 percent for loans of less than In effect since
I year; 11.25 percent for loans of more than 1 year 	 April 1995
Floor rate on deposits	 Discontinued
in February
______________________ _________________________ _________________________ ____________________	 1995
Volume of loans control 	 Ceilings on consumer loans Aggregate consumer and
	 May not exceed ten	 Since June 1993;
installment loans may not 	 times customer's	 amended in April
exceed 10 percent of total	 monthly salary or	 1996
private deposits 	 KD 10,000,
whichever is less
Ceilings on installment loans	 The amount extended
to a single customer
cannot exceed
____________________ ______________________ ______________________ KD 70,000 	 ____________
"Liquidity scheme"	 One-month deposits with central bank at a competitive interest rate; used when the	 Since
ceiling on treasury bills and bonds issues is reached 	 December
________________________ 	 1995
Central bank deposits with
	
Discontinued
local banks	 in November
________________________ 	
1995
Direct credits	 Not used
Bank-by-bank credit ceilings 	 Not used
Sources: Central Bank of Kuwait; and IMF
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Monetary Policy
Among its basic monetary policy instruments, the Central Bank has employed reserve
requirements continuously over the period under review. Such requirements have
been in effect since 1980; commercial banks are required to maintain 3% of their
deposits in vault cash, central bank balances, or government bills. The same
requirements apply to the specialised banks. The KFH, technically, is not subject to
this rule, but it complies for the most part with central bank directives. It may be
noted that reserve requirements have not changed since this tool was introduced.
The Central Bank's policy of maintaining unchanged reserve ratios has been similar to
that in the major industrial countries, where the active use of reserve requirements has
also declined in recent years. The very open nature of the economy, together with
capital flows that are responsive to exchange market conditions, suggested to the
authorities that an interest rate policy was the appropriate primary tool to effect
monetary conditions in support of a stable exchange rate.
As a result of the awareness of the CBK of the burdens of serious indebtedness, and
its increasing seriousness following the invasion and of the problems of the banking
monetary sector, the bank took the initiate of preparing a plan including its
perspectives contesting the problem and redressing the status of the banking and
monetary agency, in such a way that reflected positively on the national economic
activity with all its sectors. [CBK (1992)]
3.2.1.B	 Commercial banks
Kuwait's first commercial bank, The National Bank of Kuwait, was established in
1952. In 1960 two other banks were established, the Commercial Bank of Kuwait and
the Gulf Bank. In 1967 the A1-Ahli Bank of Kuwait came into existence. The
establishment of the Bank of Kuwait and the Middle East in 1971 replaced the British
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Bank of the Middle East. Finally, in 1976 the Burgan Bank was established.
Now Kuwait has six commercial banks, with a branch of the Bank of Bahrain and
Kuwait being established in 1977.
The last 55 years have witnessed rapid growth in Kuwait's banking industry. The
assets of commercial banks grew from 4291.9 Million KD in 1979 to 8673 Million
KD in 1994. (See Table 3.4)
The commercial banking industry in Kuwait grew at a decreasing rate, declining from
an annual average of 18% during the first half of the 80s, to 2.8% during the latter half
of the 80s, then it became negative in the first half of the 90s with an average of -3.8%
decline in oil revenues and the Iraqi invasion are responsible for this trend.
Figure 3.2
The Aggregate Balance Sheet of Kuwait's Commercial Banks
Source: 1 able 3.4
On the assets and liabilities portfolio side, claims on the private sector have been the
main item averaging 41% of total assets during the whole period followed by foreign 	 -
assets, which averaged 32%. However, during the 1990s, other assets have become
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the main items averaging 57%, compared with 20% during the 1980s - this jump is
mainly due to the sharp increase of commercial banks holdings of Treasury bills and
bonds.
On the liability side, private deposits have maintained their position as the main
source of funds, averaging 42% of total liabilities during the period from 1980 to
1994. The second item is other liabilities averaging 26%, followed by foreign
liabilities with an average of 12%. However, the share of private deposits has
increased during the 90s, while that of other liabilities and foreign liabilities has
declined.
3.2.1.0	 Specialised banks
The establishment of specialised banks in Kuwait is a developed and positive step for
long-term and medium-term loans. In the early 1 970s three banks were established
and great expectations were held for the funding and promoting of the investment in
various projects and different sectors, this was expected to enhance the national
income.
Until 1993 there were three specialised banks in Kuwait: the Industrial Bank of
Kuwait; the Real Estate Bank and the Savings and Credit Bank (SCB). In 1994 the
SCB went under the control of the Public Authority for Housing Care.
At present there are two specialised banks in Kuwait providing medium-term finance
for industry and real estate. The Kuwait Real Estate Bank (KREB) was established in
1973 and the Industrial bank of Kuwait (IBK) was established in 1974. Both banks are
permitted to accept time and savings deposits from the public but they are unable to
accept demand deposits. They are active in providing technical assistance and play an
important advisory role in their respective fields of operation. Normally detailed
feasibility studies on projects submitted for finance are required and they apply
rigorous techniques of project evaluation. Both banks are also active in the domestic
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and international loans market.
During the first half of the 1980s the assets of these banks grew at an average annual
growth rate of 14%. But in the second half of the 1980s a negative growth rate of 9%
was observed. The situation is slightly improved in the 1990s with a slowing down of
retardation to 7%. In 1979 the assets of these banks were 1034 million KD and
decreased to 703.8 Million KD in 1994. (see Figure 3.3)
Figure 3.3
The Aggregate Balance Sheet for Specialised Banks in Kuwait
Source Table 3.9
Concerning the portfolio of these institutions, credit to residents and local investments
have been the main items averaging 65%, followed by foreign assets 15% ,and
deposits with local banks, 11%. However, as is the case with commercial banks, the
share of these items has witnessed significant changes during the 1990s as local
investments became the first item averaging 62% compared with 3% during the
1980s, followed by foreign assets, 14%, credit to residents, 13%, compared with 56%
during the eighties, and deposits with local banks 4% compared with 15% during the
1980s.
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On the liability side, the bank's own fund is the main item averaging 32%, followed
by other liabilities 19%, government deposits ,18%. These shares have also changed
during the 1990s with the bank's own funds being the third averaging 15%, compared
with 40% during the 1980s, while government deposits took the lead with an average
of 28%, compared with 13% during the 1980s, followed by other liabilities 28%
compared with 14% during the 1980s.
In general, local banks have experienced a significant slow down in their activities as
measured by the development of their balance sheets. This slow down was primarily
caused by the decline of the country's oil revenues, and has been intensified by the
Iraqi invasion. However these institutions have been recovering in a satisfactory trend.
3.2.1.D	 Islamic banks
Banking under the guidance of Shariah is the agenda of today's financial markets in
Islamic countries. In 1977 the first Islamic bank was established in Kuwait. This is the
largest Islamic commercial bank in the world serving Kuwait's economy. This bank
adopted an itmovative approach in Islamic banking and developed many modern
instruments to serve its customers better. [Presley J. & Wilson R. (1992)]
Chapter 4 is devoted to Kuwait Finance House, its performance and the role it plays in
the development and growth of the Kuwait economy.
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3.2.1.E	 Investment Companies
The establishment of investment companies was a pressing need for the money market, since the
presence of an establishment able to perform the part of the broker between the sources of saving
and channel of investment was considered to be important for the improvement of the
performance of the money market. The importance of these establishments was increased due to
the availability of surplus funds from both the government and individuals with the increase of oil
revenues. There was an objective to establish such companies at the beginning of the 1 960s
through the investment of some of the state surplus funds abroad, through possession and
management and marketing of the foreign debt debentures.
Companies have indeed covered some part of the government portfolio and some private
investment. These companies played an integral role in preparing bridges and channels which have,
through financial bargaining with these establishments, contributed to facilities and documentation,
and the development of the financial sector between banks and financial organisations in and out of
Kuwait. Their major internal investment has been foci purchase of stocks from the secondary
market and real estate in addition to the management and promotion issuance of debentures and
certificates of deposits. These companies have become the source of important information for
conditions of the international money markets.
The 1990s crisis badly affected these companies as well. The companies persisted in their efforts
they exerted to reorganise capital restructuring in order to absorb the losses brought forward from
previous years.
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Table: 3.3 Investment Companies in Kuwait
Investment company sector 	 Established
Kuwait Investment Company
	 1961
Kuwait Foreign Trading Contracting and Investment Company 	 1964
Kuwait International Investment Company
	 1972
International Financial Advisors 	 1974
Kuwait International Finance Company 	 1974
Arab Finance Consultants
	
1974
Arab Trust Company 	 1974
Al-Ahlia Investment Company 	 1974
Arab Investment for Asia 	 1975
The Arab-European Financial Management Company 	 1975
Kuwait Development Company	 1976
Euro-Kuwait Investment Company 	 1976
National Projects Group	 1976
Securities Group	 1981
The Securities House	 1982
Al-Daira Investment Group
	 1982
First National Investment Group	 1982
Al-Mana International Investment Company 	 1982
Kuwait Interests Financial Investment Company 	 1982
Middle East Investment Company	 1993
International Investor	 1993
International Investment Group 	 1993
Source: Central Bank of Kuwait (1995).
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3.2.1.F	 Exchange companies
Within the institutional structure of the banking and financial system, the number of registered
(licensed) exchange companies subject to the supervision of the CBK reached 26 companies at the
end of 1995.
The data show that the total aggregate balance sheet of those companies stood at KD 38.8 million
at the end of 1995, recording a growth of 7.9% compared to its level at the end of the previous
year. The most significant growth on the liability side is the increase in partners' equity. The
growth on the asset side was due to certain developments, the most significant of which was the
increase in cash and cash assets, (22.6%) financial investments (194.5%) and the decrease in the
claims on banks and other financial institutions (12.6%).
It can be stated that the aggregate balance sheet of domestic exchange companies reflects a marked
improvement in their financial positions, in terms of solvency, liquidity and profitability. [CBK
(1980), (1994), (1995)]
3.2.2 FINANCIAL MARKETS
Financial markets are defined as such markets where funds are transferred from those who have
excess funds available to those who have a shortage. The main feature of financial markets is that
these markets channel funds from those who do not have a productive use of these funds to those
who do, which result in higher economic efficiency.
There are five points which may be considered as important features in any considerable financial
market: these are as follows;
1. The availability of a powerful communication channel to provide the seller and buyer with prices
and any related current information;
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2.Relatively small price fluctuations;
3.The ability to liquidate securities, at an appropriate time path;
4. The ability to adjust prices according to the information flows;
5.Low transaction activities costs. [Mishkin, F.S. (1992)]
One of the main divisions in the financial market are the money and capital markets.
The money market specialises in short-term loans where economic units with temporary surpluses
meet the needs of other units with temporary cash shortages. In general, instruments with maturates
of up to one year are exchanged in this market. Treasury bills, certificates of deposit, commercial
paper, and bankers' acceptances are the main instruments in this market. The money market is a
high risk, high elastic and high liquid market. [Mishkin, F.S. (1992)]
In contrast, the capital market is designed to finance long-term investments with loans of maturates
longer than one year. Common stocks, bonds and mortgages are the main instruments traded in this
market.
Each of these two markets can be divided further into primary markets and secondary markets. The
primary market deals with new debts, while the secondary market deals with the trading of
instruments which have previously been issued. Their main purpose is to provide required liquidity
to holders of these instruments. It is worth noting that the performance of one is directly affected
by the performance of the other.
In Kuwait the money and capital markets have developed over the past twenty five years in terms
of variety of instruments, and the level of activities in both primary and secondary markets.
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3.2.2.A	 The Money market
Important credit instruments in the money market are:
1.	 Certificate of deposits;
2	 Treasury bills;
3.	 Commercial paper.
Until 1974 there was no money market in Kuwait's financial market. Inter-bank deposits (TED)
were the first activity developed in this market. In 1975 when the CBK started its discounting
activities commercial-paper discounting (CD) started in this market. In 1977 negotiable certificates
of deposits were introduced followed by CBK bills in 1979, and lately guarantee of fund bonds in
1983. [CBK (1992)]
The activities of CD is still relatively small, representing just 2% of the activities of the domestic
money market. [CBK (1992)]
3.2.2.B	 The capital market
The capital market is a long term financing market that deals with stocks and bonds. The capital
market can be divided in turn into the primary market, which is concerned with the raising of new
capital and the secondary market, which covers trading in existing securities.
The investment instruments in capital markets are:
1.Long-term loans;
2.Bonds;
3.Stocks.
One of the major capital markets in Kuwait is the Kuwait Security Market (Stock Market).
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An Amiri Decree gave formal existence to the Kuwait Stock Market on 14 August 1983 as an
independent legal entity. The new Stock Market opened the doors to its new building in 1984, its
trading floor equipped with every modem aid for information needed to trade.
Although the Kuwait Stock Market has been in existence since 1983, it is ranked second only to
Tokyo among the Asian markets in the values of shares listed and money value of business done
dealings. This is in spite of the fact that between 1981 and 1982 they were overwhelmed by a
second unofficial market, the Souk al-Manakh. This market was less regulated and collapsed in
1982 following unbridled speculation in shares traded unofficially.
3.2.2.0	 The Crisis of Manakh
When a special order was passed preventing the establishment of new local share holding
companies, the Kuwaiti investor sought to gulf companies and float their stocks for manipulation.
Therefore, the first gulf company was established in the year 1976 while the rest were established
between the years 1979 and 1980, making a total of 35 companies —the Kuwaiti ownership and
management was dominant.
Owing to factors associated with recession, the Kuwaiti capital flow for investment in the
international market was under a high level of risk from inflation and the fluctuation of exchange
rates. Therefore, the only realistic opportunity for the Kuwaiti investor was in domestic securities
and real estate which gave power and strength to al-Manakh market, although the establishment of
such a market contradicted the applied laws.
The economic facts were stronger than the legal theories, liquidation was in the hands of investors
in one part and the narrowness of the domestic investment outlet on the other hand. The increase of
return of trading on stocks demanded the creation of new favourable circumstances to guarantee
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the profitability of this type of investment.
When the state restricted any establishment of Kuwaiti companies, investors sought to establish
Gulf companies, and when Central Bank restricted credit given to support the movement of
dealing in securities, investors sought to create a parallel credit through deferred sale transactions.
This paved the way to the climax which led to the crisis of Al-Manakh. Al-Manakh was an
inevitable consequence of the control or manipulation of dealing in stocks, of the lack of
restrictions and legislation, and of the absence of market markers. [ The Statistical Consulting
Office Kuwait (1984)]
After Iraq's invasion the Kuwait Stock Market was closed for 26 months and trading started again
oii28 September 1992.
The total value of transactions in the KSM during 1994 amounted to KD 584.9 million, compared
with KD 788.6 million in the previous year, a decline of 25.8% in activity according to the value
indicator. This decline in trading activity did not uniformly affect all sectors. The value of traded
shares of the banking sector, which is the main sector in the market as it accounts for 61.1% of the
total value of market transactions, fell by only 9.9%, compared to 1993, while trading activity in
the investment sector, which constitutes 10.6% of the total value of market transactions, grew by
32.6%.
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3.3 Conclusion
The basic structure and institutional features of Kuwait's financial system have not changed much
over the past 20 years. These two decades were, however, both eventful and stressful, largely
because of the Souk Al-Manakh crisis in the early 1980s and the regional crisis of Gulf War II
1990-91. The years following the Souk A1-Manakh crisis were marked by efforts on the part of the
Kuwaiti authorities, both to surmount the financial consequences of the huge debts left by this
episode and, simultaneously, to widen and deepen the instruments of monetary policy employed by
the Central Bank.
[Joim F. & Alexei P. 1997] As to the near future, policies continue to be reviewed and further
changes for strengthening the supervisory and regulatory regime are under consideration. In
addition to actions by the Central Bank, local banks plan to establish by the end of 1996 an 'inter-
bank centre of risk assessment' to assist in evaluating the financial positions of persons applying
for credit. Indeed, considering the progress made in the past two decades in both the exercise of
monetary policy instruments by authorities and the restoration of reasonable health to the financial
infrastructure, current indications are that this progress will continue in the future.
Now the question arises as to how the Kuwait Finance House will adjust its activities and will
achieve its goals within this framework. This is the central question of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Kuwait Finance House
4.1 Introduction
Kuwait Finance House (KFH) is the only totally Islamic Bank in Kuwait - it is both
a bank and an investment company and was started in 1977. Until 1976 the idea of
establishing an interest-free bank was merely a wish on the part of the followers of
Islam. Further more the establishment of banking institutions that would comply with
Islamic law (Shariah) was a source of many doubts and questions regarding potential
for success. [Homoud (1982)]
The KFH is the second oldest Islamic commercial bank in the world, after the Dubai
Islamic Bank (DIB) which has just completed 20 years of activity. Nevertheless, its
success in mobilising substantial deposits and achieving good profits in their first few
years encouraged other Muslim businessmen to open Islamic banks in their respective
countries. Thus, it give them the confidence that Islamic banking is a viable, workable
and feasible solution to the modem-day banking crisis.
This chapter is a study of the establishment and performance of KFH over the past
two decades.
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4.2 The Establishment of KFH
The Kuwait Finance House (KFH) was established on 31 March 1977, with an
authorised and issued capital of KD 10,000,000. This capital was raised by the sale of
shares at a price of 1 KD per share. The subscribed and allocated capital was
9,843,840 shares and the paid-up capital was only 25% of that allocated, i.e. KD
2,460,960. The remaining 75% of the capital was completely paid-up by 6 January
1982.
The KFH was established as a shareholder company founded by the Ministry of
Finance (900,00 shares), the Ministry of Awqaf & Islamic Affairs (2,000,000 shares)
and the Ministry of Justice (Department of Minors' Affairs) (2,000,000 shares),
holding together between them 49% of the institution's shares with the remaining 51%
made available to the general public.
The establishment of KFH as an interest-free bank necessitated the issuance of a
special legislation that would enable the bank to operate outside existing laws where
interest is the main element of concern. The KFH Memorandum of Agreement and
Article of Association is provided in (Appendix I).
Article No. 5 of the KFH Memorandum of Agreements states the objective of the
KFH as the undertaking of all banking and investment activities on an interest-free
basis. It states that it will carry out investment, or purchase finance projects or
activities owned by others on an interest-free basis. It is also stated that the KFH will
co-operate and will do business with sister organisations with the same objectives, i.e.
the eradication of Riba (interest).
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Article No. 6 of the Memorandum elaborates ten banking services that the KFH can
practice. In general, Article 6 states that a company may carry out all banking
operations and services as well as other operations permissible by the laws,
regulations and statutes observed by banks, on condition that such operations shall be
interest-free.
Article No.7 elaborates on seventeen investment operations which the KFH can use in
its financial intermediation activities. Article 7 states that a company can carry out all
investment operations which may assist it in realising its banking and investment
objectives whether directly or through co-operation with other organisations,
companies and governments, provided that it shall not do so on an interest-charging
basis.
Article No. 9 states that the ownership of KFH shares is restricted to Kuwaiti
nationals, and that such shares shall be nominal. Articles No. 43-5 1 delineate the
operations of the KFH including types of deposits to be received, banking operations
and finance operations.
Article No. 58 specifies how net profit shall be distributed. This states that 10% of
net-profit for the Statutory Reserve Account, 10% for the Voluntary Reserve Account
(this allocation shall be stopped by a decision of the Ordinary General Assembly on
the recommendation of the Board of Directors), 5% for Shareholders and Investment
depositors (for the paid value of their shares) and 10% Remuneration for the Board of
Directors. The remaining portion of profits shall either be distributed among share
holders and investment depositors as an extra profit, or carried forward to the
following year on the recommendation of the Board of Directors, or allocated for the
formation of a reserve for settlement of profits in such years where the net profit is
inadequate, or for the formation of extraordinary allocations.
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Article No. 62 states that a company shall retain consultative bodies specialised in
financial and legal studies. Appointments of such body or bodies needs Board of
Directors approval.
Finally, Article No. 63 states that consultative bodies, experts and individual
consultants shall execute their assignments in Kuwait. However, in special
circumstances sessions may take place outside Kuwait, after the approval of the Board
of Directors. This Article was exercised in 1990, during the Gulf War (Iraq's
invasion).
The KFH explanatory brochure (1985) outlined the activities that the institution is
engaged in as follows:
"The aims of the institution are to provide banking and investment services,
participation in the socio-economic development of the community, and participation
in helping the community adhere to the principles laid down by Islamic Shariah,
especially in the field of financial transactions." [Explanatory Brochure (1985) 1
The banking and investment activities of KFH take the form of sales contracts,
participation in Musharakah, Murabaha and hire-purchase with small companies and
others. All are conducted on an interest-free basis. All activities of KFH are
monitored by the Islamic Supervisory Board (composed of distinguished scholars) to
ensure that companies act within Islamic law. The Government of Kuwait owns 49%
of the 10 million KD authorised capital; the private sector owns the remaining 51%.
[Explanatory Brochure (1985)].
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4.3 The Administrative Structure of KFH
KFH was established with three main departments: Banking; Commercial; and Real
Estate. Each of these departments is divided into four administrative sections. The
KFH's activities grew enormously, and so, in order to meet the current recuirements
of the institution, the administrative structure was reorganised according to the
structure illustrated in figure 4.1:
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KFH was started with two commercial bank branches, but over the past two decades
the number of branches has grown from two to nineteen, and are situated all over
Kuwait. These branches provide all the modern banking functions for their clients. In
1989 KFH opened a branch in Turkey as a joint-venture with the Turkish Ministry of
Awqaf. Currently there are plans to open a branch in Lebanon.
KFH is investing in its employees and have a training programme plan.
4.4 KFH Methods of Operation
In standard practice, banks are predominantly involved in the business of borrowing
and lending. Therefore, the best way to analyse their business practices is to look into
their deposit-taking (sources of funds) and investing (usage of funds) as follows.
4.4.1 Banking Sector
The Banking Sector provides its various services through the head office and 19
branches covering all important geographical regions inside Kuwait and providing all
financial and banking products and services designed to meet all client's commercial,
savings, travellers cheques, foreign exchange and investment needs. These products
and services can best be detailed as follows:
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A - Current Accounts
KFH usually accepts deposits from individuals and companies for safe custody and
for the convenience of the customers. These accounts are generally offered on a 'no-
reward' and 'no charge' basis are payable on demand. The basic purpose of these
accounts is to facilitate bank transfers and pay cheques drawn on them through the
normal national and international clearing system. [Presley (1988)]
However, KFH has the authority to invest such funds without any liability on the part
of the customer.
The current accounts in KFH has grown from KD 55.2 million in 1981 to KD 113
million by 1986 and this figure has increased to 137 million KD in 1993.
B - Savings Accounts
Customers have the choice of opening an account with or without authority for
investment. The former have shares in the profits and losses of the banks and the latter
do not. When a savings account without authorisation for investment is opened, the
current account provision of neither getting profit nor bearing losses applies, except
that depositors are furnished only with a savings account book. As for the savings
account with authorisation for investment, the return (profit or loss) is calculated on
the lowest monthly balance. The profit is paid, and loss deducted periodically as
determined by the administration. Clients may deposit and withdraw any amount they
wish from their account. They are supplied with a savings account book, showing the
accounts movement and balances after this initial deposit which should not be less
than one Kuwaiti Dinar.
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In 1981 the total of savings accounts was KD 116.7 million (equal to 33.2% of total
liabilities) and 40% of total deposits. In 1986 this total had reached KD 428.8 million
(49.7% of total liabilities). In 1993 this total saw the target increase by more than KD
5 million and further increased to KD 568 million.
C - Investment Accounts
1- Investment Savings Accounts
This account fulfils investment needs along with the following benefits:
A- Superior profit against investing 60% of the minimum monthly balance, and
keeping the right of full free handling of the available balance in the manner deemed
appropriate;
B- The minimum amount for opening and keeping the account is only K.D. 100 and to
it a person's salary may be credited;
C- A savings book is provided for recording and tracing all transactions on the
account.
2- Continuous Investment Deposit (In KD)
This deposit is an appropriate medium-term investment (more than one year), where
KFH invests 90% of its value in various investment fields to achieve the best possible
annual profit along with the following benefits:
A- The minimum amount for opening and keeping this account is K.D. 3000;
B- Self-renewal at maturity;
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C- The deposit can be used as a collateral against any service required such as the
Visa classic card; "Murabaha "; or Guarantees;
D-To achieve the highest possible profit - 5.4% 1991, 7% 1995.
3 - Timed Investment Deposit (In KD)
This deposit is a suitable short-term investment (one year), where KFH invests 80%
of its value in various investment fields to achieve a good profit by the end of the year
along with the following benefits:
A-The minimum amount for opening and keeping this account is KIT) (1000);
B- Accounts will be credited with the deposit value at the end of the investment
period;
C-The deposit can be used as a collateral against any service requiring such collateral
as Visa classic card; "Murabaha "; or Guarantees;
D- To achieve the highest possible profit as 1991 4%, 1995 6.222%.
4 - Timed Investment Deposit in Foreign Currency
This deposit is a suitable investment for clients requesting investment in foreign
currency, where KFH invest the full deposit value. This type of deposit includes the
following features:
A- The minimum amount required to open this type of deposit account is KD. 3000;
B- These deposits are offered in US Dollars($) and Pounds Sterling (i);
C-Different maturity options: 3 month, 6 month and one year;
D- Immediate liquidation of the deposit to the client's account at maturity and profits
are credited to the account at the end of every period.
E- Good profits are achieved against investing these deposits in different international
markets. Table 4.1 below shows the profits distributed in June 1996.
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Table 4.1
[	
Time Investment Deposit in Foreign Currency
Period	 3 months	 6 months	 9 months I One year
US $ Deposits	 4.43%	 4.58%	 4.8%	 5.1%
Sterling £ Deposits	 6%	 6.18%	 6.38%	 6.54%
Source: Kuwait Finance House integrated Services
The investment of the deposit is carried out on the basis of absolute Mudharaba and
KFH has a free hand to invest in the way seen as appropriate for realising mutual
advantages. The return on the deposit is paid or deducted periodically, as determined
by the administration of KFH.
5 - Other Services:
Foreign transfers and currency exchanges are available at KFH. The institution issues
and accepts foreign transfers to and from all parts of the world in most major
currencies. KFH buys and sells foreign currencies and traveller's cheques on a cash
basis at the exchange rate prevailing on the day of the transaction. KFH Dealing
Room provides foreign currencies to cover the transactions of KFH.
Other banking services include the issuing of certified cheques and the execution of
customers' instructions (i.e. standing orders). KFH assists in the subscription to public
shareholding companies.
In the field of new financial and banking innovations, KFH introduced the Visa Gold
Card, in addition to the Visa Classic Card. It strives to introduce new services in this
respect to meet the needs of its clients.
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4.4.2 Finance Sector:
The finance sector provides its services through the credit and letter of credit
department, VIP department, and the local real estate department. These services aim
to fulfil the clients' need for different financial products and banking services in
addition to supporting their economic activities. The services offered by these
departments could be listed as follows:
A - Credit Department:
The credit department offers a distinguished financial service aiming for more success
and development. Much of its current achievements are showing continued success. In
fact, the department's first priority is always to participate in building integrated
economic renaissance via long-term finance of big industrial and construction
projects, and via short-term finance of local and international trading activities as well
as Murabaha, Ijara and Istisna.
B - Documentary Credits:
This type of credit takes six forms: ordinary (cash) documentary credits; resale
(Murabaha); documentary bills for collection; letters of guarantee; letter of export;
and co-operative marketing.
KFH charges a fixed commission for opening an ordinary (cash) documentary credit,
receiving the bills and documents for imported goods and delivery to the client.
In addition, KFH and the client may enter into an external Murabaha when the client
desires to import goods whilst not having the necessary funds. In such a case the
client provides KFH with the specifications and price of the goods, and promises to
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buy those goods once they become the property of the KFH; however, the client
agrees to pay a higher price.
When the goods are available on the domestic market, KFH opens a local
documentary credit in favour of the local supplier according to the specifications of
the client.
KFH also acts as an intermediary in the transaction of documentary bills for
collection. KFH receives the bills from the exporter abroad, contacts the importer,
presents him or her with the bills, obtains acceptance or refusa' to receive them, and
notifies the exporter accordingly. In the case when the bills are accepted, clients may
pay the value of the bills at once or in instalments. The sum received is later
transferred to the exporter's bank. The KFH charges its client a service fee.
KFH furnishes its clients with letters of guarantee for a variety of purposes. In such
cases, KFH either blocks the client's account with the value of the guarantee, or
withholds collateral to the equivalent value. KFH charges a single fixed fee on all
letters of guarantee, irrespective of their value.
C - Local Real Estate Department:
The Local Real Estate department designs, executes, and supervises projects for the
KFH and for its customers. It supervises the division of large plots of land that KFH
has purchased for investment or for resale. It undertakes direct execution of
construction projects, and operates and manages projects owned by KFH or by others.
The department also provides technical advice on buildings to be purchased or sold by
KFH or by others.
The department also provides feasibility studies for construction projects. KFH can	 -
either execute the real estate projects for its customers, or finance them, or it can do
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both. In the first case, KFH calculates the total cost of the project, including design,
execution, supervision and management, and the client agrees to pay the actual costs
along with an agreed amount of profit for KFH. When a client lacks sufficient funds,
the total cost of the project, including design, execution, supervision and management,
is calculated and a margin of profit to KFH is added. The client then pays this amount
in instalments.
D - VIP Department:
This Department was formed to deal with a special segment of client and provide
them with the best banking, financial, and investment services in a distinguished and
private maimer. In addition, KFH monitors their client's transactions in an efficient
and swift manner by introducing the most modem international banking methods.
4.4.3 Investment Sector
The KFH has three departments carrying out investment activities: International
Investment Department; International Real Estate Department: and the Treasury
Department.
A - International Investment Department:
The Investment sector participates in the establishment of companies, both in Kuwait
and abroad. Such companies can be either wholly owned by the KFH or be a joint -
venture with emphasis on the establishment of Islamic banks and companies. The
Investment department also holds equity in existing companies particularly those with
Islamic inclinations, and makes short- and medium term investments with Islamic
financial institutions.
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Through international resale (Murabaha), the department enters the international
market as a buyer and a seller, and finances private projects that do not conflict with
Shariah.
Internationally, KFH focused on entering the Southeast Asian markets by
establishing a holding company and in Malaysia by opening a leasing company. It
also studied the establishment of an Islamic bank in Indonesia. The KFH continues to
increase its equity in Islamic establishments by, for example, increasing its capital
share in the Dubai Islamic Bank.
B - International Real Estate Department:
The International Real Estate Investment Department successfully developed a real
estate fund in the USA, Europe and other Western countries. For example, in Great
Britain, KFH provides this service in co-ordination with the United Bank of Kuwait,
fulfilling the desires of many of its clients by owning an appropriate residence in
Britain and then leasing it for investment purposes. All services for smooth ownership
are facilitated by KFH to potential clients.
C - Treasury Department:
The client opens a current account at KFH with US.$500 thousand or 2 million Saudi
Riyals or the equivalent in other currencies and starts "Mudaraba" activity in different
currencies through the dealing room.
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4.4.4 Trading Sector
The Trading Sector has four branches: Shuwaikh Trading Centre; the regional branch
of Tunis Street, (Tunis Street branch), Khalid Ibn Al Walid branch; and the
headquarters at Farwaniya. The Trading Sector engages in many commercial
activities. The three most important are direct trade, selling by Murabaha, and
commercial participation.
Under direct trade activity, KFH buys commodities from the domestic market or
imports them and sells them to clients for cash or instdments. In the latter case the
client agrees to pay the value of the commodity within a certain time frame. Among
such commodities are automobiles, foodstuffs, and other consumer goods.
Murabaha involves a contract between KFH and a customer who wants to buy a good
not owned by KFH, and who may or may not have the necessary funds. Here KFH
buys the goods and sells them at a higher (agreed) price.
The KFH also becomes involved in partnerships with others, after conducting its own
feasibility study of the project. In 1996, KFH became involved in a petrochemical
project that is jointly financed by Union Carbide USA and international banks.
KFH also acts as a middleman in bringing two parties together in a commercial
transaction - in such cases KFH receives a commission.
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4.4.5 Support Services Sector
A- Personnel & Services Department
1- Preparation, arrangement and follow-up of all matters related to the institution
personnel such as employment, training, payment of salaries, leaves, promotions.
2- Periodical review of decisions, internal job description and organisational
structure.
3- Canying out the services necessary for facilitating the institution business,
regarding the maintenance necessary for buildings, office equipment, furniture and
purchases.
B- Financial Control
1-Preparation of accounts, financial reports and daily financial position.
2- Preparation of the aimual estimated budget.
3- Preparation of budget, annual and biannual final statement of accounts.
4- Follow-up of the computer software implementation regarding deposits, and
withdrawals, from KFH branches.
C- Computer Department
1-Development and maintenance of all types of automated systems.
2- Co-ordination with other sectors to establish various systems databases.
3- Setting future plans to build strategic and phase systems.
4- Follow-up the upgrading of the level of service provided to departments in the
computer field.
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D- Information Centre
1-Maintaining all data required by the institution.
2- Preparation of the periodical reports of the institution.
3- Co-ordination between the institution and Central Bank.
4.5 Social and Cultural Activities
In the past, KFH has a special committee called the Qard-e-Hasana Committee. This
committee was responsible for managing the Benevolent Loan Fund. The KFH was
also involved in managing Zakah and other charities (e.g. Sadaqa). However, the
Zakah fund was recently transferred to the Zakah house, which is a state-owned
department.
4.6 The Growth of Kuwait Finance House
The growth is highlighted by financial data pertaining to profit growth and profit
distribution to depositors and equity shareholders and also pertains to customers,
accounts balances and assets. This growth and development is a result of the
collective efforts of every working individual at all levels. Where every employee
serves a noble blessed mission and noble target towards offering a distinctive service
to the customers.
1992	 1993	 1994	 1995
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Table 4.2
NET PROFIT GROWTH
Source: Kuwait Finance House Annual Report.
The net profit in 1995 increased by 22,810 million Kuwaiti Dinars with an average
growth of 43% over 1994. This increase reached 48,196 million Kuwaiti Dinars, with
an average growth of 175% compared to 1991.
Figure 4.2
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Table 4.3
SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY GROWTH
Source: Kuwait Finance House Annual Report.
The equity in 1995 increased by 21,173 million Kuwaiti Dinars, and with an average
growth of 31% over 1994. This increase reached 54,640 million Kuwaiti Dinars, with
an average growth of 157% compared to 1991.
Figure 4.3
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Table 4.4
GROWTH IN TOTAL ASSETS
Years	 1991	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995
TOTAL ASSETS KD
	 1,050	 1,141	 1,156	 1,280	 1,395
GROWTH AVERAGE	 0	 9%	 1%	 11%	 9%
source : icuwait i-'lnance House Annual Report.
The increase in total assets in 1995 reached 115 million Kuwaiti Dinars with a growth
average of 9% over 1994.
Figure 4.4
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Table 4.5
GROWTH OF CUSTOMERS' ACCOUNTS BALANCES
Source: Kuwait Finance House Annual Report.
The customers' account balances in 1995 increased by 43 million Kuwaiti Dinars with
a growth average of 4% over 1994.
Figure 4.5
GROWTH OF CUSTOMERS' ACCOUNT BALANCES
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4.7 Conclusion:
Islamic Banking in Kuwait has started to revive and follows the rules of Islamic
Shariah (Kuwait Finance House). KFH has been growing by the grace and blessing of
Allah. The accomplishments are reflected in the 1995 balance sheet (see next page).
Taking into account the environment in which it operates and the restrictions which it
has to face, KFH developed its network from the domestic to the international market.
This performance is also admirable in the face of recent bank failures in the USA and
Europe.
KFH adopted an innovative approach in the field of banking and, in close consultation
with its Shariah board, continuously launched new products for its customers. KFH
proved that interest is not an essential element of banking services and proved that
interest-free banking is more efficient than interest-based banks.
KFH succeeded in diversifying its assets from real estate to investment and
established new companies and helped create new businesses.
The next chapter will provide a similar study for the National Bank of Kuwait.
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CHAPTER FIVE
National Bank of Kuwait
5.1 Introduction
The historical development of the National Bank of Kuwait reflects to a large extent on
the economic development witnessed by Kuwait since the early 1950s. Until 1952,
Kuwait had only one bank (British Bank for Middle East). This bank carried out all
banking business at that time along with the economic leap which accompanied
enonnous growth in oil revenues and the high level of general expenditure which
followed it was evident that there was an urgent need to establish a national financial
institution in order to carry out the increased need of the country regarding banking
transactions and care of national interests. Thus, the idea of establishing the National
Bank of Kuwait was born. A group of businessmen and economists studied the feasibility
of carrying out such an idea. [Annual Report (1952-1996)
In May 1952, an Amiri decree was issued to announce the establishment of the first
national bank funded by Kuwaiti citizens. The bank had a capital of 13,000,000 Indian
Rupees which was currency in use at that time. The capital amount (equal to Kuwaiti
Dinars 982,500) was divided into 131,000 paying shares, each valued at 1000 Indian
Rupees.
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The National Bank of Kuwait played a prominent and effective role in replacing the
Indian Rupee with the current Kuwaiti Dinar and used in conimercial dealings since
independence in 1961, after a decision made by the Ministry of Finance to create a
national currency for the country.
With the fast development of the bank, the capital was multiplied many times to reach
K.D 7.5 million in 1973, i.e. twenty years after its establishment. The capital was
gradually increased to cope with the size of the banking activity, until it reached K.D
140.4 million in 1995.
The total assets of the bank witnessed a similar increase which jumped from K.D 10.3
million in 1953 to K.D 348.9 million in 1973, and then KD 3871 million in 1995.
This increasing growth in the capital base was reflected on the net profit which increased
from K.D 130 thousand in 1953 to K.D 2.6 million in 1973, then 65.6 million in 1995. It
was also reflected on the shareholders' equity which increased from K.D one million in
1953 to 23.8 million in 1973, then to 346.0 million in 1995.
The bank, since the time of its establishment, has been careful to increase banking
awareness and provide its services all over the country to cope with commercial,
industrial and population development. The bank branches were increased over the years,
so that the bank has the largest network of 36 local branches spread all over the country,
and ATM totalling 60. This geographical spread on local level was accompanied by a
similar spread on the world-wide. The bank network in the West passed through the
international capitals of finance in Bahrain, Beirut, Paris, Geneva and London.
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Now, after forty four years of continuous efforts and considerable achievements, the
National Bank of Kuwait stands as an economic example, with its long history and
excellent services, all of which has been realised over the past four decades. No doubt the
bank's strategy, based upon the development, progress in coping with the latest
developments and maintaining the standard practice of the banking business, and
providing the best services and latest banking technologies, has made the bank a pioneer
in the services provided in Kuwait, it has become a strong competitor in a number of
international financial centres.
The history of the National Bank of Kuwait, and its achievements in the field of banking
business and economy, is part of the modern history of Kuwait and an outstanding
landmark in the national economy. This history reflects the challenges and achievements
during that period and the role it has played in the service of the national economy and
society.
5.2 Strategic Objectives
The National Bank of Kuwait succeeded in achieving its strategic objectives during the
past five years, which together with its strong perfonnance and important achievements
helped strengthen its position in domestic and international markets. The bank focused its
efforts on expanding its customer base and developing a wide scope of integrated banking
services. Throughout this time, it relied on the use of latest technology, which allowed it
to offer the best quality service to its customers, as well as enhance the productivity and
efficiency of its employees.
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NBK's key strategic objective is to further strengthen its role as the premier Arab bank
and as market leader within the Gulf region. In this context, NBK offers both private and
corporate customers an increasingly comprehensive range of traditional and modem
banking products and services. Moreover, it continues to emphasise trade and capital
flows between the Gulf and the rest of the world. Although NBK may have to work
harder at maintaining its superior position in Kuwait because of growing competition, its
dominating role as the country's international flagship remains unassailable. The bank has
both the management ability and the resources to stay well ahead of its peers.
5.3 Retail Banking
The bank pursued its policy of expanding the distribution channels through which it
offers its services, thereby providing increased convenience to its customers. A new
domestic branch was opened in the Al-Qurain area, which increased the number of local
branches to 36. Nine new ATM machines were installed raising the total in Kuwait to 60
machines. The new Watani-2000 services allows corporate customers to carry out their
banking transactions using their office computers 24 hours a day. The bank's telephone
banking service provides customers with electronic access to their account information
and confirmation of deposits and payments. The bank's Internet Website (http:\\
www.NBK.com) provides the public with information about the bank's services and
activities, as well as its publications about the Kuwaiti economy and markets.
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5.4 Domestic Operations
As in previous years, in 1966 the bank maintained its leading position in the Kuwaiti
banking sector and the economy at large, in terms of the bank's large individual and
corporate customer base and its share of private deposits and credit facilities extended to
the private sector. The bank also strengthened its role in facilitating and financing foreign
trade and in the provision of treasury services as, once again, the bank was the leading
market marker in the Kuwaiti Dinar/Dollar inter-bank market. The bank also supported
the privatisation programme of the Kuwait Investment Authority, which sold government
shares in a number of local companies. The Bank's efforts in privatisation encompassed
the position of underwriting services, marketing, sales and the distribution of shares
offered for public subscription and granting credit facilities to investors.
5.5 Corporate Banking
One of the bank's major achievements during 1996 was to close the $1.2 billion financing
deal it arranged for Equate Petrochemical Company. The loan is the largest private sector
non-recourse long-term syndicated financing in the Gulf region. The bank is proud of this
achievement, not solely for the size of the loan, but for the leadership role it played in
designing, arranging and underwriting the loan in which 53 regional and international
banks participated.
more recent example is the selection of NBK as one of two exclusive advisors to the
Bahrain-based Arab Insurance Group (ARIG). NBK is underwriting a $200 million
increase in ARIG's capital and will list the group's shares on one or more stock markets in
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the Arab world. This will be one of the largest equity flotation's of its kind in the Middle
East.
NBK also acted as a special advisor and the sole Kuwaiti lead manager for a $5.5 billion
sovereign loan for the state of Kuwait in 1991. This was the largest ever syndicated
sovereign primary credit, and first international fmancing for the state, [Euromoney
(1996)}.
5.6 Investment Banking
NBK remains the only local bank to offer sophisticated investment banking services,
since other banks simply do not have the expertise to compete in this area. The bank is
becoming increasingly active in initial public share offerings (IPOs), mergers, custodian
services and privatisation business.
Most IPOs are directed through NBK. In this context, the bank (together with National
Commercial Bank of Jeddah) has been appointed financial adviser to privatise the
Bahrain-based Arab Reinsurance Group by raising equity for a capital increase of US $
200 million to be floated in GCC countries, the Arab world and internationally. Recently,
the NBK also acted as financial advisor for two other share-issuing companies in Kuwait.
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5.7 International Operations
The bank continued to expand its leading role and fully integrated services, taking
advantage of its network of international branches, representative offices and subsidiaries
in New York, Paris, London, Geneva, Bahrain, Beirut, Singapore, Vietnam and Thailand.
The bank also plans to open a representative office in Bumbai, India upon receiving
official approval. Through the overseas offices, the bank is in constant touch with the
major international financial centres and is thereby able to provide customers with a fast
service at competitive prices. This also allows the bank to provide its customers with an
analysis of the latest developments in the major money and capital markets, as well as
information and advice about new investment opportunities. Through is wholly owned
subsidiary, NBK Finance S.A. in Geneva and its wholly-owned subsidiary NBK
Investment Management Ltd, London the bank provides portfolio management and trust
services to its customers.
To strengthen its European operations, in July 1996 the bank merged the National Bank
of Kuwait (France) with the National Bank of Kuwait (International) PLC-London. The
Paris office became a branch of the National Bank of Kuwait (International) PLC,
allowing improvement in the efficiency of its services to customers in France and
southern Europe. The bank also purchased additional shares in Rif Bank (Lebanon), and
changed its name to National Bank of Kuwait (Lebanon) SAL.
For the third consecutive year, the bank was recognised by Euromoney magazine as being
the best bank in Kuwait (1994,95,96).The bank was also awarded the highest rating
given to any bank in the Middle East by Moody's. The rating was based on the bank's
financial strength, sound management practices, well-focused international activities, and
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its ability to compete with the large international banks operating in the Gulf region,
[Euromoney (1996)].
5.8 Human Resources Development
As usual, the bank is continuously developing its human resources and refining its work
processes and management tools. In 1996, the bank conducted a study to determine and
design a programme for human resource development to ensure that all divisions are
prepared to accomplish the bank's strategic objectives. In addition to its training
programmes in which more than 1,300 employees participated, the bank initiated an
incentive programme to reward employees for outstanding achievements. The programme
succeeded in increasing productivity and the standard of services the staff provided to
customers.
Under its Management Development Programme, the bank hires a large number of
Kuwaiti university graduates. Following rotations throughout various divisions of the
bank during the first six months of their employment, the new recruits receive permanent
placements. The bank's Human Resources Division follows the development of their
careers through training programmes to provide them with the opportunity to advance
within the bank at an accelerated pace.
The bank has maintained a close relationship with the Kuwaiti community. Through its
Community Relations Committee, it provides support to a variety of social, charitable
and health causes and institutions, as well as sponsoring social, cultural and athletic
events. In 1996, the bank sponsored a chair for a Professorship in the college of
Administrative Sciences at Kuwait University to assist in attracting distinguished
professors from internationally recognised universities and developing its academic
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programmes. The bank places a high value on this sponsorship as a method for
supporting higher education in Kuwait, and preparing the future generation and
qualifying them to carry out a vital and productive role in the Kuwaiti economy.
5.9 National Bank of Kuwait Bank Accounts
5.9.1 Watani Current Account
The Watani Current Account is an interest-free account, specially designed to give
customers control of their finances and convenience banking. The Current Account is the
key to all NBK's products and services. The account comes with a cheque book and a
Watani Express card, providing 24 hour access at ATMs and Watani telebanking
services. With a Current Account customers are also eligible to apply for loans and credit
cards as well as a Safe Deposit Box. It makes paying bills convenient, simple and safe
with standing orders as just one example of easy payment methods. Customers can
operate their accounts in a choice of six major currencies, namely Kuwaiti Dinar, US
Dollars, Pounds Sterling, Deutsche Marks, Yen and Swiss Francs.
Ideally customers must earn over KD700 per month; be over 21 years old; have a
minimum opening balance of KD500; and a service charge of KD2 per month is incurred
if the average balance falls below KD100.
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5.9.2 Watani Express Account
The Watani Express Account is an interest-free savings account which does not require a
minimum maintenance and allows unlimited withdrawals. Customers can operate their
account with a Watani Express card through NBK, KNET and ATMs. They have access
to telebanking services. Customer earnings must ideally be between KD300 and 700 per
month; with a minimum opening deposit of KD100; be over 18 years old; does not want
to earn interest; and a service charge of KD2 per month if the average balance falls below
KD 100.
5.9.3 Watani Trust Account
The Watani Trust Account is an interest-free, deposit account where there is no limit to
the number of deposits or withdrawals made each month. With this interest-free account
you are eligible to apply for an NBK loan or credit card. Customers will receive a free
watani Express card for 24-hour banking via ATMs, and access to Watani telebanking
services. Ideally earnings of between KD300 and KD700 per month; a minimum opening
deposit of KD 100; be over 18 years old; a service charge of KD2 per month if the average
balance falls below KD100; an interest-free account, aligned with Islamic principles.
5.9.4 Watani Call Account
The Watnani Call Account is an interest-bearing, high-value deposit account. Interest
rates are tiered, so that higher balances earn higher rates of interest. Interest is earned on
actual daily balances and paid quarterly. Customers can make deposit in most major
currencies and your funds are accessible at call. Minimum opening deposit of KD5O,000;
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customers already have a Watani Current Account; a minimum balance of KD 100,000 to
earn interest.
5.9.5 Kids Bank (Account,)
Zeina's Friends Club is aimed towards those who save for their children's future, while by
teaching them the value of money. It is operated in Kuwaiti Dinars with the option of
being interest-bearing or interest-free. Children earn stars for keeping money in, and
adding money to, their account. These stars can be exchanged for gifts immediately, or
they can be saved and accumulated to get more expensive gifts. Children get a special
Zeina's Friends Club Membership card with their name, account number and photograph,
and are updated with a quarterly statement. Members can get discounts on the purchase of
educational software and news about special events and competitions. If a child is
between 1 day old and 21 years old, he or she is eligible; only the legal guardian can open
the account; Minimum opening balance of KD 10; interest-free or interest-bearing options
available.
5.9.6 Watani Super Account
The Watani Super Account offers high interest and also gives wider flexibility in
managing personal finances. It has a low minimum balance requirement and allows easy
access to funds. Interest is accumulated daily and is paid every quarter and interest rates
are tiered so that higher balances earn higher rates of interest. This account provides
flexibility to make up to three withdrawals a month, without losing interest. There is also
a choice of six major currencies: Kuwaiti Dinars, US Dollars, Pounds Sterling, Deutsche
Marks, Yens and Swiss Francs. A free Watani Express card is included for 24 hour
banking via ATMs and access to Watani telebanking services. Ideally earn more than
KD700 per month; be over 18 years old; minimum opening deposit of KD500; make
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three or less withdrawals per month; the minimum balance to earn interest is KD500;
interest is forfeited for the month where the number of withdrawals exceeds three; a
services charge of KD2 per month if the average balance is less than KD100.
5.9.7 Watani Fixed Deposit
With a Watani Fixed Deposit the customer has the choice of most major currencies, each
with its own minimum balance and its own attractive interest rate. Customers also get a
choice of deposit periods, ranging from one month to one year, to meet varying needs for
liquidity. For very large amounts shorter periods can be arranged. Interest rates are tiered
so that larger deposits earn higher rates of interest. Also offered is the auto-renewal
facility for the reinvestment of Fixed Deposits on maturity. Fixed Deposit can also be
used to guarantee a loan or a credit card. Ideally earn more than KD700 per month and
have extra savings that do not require immediate access; customers have an existing
account with the bank; a high return on your investment is required; The minimum fixed
deposit is KD5,000.
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5.10 National Bank of Kuwait Loans
NBK recognises that customers have unique needs and requirements, so it continually
strives to develop innovative services that make banking an easy and convenient process.
5.10.1 Watani Consumer Loans
With the Watani Consumer Loan customers may borrow up to 10 times their monthJy
salary, the maximum amount being KD1O,000. The Watani Consumer Loan can be repaid
over 1 to 3 years and payment can be made by way of convenient fixed monthly
instalments which are automatically deducted from the account. If preferred, the loan can
be repaid before the due date Once a customer has applied for a loan, a decision is made
within 48 hours regarding approval.
Ideally a customer must earn a minimum salary of KD300 per year, with the minimum
instalment being no more than half of their salary; Customers must have one year of
service excepting university graduates or government employees at grade 6 or above;
Salaries must be transferred to NBK; A continuation certificate from your employer must
be provided; Non-Kuwaiti's must have been customers of the bank for at least three
years.
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5.10.2 Wataizi Family Loans
A Watani Family Loan offers up to 25 times a customer's monthly salary, the minimum
amount being KD4O,000. This loan can be repaid over a period of 1 to 6 years, depending
on the number of years to retirement, by way of fixed monthly instalments automatically
deducted from the account. If preferred, a pre-payment facility is available.
In addition, the amount for which the customer is eligible can be based on spouses
combined salaries. Moreover, interest is calculated monthly on the customer's reducing
balance. Once a customer has applied for a loan, notification will be given within 48
hours regarding approval.
Ideal for Kuwaiti families with incomes greater than KD700. Maximum instalments
should not exceed 50% of a customer's salary; A customer's salary must be transferred
to NBK; Customer's must provide a continuation certificate from your employer.
5.10.3 Watani Housing Loans
With a Watani Housing Loan the customer can borrow between KD2O,000 to KD7O,000.
This amount can be repaid over a period of 5 to 15 years depending on the number of
years to retirement. Moreover, combined salaries can be considered. On approval
property must be mortgaged in favour of NBK. Ideal for you if you are Kuwaiti's with an
income greater than KD800; Customer's must have been employed for a minimum of
three years and a client of NBK for at least two years; Customer's must have your salary
must be transferred to NBK. A continuance certificate must be provided from your
employer; Deed of ownership must be provided.
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5.10.4 Loans Against Deposits
This loan can be an for unlimited amount provided it is for a minimum of KD3,000 and
does not exceed the pledged deposit. With this loan not only is there no need to break a
fixed deposit, but there are no minimum income or salary transfer requirements.
Customers must be over 21 years of age.
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5.11 Direct Banking Service at National Bank of Kuwait
5.11.1 Automated Teller Machines
Automated Teller Machines (ATM) allow the customer to withdraw cash instantly 24
hours a day, every day of the week, free of charge. A customer's Watani Express Card
can be used to access the account through an ATM in Kuwait or abroad.
5.11.2 Kuwait A TM access
Allows the customer to get a balance on the account; Get a mini-statement; Transfer
funds between accounts; Change the PIN (Personal Identification Number); Request a
new cheque book; Withdraw up to KD1,000 per day.
NBK is linked to a shared ATM network, a Watani Express Card can be used at any
ATM with the KNET logo to withdraw cash or get a balance inquiry. There are over 200
non Watani ATMs in Kuwait.
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5.11.3 International A TM access
Customers overseas can use their Watani Express Cards and withdraw cash from their
accounts at any ATM which has a VISA logo.
5.11.4 Point of Sale Shopping Service
A Watani Express card can be used to pay for purchases at any outlet displaying the
KNET logo and the total amount will automatically be debited from the customer's
account. All purchases are listed on a monthly statement.
5.11.5 Watani 801801
Telephone banking is a service with direct access to the bank. Dial 801801 to select the
appropriate service from the menu by pressing the conect number on the telephone key
pad for Automated Telebanking, International Calling Services, Gold Services, Card
Services and Customer Services.
5.11.6 Watani Internet Site
NBK can be contacted 24 hours a day from anywhere in the world. NBK became the first
bank in the Middle East to go live on the Internet at the beginning of 1995. The address
http://www.nbk.com
 gives access to NBK Newsroom, NBK Banking Services, Zeina's
Friends Club, NBK Students Corner, NBK Corporate Overview and Access NBK.
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5.12 The Growth of the National Bank of Kuwait
During the period from 1985 to 1995 the balance sheet of NBK has witnessed significant
changes in terms of growth and distribution. Total assets have increased from 2.6 billion
KD in 1985 to 3.9 billion KD in 1995, with an average annual growth of 5.4% ; however,
annual growth has been fluctuating remarkably from a high of 21% in 1994 to a low of
1% in 1987.
NBK represents on average 30% of total assets of the banking sector reflecting the
importance of this institution in the domestic banking sector. Concerning the distribution
of assets on average loans and discounts represents the main item averaging 37%,
followed by investments 33% and liquid assets 26%.
On the liability side, deposits averaged 89% of total liabilities, while equity averaged 8%.
Concerning profitability, NBK is the only institution that did not suffer losses during this
period of study. Net profit increased from 22 million KD in 1985 to 65 million KD in
1995. Return on assets increased from 0.8 1% in 1985 to 1069% in 1995, averaging 1.2%
during this period, while return on equity increased from 11.6% in 1985 to 18.96% in
1995.
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Table 5.3
NET PROFIT GROWTH
Source: National Bank of Kuwait Annual Report.
The net profit in 1995 increased by 10.5 million Kuwaiti Dinars and with an average
growth of 19.06% over 1994. This increase reached 48.196 million Kuwaiti Dinars with
an average growth of 13.68% compared to 1991.
Figure 5.1
NET PROFIT GROWTH
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Table 5.4
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY GROWTH
Years	 1991	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995
EquityKD	 285.6	 303.8	 325.7	 337.8	 346
Growth Average	 0	 6.4	 7.2	 3.7	 2.4
source: National banK 01 IS.Uwait Annual Keport.
The equity in 1995 increased by 8.2 million Kuwaiti Dinars and with an average growth
2.4% over 1994. This increase reached 60.4 million Kuwaiti Dinars with an average
growth of 4.86 compared to 1991.
Figure 5.2
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY GROWTH
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Table 5.5
GROWTH IN TOTAL ASSETS
Source: National Bank of Kuwait Annual Report.
The increase in total assets in 1995 reached 99.2 million Kuwaiti Dinars with a growth
average of -2 .5% over 1994.
Figure 5.3
GROWTH IN TOTAL ASSETS
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5.13 Conclusion
For many years, NBK has been the premier bank in Kuwait and one of the most
successful financial institutions throughout the Gulf region. It is the only local
commercial bank to have escaped many of the problems associated with the stock market
crash in Kuwait in the early 1980s and to operate without government support.
In terms of financial strength, NBK is well ahead of its local peers. In virtually all key
indictors, the bank has outperformed its competitors. While competition from one or two
other local banks is undoubtedly gathering pace in the domestic market, it is unlikely that
they can pose a serious threat to NBK because of the latter's substantial foreign business
and international profile.
NBK, which dominates the banking market in Kuwait, stands in a different league from
the other banks, both in terms of its financial condition and operational capabilities. The
bank's return on equity at 19% for 1995 is not only the highest in Kuwait, but also in the
region. In addition to being chosen as the best bank in Kuwait for the past three years by
Euromoney in its Awards for Excellence, NBK also won Euromoney's awards for best
smaller bank and best bank in the Middle East for 1994.
NBK has played a key role in Kuwait's privatisation programme, having underwritten and
successfully placed the first privatisation deal in 1993 for the Commercial Facilities
Company and having underwritten or acted as an agent in most of the privatisation sales
that have taken place. As the only Kuwaiti bank with an international network, NBK has
long dominated the market for services related to international contracts and financing in
Kuwait. It also provides a comprehensive package of services to multinational
corporations, including foreign exchange hedging, working capital financing and banking
services
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Table 5.6
BALANCE SHEET FOR THE NATIONAL BANK OF KUWAIT (1985-1989)
AMOUNT IN MILLION KD
Years	 1985	 1986	 1987	 1988	 1989
ASSETS
Cash and balances with banks
	 70.2	 41	 79.9	 27	 27.9
Other liquid assets	 1	 1275.1	 1437.3	 1398.9	 1623.2	 1879.2
Investments	 126.9	 158.7	 115.6	 142.2	 135.3
Loans, overdrafts and discounts 	 1256.8	 1286.8	 1316.6	 1554.1	 1673.5
Otherassets	 945	 107.2	 106.3	 129.7	 151.7
Total assets	 2823.5	 3031	 3017.3	 3476.2	 3867.6
LIABILITIES
Demand and time deposits, other accounts	 2614.5	 2802.2	 2765.7	 3204.1	 3577
including contingencies and minority interests
Proposed bonus share issue	 11.6	 12.8	 15.5	 17	 17.5
SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS
Share capital 	 58.1	 63.9	 70.3	 77.3	 87.4
Proposed bonus share issue	 2	 0	 0	 0	 10	 13.1
Reserves: Statutory (including share premium) 	 55	 47.4	 59.9	 62.9	 66.5
Reserves: General	 3	 84.3	 94.7	 105.9	 104.9	 106.1
Total liabilities	 2823.5	 3031	 3017.3	 3476.2	 3867.6
Notes: I-Other liquid assets include money at call, Guarantee fund bounds, Treasury bills and bounds, negotiable certificates of
deposit and deposits with banks
2- For 1988 and 1989, proposed bonus share issues have been included under shareholder's funds because they are funded from
profit and loss accounts and not from inner reserves as in earlier years.
3-Consolidated general reserve includes adjustments for good will and exchange movements on the opening net assets of subsidiary
companies.
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Tabte 5.7
BALANCE SHEET FOR NATIONAL BANK OF KUWAIT (1991-1995) M. KD
Years	 1991	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995
ASSETS
Cash and short-term funds	 395.9	 188.2	 130.9	 271.4	 147.4
Treasury bills	 470.7	 434.5	 770.3	 879.8	 708
Guarantee fund bonds	 142.7	 142.7	 0	 0	 0
Deposits with banks and other financial inst. 	 295.2	 396.3	 459.3	 743	 679
Loans and advances to customers	 780.6	 1025.6	 1086.1	 1234	 1376.6
Governmenttreasurybonds 	 33.7	 0	 0	 0	 168.3
Government debt bonds	 655.8	 655.8	 655.8	 611.6	 498.9
Investment securities	 88	 88.4	 89.5	 1400.2	 191.4
Land, premises and equipment	 31.9	 30.7	 35.6	 41.7	 42.2
Other assets	 36.7	 44	 39.5	 49	 59.7
Total assets	 2931.2	 3006.2	 3267	 3970.7	 3871.5
LIABILITIES
Due to banks and other financial institutions 	 675	 876.6	 858.1	 1275.1	 1012.1
Customers' deposits
	 1873.1	 1717.5	 1951.3	 2216.2	 2314.2
Certificates of deposit	 21.7	 0	 0	 0	 0
Other liabilities	 50.7	 86.2	 103.7	 100.8	 142.3
Proposed dividend
	 25.1	 22.1	 28	 40.1	 55.7
SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS
Sharecapital	 100.5	 110.5	 121.6	 133.7	 140.4
Proposedbonusshareissue	 10.1	 11	 12.2	 6.7	 0
Reserves: statutory (including share premium) 	 70.9	 75.1	 79.8	 84.8	 90.5
Reserves: Own shares	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.5
Reserves: General	 1	 104.1	 107.2	 112.1	 112.6	 114.6
Minority interests	 0	 0	 0.2	 0.7	 1.2
Total liabilities	 2931.2	 3006.2	 3267	 3970.7	 3871.5
Note: I- Consolidated general reserve includes adjustment for exchange movements on the opening net assets of subsidiary
companies.
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CHAPTER SIX
Comparative Financial Analysis:
The National Bank of Kuwait & The Kuwait Finance House
6.1 Introduction
This chapter aims at evaluating the performance of Islamic banks, in particular the
Kuwait Finance House, through analysing their financial indicators and comparing
them with a commercial bank, the National Bank of Kuwait. This seeks to identify the
advantages and disadvantages of these new institutions, as well as their efficiency as
compared to a commercial bank.
The differences between the two institutions will then be further analysed through
studying the differences in their internal and external environments which influence
their financial behaviour. In the light of the above evaluation, the nature of the
differences in the framework of assets and liabilities between the two types of banks
will be ascertained. Financial data was collected which related to financial ratios for
both banks from 1992 to 1996. Due to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait which led to the
unavailability of turn figures for the years 1991-1992 this period was not taken into
consideration in order to avoid any miscalculations in the analysis.
Traditional ratio analysis is primarily designed to meet the informational needs of
equity investors, creditors and management. The objective of ratio analysis is the
comparative measurement of risk and return, facilitating intelligent investment and
asset allocation decisions. Moreover, the informational needs and appropriate
analytical techniques needed for specific investment and asset allocation decisions are
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a function of the decision maker's time horizon. In general, there are four broad
categories of financial ratios each measuring a particular area in the bank or
organisation such as:
6.1.1 Asset quality
This measure focuses on the type, nature, geographical distrthution and epncc af
assets as well as the quality of the loan portfolio and the provisions taken against bad
debts, such that the analyst is able to identify the points of strength and weakness.
This helps in directing the management at the asset allocation process and improving
the quality of the bank's assets. The following indicators are used to assess Asset
quality:
i) Geographical distribution of assets and risk exposure
ii) Non-performing loans / Total loans
iii) Loan loss reserves / Non-performing loans
iv) Loan loss reserves / Gross loans
6.1.2 Capital adequacy
This measure assesses the adequacy of bank capital as a buffer against unexpected
loss resulting from risky assets. The following indicators are used to assess capital
adequacy:
I)	 Risk asset ratio
ii)	 Estimated BIS Risk Asset Ratio
6.1.3 Liquidity
It is important to keep the bank as liquid as possible in order to protect the customers'
deposits against any mismanagement, but at the same time, however, the management
of the bank has to make sure to maintain a certain level of liquidity that would not
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affect the profitability of the bank note much. The following indicators are used to
assess liquidity:
I)	 Net loans / Total deposits
ii) Net loans / Stable funds
iii) Liquid Asset Ratio
iv) Adjusted Liquid Asset Ratio
v) Customer deposits / Total deposits
6.1.4 Profitability
Banks like any other institutions are driven mainly by the profit motive, accordingly,
profitability as an important indicator of the financial performance of these
institutions. The following indicators are used to assess profitability:
I)	 Return on Assets
ii) Return on Average Assets
iii) Return on Equity
iv) Interest Differentials
v) Operating expenses / Gross income
vi) Non-Interest Income / Gross Income
vii) Profit Margin
(For more details of how these ratios are calculated, refer to appendix II)
This study attempts to analyse the financial structure of representative Islamic and
commercial banks to obtain a broad understanding of the general performance of all
banks in Kuwait, Islamic as well as commercial. As the above four categories of
financial ratios are inter-linked, they become relevant in a discussion of the financial
structure of banks.
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6.2 Micro Analysis
In this section both the National Bank of Kuwait and the Kuwait Finance House will
be financially analysed based on the four categories and indicators as discussed in the
previous section.
6.2.1 National Bank of Kuwait
6.2.1.1 Assets quality
Table (6.1): Assets by industry and geographical area:
KD000's	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Trading/Manufacturing	 286,210	 324,428	 371,136	 420,538	 464,959
Banks/Financial institutions 	 412,242	 2,336,346	 3,021,511	 2,816,987	 2,905,994
Construction/Real estate 	 280,768	 299,688	 300,294	 358,562	 387,466
Others	 146,758	 306,608	 277,783	 275,399	 116,240
Total	 1,125,978	 3,267,070	 3,970,724	 3,871,486	 3,874,659
Kuwait/Middle East
	
NA	 1,863,084	 2,153,315	 2,480,362	 2,625,352
NorthAmerica	 NA	 297,121	 306,550	 312,091	 269,171
Europe	 NA	 633,449	 717,203	 592,547	 500,088
Asia	 NA	 443,943	 640,582	 357,125	 353,423
Other	 NA	 29,473	 153,074	 129,361	 126,625
Source: NBK Annual Report.
The geographical breakdown of assets throughout the period of the study showed that
most of the NBK's assets are concentrated in the Middle East region followed by
Europe and Asia despite the greater exposure to foreign exchange risk and other types
of risk in those markets. It is also believed that most of these assets are invested in
Kuwait. Treasury bills and government debt bonds alone account for 43.7% of assets
and the bank also has loan exposure to the government. Some of this arises from its
participation in the 1991 jumbo syndication with more coming from facilities
provided for government owned companies (NBK A.R. 1991-92) On the other hand,
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most of the bank assets (70 - 80%) are in the form of investments (loans and / or inter-
bank deposits) at banks and other financial institutions.
Therefore, this reflects NBK's conservative lending policy and sources of cheap
borrowing alternative which have resulted in a higher asset quality than that of the
other banks. This is also evidenced in its small holdings of GDBs. Moreover, it
appears from the asset structure that a policy of consistent risk diversification among
the various sectors and geographical regions has been followed in order to avoid all
forms of risk such as recession in one particular sector or foreign exchanges risk in
regions of high volatility such as Asia.
Table (6.2): The geographical distribution of loans
Source: NBK Annual Report.
This can be shown in table (6.2 ) where Middle Eastern exposure amounted to 45% of
total loans in 1995, followed by Europe, Asia and North America. Over 80% of the
bank's exposure to the Middle East was in the form of domestic loans, indicating its
growing and superior market share over the other banks.
Moreover, NBK's largest non-Kuwaiti exposure was to Europe amounting to 23% of
total loans in 1995. This is mainly due the at the bank's important UK subsidiary
lending in that region. Other European risks include short and medium-term exposure
to Turkish and Czech financial institutions. (NBK A. R. 1995-96 & C.I. R. 1995)
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Furthermore, the bank's Asia-Pacific exposure represented 17% of its international
loan portfolio, mainly in the form of both short and longer term commitment. North
American exposure accounted for 12% of total foreign lending, comprising a
significant portion of trade-related facilities.
In addition, the renewed confidence in the Kuwait economy, despite perceived
potential instability within the region has led to domestic loan growth that was fuelled
by the commercial sector and increased demand for consumer facilities. The bank was
also a leading arranger and provider of finance in domestic syndicated loans,
including the well publicised US$ 2 billion EQUATE petrochemical project
concluded in September 1996.(NBK A.R.1996)
Table (6.3): Key asset quality indicators
Source:-Financial Operating Report (1992-1996)
-Capital Intelligence Report.( 1996)
As we can see in table (6.3), the ratio of non-performing loans / total loan was in the
range of 8.35% to 11.18% with an average of 10.31% which is internationally
acceptable. The ratio of loan loss reserve/non-performing loans was in the range of
60.36% to 106.8 1% which is an exceptional case due to the invasion loans, but in
general the ratio is considered to be more than enough to cover for the expected loss
on non-performing loans, given the collateral taken against these loans. Moreover,
NIPLs were 62.17% (1996) covered by loan loss reserve, excluding collateral. This
ratio is among the lowest in the market. However, including the collateral held against
NPLs and excluding suspended interest, the coverage ratio exceeded 100% at the end
of 1996.
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The ratio of loans loss reserve/gross loans was maintained at an average of 7.52% and
this confirms the highly conservative lending policy as well as the prime client base
served by the bank.
Thus, NBK has adopted a prudent approach to lending over the years. As a result, its
asset quality is superior to that of other banks. Despite the growing loans portfolio of
the bank, NBK has maintained a low ratio of non-performing loans to gross loans;
standing at 10.5 1% at the end of 1996.
Moreover, at the end of 1996, loan loss provisions amounting to KD lO7mn
(US$356.7mn) were in the form of general provisions (NBK A.R. 1996) which
accounted for 1.6% of the loan portfolio. NBK charged the profit and loss account KD
14.6mn (US$48.8mn) in 1996, up by 276.9% from 1995, of which KD 11.3mn
(US$37.7mn) related to specific provisions and KD 3.3mn (US$llmn) were general
provisions to cover new central bank requirements. Between 1992 and 1996, NBK
ceded KD 17n-in (US$56.7mn) in provisions (KD 5 mn. in 1996 alone) which were no
longer needed as a result of the improved pre-invasion loan portfolio. In 1995, the
bank wrote off KD 1 lmn (EJS$37mn) in respect of pre-invasion non-Kuwaiti
corporate loans. Write-offs for 1996 were much smaller, at KD 1.lnin (US$3.7mn).
(NBK A. R. 1996)
Furthermore, NBK is characterised by its relatively small holding of GDBs, leading to
a lower adverse impact on the bank's assets compared to its competitors. This can be
observed in the growth rate of loans relative to total assets; from 31.4% to 39.0%
whereas GDBs declined from 21.8% to 11.3%. Thus, GDBs no longer play a
significant role in terms of liquidity or profitability as in prior years. Also, the bank
exposure to the Kuwaiti government in the form of government securities accounted
to 34.1% of total assets in 1996.
As a risk diversification policy, in 1996, NBKts portfolio by economic sector was
fairly diversified. In the domestic sector, loans to consumers accounted for the largest
proportion of the overall credit (about 40%), followed by its commercial & financial
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lending activity (3 0%), with bulk related to trade. Kuwaiti banks have increasingly
focused on the consumer market, including financial share traders, due to a lack of
lending opportunities in the other sectors. This activity was very profitable due to the
high margins that these facilities carry (NBK consumer credit division, based on
interview) However, there has been a concern regarding the over exposure of this
sector and in order to prevent any overheating of the KSE, the central bank has
recently instructed banks to cut back lending to their customers who are financing
trading on the stock market.
6.2.1.2 Capital Adequacy
The bank has traditionally been well capitalised, particularly when its inner reserves
and the quality of its asset portfolio are taken into consideration. Because the domestic
loan portfolio was replaced at the end of 1991 by lower risk-weighted GDBs, the
capital ratios have improved and the bank comfortably meets all requirements.
Table (6.4): Capital Adequacy indicators
Ratio	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
RiskAssetRatio	 12.09	 12.20	 10.75	 10.51	 9.98
EstimatedBlSRiskAssetRatio	 13.31	 13.54	 12.13	 11.86	 11.26
Source:-Fmancial Operating Report (1992-1996)
-Capital Intelligence Report.(1996)
As the table indicates, the bank is strongly capitalised by any standards. It is in a
position to expand its balance sheet further. Moreover, with total capital of US$1.2
billion at end 1996, NBK enjoyed the sixth largest capital base among the top 100
Arab banks, placing it in a strong position regionally. The bank's BIS ratio at end
1996 was 17.9% (based on the weights of risk assets used by the bank), well above
local and international minimum requirements. The ratio has marginally fallen over
the last five years as the bank redeemed zero rated GDBs and increased risk assets,
mainly in the form of loans and advances. This trend is expected to continue over the
medium term as the GDBs are being progressively phased out. Nevertheless, capital is
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more than sufficient to accommodate a relatively strong growth in risk assets.
Growth in the equity base has been low over the last three years as the bank increased
its dividend pay out. In fact, in 1996, the profit pay out reached 90% (1995: 88%) As
the bank continues expanding its risk assets in the future, a higher level of retained
earnings would be desirable. The capital structure is very strong with general reserves
accounting for almost a third of shareholders' funds at the end of 1996. Statutory
reserves, which are not available for distribution, except in the case where the bank's
accumulated profits are not sufficient for the payment of a dividend, accounted for a
further 27.5% of total equity.
6.2.1.3 Liquidity
Table (6.5): Liquidity indicators
Ratio	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Net loans/Total deposits 	 39.5	 38.7	 35.3	 41.4	 45.1
Net loans/stable funds 	 51.7	 48.6	 48.8	 52.9	 60.1
LiquidAssetRatio	 60.5	 61.7	 63.1	 57.0	 52.0
Adjusted Liquid Asset Ratio	 38.7	 41.7	 47.7	 44.1	 40.7
Customer Deposits/Total Deposits 	 66.2	 69.5	 63.5	 69.6	 66.0
Source:-Financial Operating Report (1992-1996)
-Capital Intelligence Report.(1996)
NBK's Liquidity was tested to a great extent during the Gulf crises and, as a result of
its good asset liability management, NBK was able to meet its foreign currency
obligations in a timely manner. Notwithstanding this event, the bank has always
adhered to a policy of maintaining high levels of liquidity. Even by excluding the
illiquid GDBs from the bank's pool of liquid assets, the adjusted assets ratio, as
shown in the above table, closed at 40.7% at the end of 1996, which is a very
comfortable level by any standard.
Liquid assets, comprising cash and deposits with banks, accounting for 17.9% of total
assets at the end of 1996. Domestic treasury bills and treasury bonds, which are traded
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on the local secondary market, accounted for 10.1% and 12.7% respectively with the
balance being in international marketable securities. This provides an adequate
cushion against unexpected difficulties.
The ratio of customer deposits/total deposit of 66% at the end of 1996, reflects the
conservative lending policy of the bank, but it was found that NBK strongly depends
on inter-bank funding which is relatively cheaper than customer deposits, however,
this type of funding can become volatile in stress situations. Almost 30% of the
bank's funding was in the form of inter-bank deposits, with the bulk of these maturing
within three months.(C.I.R. 1995-96). Also, a large portion of inter-bank loans are
extended by Middle East banks such that over <3% oCpo, tc&Ldiag iaec-bk
lines, came from the Middle east, followed by Europe and America at the end of 1996.
Although not a matter of concern, it is worth noting that NBK recorded the lowest
ratio of customer to total deposits. The bank continues to command the highest
market share (almost one-third) of retail and corporate customer deposits in Kuwait.
In addition, the bank's access to the largest slice of cheaper demand deposits clearly
enhances its liquidity profile (as well as profitability) and is one of its notable
strengths. The reason for NBK's relatively modest ratio of customer to total deposits is
its international orientation and emphasis on wholesale banking which causes the
bank to have a substantially larger balance sheet than any of its peers.(C.I.&NBK
A.R. 1996)
6.2.1.4 Profitability
Table (6.6): Profitability indicators
Source:-Financial Operating Report (1992-1996)
-Capital Intelligence Report.( 1996)
NBK has maintained an average rate of return on average assets of 1.6% for the
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period from 1992 to 1996, with the highest ratio recorded in 1996 (1.8%). Interest
differential, as another profitability indicator, improved from 1.3% (1992) to 2.0%
(1996) reflecting higher-earning assets; especially loans and advances, which
experienced significant growth between 1992 and 1996. On the cost side, NBK
continues to follow a cost cutting strategy as shown by the continued decline in the
ratio of operating expenses / gross income, basically due to higher growth in gross
income as compared to operating expenses, which continued to grow, but to a lesser
extent. As a means of diversifying sources of income, the bank showed a significant
percentage of non-interest income to gross income, ranging between 23.6% (1993)
and 40.1% (1992) so as to close at 31.9% at the end of 1996. This includes foreign
exchange income, commission fees, investment funds and securities, etc. which
continued to grow over the years, especially commission fees which form the bulk of
the non-interest income. In other words, NBK has always tried to look for other
sources of income in order to diversif' risk and compete with the growing investment
banking industry, whereby banks not only provide financing, but also offer constancy
services and seek investment opportunities that are viable for individual clients.
Therefore, NBK has become increasingly profitable as the rise in earnings, both net
interest and non-interest revenues, has outpaced the increase in expenditure. In terms
of distribution by geographical region, 64% and 36% of end 1996 gross income were
derived from the bank's domestic and international assets respectively. These
percentages were similar to the bank's assets structure by geographical region.
Looking at profit allocation by region, 80.5% (1995:72.7%) was earned domestically
and the balance overseas.(NBK A. R. 1996)
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6.2.2 Kuwait Finance House
6.2.2.1 Assets quality:
Table (6.7):Assets by industry and geographical area:
Source: KFH Annual Reports
The above table shows that most of KFH's assets are allocated to the banking and
financial institutions sector, basically in the form of receivable transactions such that
the weight of this sector to the total assets ranges between 36.9% (1996) and 53.8%
(1993). This declining pattern resulted in the shift of assets into higher yielding
facilities directed at individuals and the real estate sector as well as a slight increase in
other loans. Thus, one can say that KFH might be trying to increase market share,
especially in the retail banking industry, by offering personal facilities in the form of
consumer loans (for buying cars, houses, furniture, . .etc.) and housing loans (for the
construction and rebuilding of houses) . These have both been in strong demanded by
Kuwaiti citizens for the last 3 - 4 years. Therefore, in order for the bank to make use
of its growing customer deposits, it has been seeking out possible lending
opportunities in the market by targeting particular market segments such as those
	 -
mentioned above.
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From a profitability point of view, these loans are offered at higher interest rates
which contribute significantly to the interest margin as we shall see in the profitability
section, given that the cost of funds for KFH is the lowest in the market due to its
Islamic nature.
On the other hand, KFH remains basically a regional bank with nearly 90% of its
assets exposed to the domestic market and the Middle East. The second largest
portfolio exposure is to Western Europe where it has important investments in real
estate, particularly in the UK. Exposure to North America is negligible. Assets booked
to the Far East are most likely accounted for in "others", with such exposure nearly
doubling last year (1996).
Table (6.8): Key asset quality indicators
Source:- KFH Annual Reports
- Capital Intelligence Report
Another way of looking at asset quality is summarised in table (6.7), where the ratio
of provision charges! net investment kept on declining from 1.4% (1992) to 0.8%
(1996), with the exception of 1993. This is an indication of higher quality investments
that can partly be attributed to the favourable market conditions and good
management of these investments.
Also, the ratio of provisions!total loans declined continuously from 12.8% (1992) to
8.4% (1996). This can be attributed to the type of loans advanced, yet it does run
counter to the growing demand for consumer loans which involve potential risk,
especially if not backed by covering collateral. Thus, the level of provisions used
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against the total loans might prove insufficient if things deteriorate, but the
provisioning policy for Islamic banks might be different to ordinary ones leading to a
lower level of provisions.
Moreover, the level of non-performing investment compared to total investment
remained relatively stable falling to, 18% down from 20% (1993) which reflects the
favourable market conditions and improved quality of assets managed or invested.
6.2.2.2 Capital Adequacy
Table (6.9): Capital Adequacy indicators
Ratio	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
RiskAssetRatio	 3.44	 5.15	 5.38	 5.99	 8.63
Estimated BIS Risk Asset Ratio 	 6.84	 7.93	 7.32	 7.75	 10.50
Source:- KFH Annual Reports
- Capital Intelligence Report
According to the risk weighted assets used by the Capital Intelligence Rating Agency
(C.I.A.), it was estimated that the risk assets ratio was only 6.84% in 1992 and
marginally increased to 7.93% in 1993 which is relatively close to the required 8.0%
and is not considered a major weakness. Moreover, all murabaha transactions are
backed by real estate whose ownership would convert to KFH in case of default The
real estate portfolio, which has caused concern in the past because of its illiquid and
overvalued nature, has been taken over by the government as part of the government
program for solving the bad debt problems of Kuwaiti banks. Furthermore, under
Sharia' law, depositors share in any gain or loss made by the company. It is thus easy
to argue that Islamic banks do not require as much capital as RIBA-based institutions.
In addition, KFH has a relatively modest capital base. Its actual risk asset ratio
exceeded 8.0% at year-end 1995, which is below the average of conventional local
commercial banks. In 1995, KFH's paid-up share capital was increased by the issuing
of bonus shares totalling KD 2.7mn, financed out of 1994 earnings. Moreover, a
substantial amount of profits for 1995 was transferred to the statutory reserve. As a
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result, KFH's total equity base rose by 31.0% in 1995. Moreover, total equity had
risen by no less than 35.6%, 16.2%, 3 1.0% and 23.3% in 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996
respectively. In each of the last four years, the bank has declared bonus shares,
increasing paid-up capital from KD 42.2nm (US$ 142.2mn) in 1993 to KD 50.5nm
(US$ 168.6mn) in 1996. The capital structure appears strong, with reserves exceeding
paid-up capital at the end of 1996.
6.2.2.3 Liquidity:
Table (6.10): Liquidity indicators
Ratios	 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Net Loans to Deposits 	 34.4	 47.4	 55.7	 64.9	 79.6
Customer deposits to Total Deposits 	 97.	 98.9	 98.5	 97.4 99.6
Liquid Assets Ratio	 61.1	 52.4	 41.7	 29.9	 22.3
Adjusted Liquid Assets Ratio	 12.6	 10.8	 7.3	 5.0	 4.7
Source:- KFH Annual Reports
- Capital Intelligence Report
Liquid asset ratio as calculated by the Capital Intelligence Agency, taking into
consideration GDBs as liquid assets, showed a continuous decline from 61% (1992) to
22% (1996) which is normal for KFH which does not invest in interest paying liquid
money market instruments but rather in murabaha receivable and lease contracts as
well as real estate investment in the local and international markets. However, if we
look at the adjusted liquid assets ratio, we find that KFH holds a very large percentage
of its assets in the form of GDBs which are infect, illiquid. Thus, this ratio reflects
basically the cash and short term deposits at CBK and other financial institutions.
The loans to deposits ratio increased significantly from 34% in 1992 to 80% in 1996,
reflecting the growing loan portfolio and strong customer base needed to support this
growth in the future. The ratio of customer deposits to total deposits showed the
strong dependence of KFH on its customer base which offers KFH low funding costs
by not accepting a predetermined interest.
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Therefore, it is not fair to compare KFH to other commercial banks from a liquidity
point of view due to the nature of its operations and the type of assets that make up its
balance sheet. However, this raises the issue of CBK control over KFH liquidity in
order to preserve the customer deposits against any mismanagement by the bank. On
the other hand, KFH has built up a very good reserve out of its profit and it has shown
a consistent growth pattern of net profit, with an emphasis on diversifying the sources
of revenue and introducing new Islamic money and capital market instruments.
6.2.2.4 Profitability:
Table (6.11): Profitability indicators
Ratios	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Return on average assets	 0.8	 1.0	 1.3	 2.3	 2.3
Profitsharingdifferential	 3.6	 4.3	 3.6	 4.3	 3.7
Operating Expenses / Gross Income 	 45.0	 43.1	 42.0	 30.2	 32.1
Funding cost	 2.4	 2.7	 3.5	 3.9	 4.1
Non-profit sharing income / Gross income	 16.8	 14.8	 18.3	 21.7	 27.5
Source:- KFH Annual Reports
- Capital Intelligence Report
All profitability indicators show that KFH has improved significantly from 1992 to
1996. This is clear when looking at the rate of return on average assets achieved in
1996 at 2.3% compared to 0.8% in 1992, reflecting the good performance of its
earning assets portfolio and more efficient use of available funds. Moreover, KFH was
able to grow its profit despite the continuous rise in funding costs due to tough
competition in the market, where funding costs almost doubled between 1992 and
1996. Given the Islamic nature of KFH, where interest is not predetermined and profit
as well loss are shared, KFH has no alternative except to increase its payments on
deposits in order to gain market share and stay as close as possible to its peers.
On the other side of the income statement, the bank efforts to cut down operational
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expenses can be seen to be paying off since, the ratio of operational expenses to gross
income dropped from 45% in 1992 to 32% in 1996 i.e. 13 basis points. This reflects
the successful efforts of management to improve profitability without affecting the
quality of service provided.
Moreover, the share of non-profit-sharing income in the gross income kept on
increasing from 17% in 1992 to reach 28% in 1996. This is a positive sign for KFH in
its efforts to diversify its sources of income in order to benefit from the monopoly it
has in the market.
The largest proportion of earnings (1996:70.8%) is derived from murabaha, Istisna 'a
and leasing transactions, followed by revenues on GDBs (interestingly enough in the
context of Islamic banking, the bank earns the same rate of interest on these
instruments as the local commercial banks (C. I. R. 1997) and investment income. All
income streams were rising in 1996 except earnings on the GDBs which reduced
significantly during the year.
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Table (6.12): Balance sheet of NBK (1992-1996)
	RWA	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Liquid Assets
	
0%	 Cash&7days	 188,096	 130,138	 265,417	 146,956	 180,748
	
0'i/	 Central bank	 127	 802	 6,013	 409	 36
	
10%	 Treasury bills	 434,505	 770,305	 879,805	 707,985	 397,135
	
20%	 Government securities 	 142,672 ___________ ___________	 168,279	 497,081
	
20/o	 Other-Gov.DebtBonds	 655,801	 655,801	 611,612	 498,956	 441,983
Total Liquid Assets	 1,421,201	 1,557,046	 1,762,847	 1,522,585 1,516,983
Deposits with banks
	
20%	 Short - up to one year	 382,928	 426,103	 712,777	 604,909	 478,501
	
20%	 Short-other	 13,457	 33,254	 30,165	 74,086	 41,495
Total deposits with banks	 396,385	 459,357	 742,942	 678,995	 519,996
100% Marketable securities
	 13,516	 11,694	 55,395	 86,083	 73,418
Loans & Advances
100% Bills Discounted& Short-term	 1,031,978	 1,048,974	 1,194,468	 1,311,156	 1,464,206
	
l00%	 Non-Performing loans	 94,000	 129,000	 141,000	 165,000	 172,000
	
100%	 Loan -Loss provisions 	 -100,402	 -91,889	 -101,475	 -99,592	 -106,928
Net loan and advances	 1,025,576	 1,086,085	 1,233,993	 1,376,564 1,529,278
100% Unquote Investments	 66,887	 69,320	 73,673	 88,844	 159,526
Financial Sub & Affiliates 	 7,989	 8,466	 11,128	 9,313	 7,597
l0O% Fixed assets	 30,654	 35,605	 41,701	 42,192	 43,821
100% Other assets	 43,985	 39,497	 49,045	 59,757	 67,861
Total assets	 3,006,193	 3,267,070	 3,970,724	 3,864,333 3,918,480
Contingent accounts
	
100%	 Fin guarantees - LCs/Accept 	 588,852	 599,281	 671,759	 610,360	 750,473
	
509/o	 Bid & performance loans	 272,000	 344,000	 350,000	 304,000	 157,238
20% LCsfbanks & Gov. Guarantees 	 177,734	 158,463	 204,745	 163,259	 220,904
Total Contingent Accounts	 1,038,586	 1,101,744	 1,226,504	 1,077,619 1,128,615
Total Footings	 4,044,779	 4,368,814	 5,197,228	 4,941,952 5,047,095
Risk weighted assets 	 2,223,439	 2,345,237	 2,700,406	 2,788,496 3,078,702
Liabilities
Inter-bank Liabilities
Current&7days	 50,339	 -	 -	 -	 -
Short - within one year 	 776,172	 858,094	 1,274,810	 1,007,916	 1,148,757
Other - after one year 	 49,143	 33	 282	 4,241	 4,854
Total Inter-bank liabilities 	 875,654	 858,127	 1,275,092	 1,012,157	 1,153,611
CustomerDeposits	 _____________ _____________ ____________ ___________ __________
Demand	 560,399	 -	 -	 -	 -
Time	 1,157,132	 1,951,313	 2,216,250	 2,314,233	 2,239,799
Other	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Total Customer Deposits 	 1,717,531	 1,951,313	 2,216,250	 2,314,233	 2,239,799
Official Deposits
	 885	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Total Dep + Inter-bank	 2,594,070	 2,809,440	 3,491,342	 3,326,390 3,393,410
Other Liabilities	 108,285	 131,052	 114,567	 196,288	 169,789
Medium/Long-term Liabilities 	 -	 648	 26,260	 1,647	 962
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1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
TierOne Capital:	 ___________ ___________ __________ __________ _________
Paid up Capital	 121,557	 133,713	 140,399	 133,246	 140,399
Minority Interest	 12	 234	 727	 1,160	 1,278
Reserves	 182,269	 191,983	 197,429	 205,602	 212,642
Total Tier One Capital 	 303,838	 325,930	 338,555	 340,008	 354,319
Total Capita'	 303,838	 325,930	 338,555	 340,008	 354,319
Total Liabilities & Capital
	 3,006,193	 3,267,070	 3,970,724	 3,864,333	 3,918,480
Profit and Loss Accounts
Interestlncome	 221,215	 215,542	 223,795	 294,712	 277,611
Interest Expenses
	 169,382	 147,749	 154,365	 214,018	 189,327
Net Interest	 51,833	 67,793	 69,430	 80,694	 88,284
Fees & Commissions	 10,095	 12,801	 18,094	 19,611	 25,216
FX trading income	 9,072	 5,926	 6,553	 6,583	 5,862
Dealing securities income 	 -	 -	 -	 132	 871
Other Investment Income	 6,934	 -	 -	 -	 -
Other Income	 8,628	 2,176	 2,253	 2,676	 9,356
Gross Income	 86,562	 88,696	 96,330	 109,696	 129,589
Administrative Expenses	 33,778	 32,218	 20,403	 21,033	 23,017
Depreciation	 2,670	 2,445	 2,050	 3,178	 3,338
Other Expenses	 ___________ ___________	 15,435	 15,814	 17,060
Total Operating Expenses 	 36,448	 34,663	 37,888	 40,025	 43,415
Operating Profit
	 50,114	 54,033	 58,442	 69,671	 86,174
Provisions for doubtful Debts 	 7,593	 1,810	 2,053	 3,886	 14,646
Gross Profit (Loss)
	 42,521	 52,223	 56,389	 65,785	 71,528
Tax & Equivalents	 1,861	 2,146	 3,220	 2,587	 2,953
Net Profit (Loss)	 40,660	 50,077	 53,169	 63,198	 68,575
Transfers/Adjustments 	 295	 113	 676	 792	 463
Appropriations:	 ____________ ____________ ___________ ___________ __________
Minority Interest	 3	 136	 247	 152	 222
Bonus Shares Issued	 11,051	 12,156	 6,686	 -	 -
Dividends	 22,101	 27,958	 40,114	 55,665	 61,776
Movements in reserves	 7,210	 9,714	 5,446	 8,173	 7,040
Total	 40,365	 49,964	 52,493	 63,990	 69,038
Source: - Capital intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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Table (6.13): Growth in balance sheet of NBK (1992-1996)
	
1993	 1994	 1995	 1996 Average	 S.D
Liquid Assets
Cash& 7 days	 -30.81	 103.95	 -44.63	 22.99	 12.88	 67.36
Centralbank	 531.50	 649.75	 -93.20	 -91.20	 249.21	 397.17
Treasury bills	 77.28	 14.22	 -19.53	 -43.91	 7.02	 .52.56
Government securities
	 -100.00	 -	 -	 195.39
Other- Gov. Debt Bonds	 0.00	 -6.74	 -18.42	 -11.42	 -9.15	 7.76
Total Liquid Assets
	 9.56	 13.22	 -13.63	 -0.37	 2.20	 12.01
Deposits with banks
Short-up to one year	 11.27	 67.28	 -15.13	 -20.90	 10.63	 40.28
Short-other	 147.11	 -9.29	 145.60	 -43.99	 59.86	 100.88
Total deposits with banks	 15.89	 61.74	 -8.61	 -23.42	 11.40	 37.27
Marketable securities	 -13.48	 373.70	 55.40	 -14.71	 100.23	 185.24
Loans & Advances
Bills Discounted & Short-term	 1.65	 13.87	 9.77	 11.67	 9.24	 5.33
Non-Performing loans	 37.23	 9.30	 17.02	 4.24	 16.95	 14.51
Loan-Loss provisions	 -8.48	 10.43	 -1.86	 7.37	 1.87	 8.65
Netloanandadvances	 5.90	 13.62	 11.55	 11.09	 10.54	 3.28
Unquote Investments	 3.64	 6.28	 20.59	 79.56	 27.52	 35.49
Financial Sub & Affiliates	 5.97	 31.44	 -16.31	 -18.43	 0.67	 23.30
Fixedassets	 16.15	 17.12	 1.18	 3.86	 9.58	 8.23
Otherassets	 -10.20	 24.17	 21.84	 13.56	 12.34	 15.70
Total assets	 8.68	 21.54	 -2.68	 1.40	 7.24	 10.63
Contingent accounts
Fin guarantees - LCs/Accept 	 1.77	 12.09	 -9.14	 22.96	 6.92	 13.77
Bid&performance loans	 26.47	 1.74	 -13.14	 -48.28	 -8.30	 31.26
LCs/banks & Gov. Guarantees 	 -10.84	 29.21	 -20.26	 35.31	 8.36	 27.98
Total Contingent Accounts	 6.08	 11.32	 -12.14	 4.73	 2.50	 10.16
Total Footings	 8.01	 18.96	 -4.91	 2.13	 6.05	 10.10
Riskweightedassets 	 5.48	 15.14	 3.26	 10.41	 8.57	 5.30
Liabilities
Inter-bank Liabilities
Current&7 days
	
-100.00	 -	 -	 -
Short - within one year
	
10.55	 48.56	 -20.94	 13.97	 13.04	 28.42
Other - after one year	 -99.93	 754.55	 1403.90	 14.45	 518.24	 701.47
Total Inter-bank liabilities 	 -2.00	 48.59	 -20.62	 13.98	 9.99	 29.36
CustomerDeposits	 _________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Demand	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -
Saving	 -	 -	 -	 -
Time	 68.63	 13.58	 4.42	 -3.22	 20.85	 32.58
Other	 -	 -	 -	 -
TotalCustomerDeposits	 0	 13.61	 13.58	 4.42	 -3.22	 7.10	 8.13
Official Deposits	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -
Total Dep + Inter-bank 	 8.30	 24.27	 -4.72	 2.01	 7.47	 12.40
Other Liabilities	 21.03	 -12.58	 71.33	 -13.50	 16.57	 39.89
Medium/Long-term Liabilities	 -	 3952.47	 -93.73	 -41.59
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Tier One Capital: 	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996 Average	 S.D.
Paidup Capital	 10.00	 5.00	 -5.09	 5.37	 3.82	 6.36
Minority Interest	 1850.00	 210.68	 59.56	 10.17	 ________
Reserves	 5.33	 2.84	 4.14	 3.42	 3.93	 1.07
TotalTierOneCapital	 7.27	 3.87	 0.43	 4.21	 3.95	 2.80
Total Capital 	 7.27	 3.87	 0.43	 4.21	 3.95	 2.80
Total Liabilities & Capital	 8.68	 21.54	 -2.68	 1.40	 7.24	 10.63
Profit and Loss Accounts
Interestlncome	 -2.56	 3.83	 31.69	 -5.80	 6.79	 17.08
InterestExpenses	 -12.77	 4.48	 38.64	 -11.54	 4.70	 23.95
Netlnterest	 30.79	 2.41	 16.22	 9.41	 14.71	 12.11
Fees&Commissions	 26.81	 41.35	 8.38	 28.58	 26.28	 13.58
FXtrading income
	
-34.68	 10.58	 0.46	 -10.95	 -8.65	 19.46
Dealing securities income	 -	 -	 -	 559.85
Other Investment Income	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -
Otherincome	 -74.78	 3.54	 18.77	 249.63	 49.29	 139.71
Gross Income	 2.47	 8.61	 13.88	 18.13	 10.77	 6.77
Administrative Expenses	 -4.62	 -36.67	 3.09	 9.43	 -7.19	 20.47
Depreciation	 -8.43	 -16.16	 55.02	 5.03	 8.87	 31.99
Other Expenses	 -	 -	 2.46	 7.88
Total Operating Expenses 	 -4.90	 9.30	 5.64	 8.47	 4.63	 6.54
Operating Profit
	
7.82	 8.16	 19.21	 23.69	 14.72	 7.98
Provisions for doubtful Debts	 -76.16	 13.43	 89.28	 276.89	 75.86	 150.11
Gross Profit (Loss)	 22.82	 7.98	 16.66	 8.73	 14.05	 7.04
Tax&Equivalents	 15.31	 50.05	 -19.66	 14.15	 14.96	 28.46
NetProfit(Loss)	 23.16	 6.17	 18.86	 8.51	 14.18	 8.14
Transfers/Adjustments 	 -61.69	 498.23	 17.16	 -41.54	 103.04	 265.57
Appropriations:	 _________	 _________	 _________	 _________ _________ _________
Minority Interest	 4433.33	 81.62	 -38.46	 46.05
Bonus Shares Issued	 10.00	 -45.00	 -100.00	 -
Dividends	 26.50	 43.48	 38.77	 10.98	 29.93	 14.52
Movementsinreserves	 34.73	 -43.94	 50.07	 -13.86	 6.75	 43.41
Total	 23.78	 5.06	 21.90	 7.89	 14.66	 9.55
Source:- Capital Intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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Table (6.14): FINANCIAL RATIOS of NBK (1992-1996)
______________________________________________ 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
A. SIZE FACTOR	 ______ ______ _______ ______
1.Total Assets (KD 000's)	 3,006,193 3,267,070 3,970,724 3,864,333 3,918,480
2.Riskweighted assets on total footings (%)
	
54.97	 53.68	 51.96	 56.42	 61.00
3.Total Contingents to Total footings (%)
	 25.68	 25.22	 23.60	 21.81	 22.36
B. PROFITABILITY	 ______
1.Return on Average assets (%)
	 1.35	 1.53	 1.34	 1.64	 1.75
2.Return on average Tier One Capital (%)
	 13.38	 15.36	 15.70	 18.59	 19.35
3.Operating profit on average assets (%)
	 1.67	 1.65	 1.47	 1.80	 2.20
4.Dividends return on average tier one capital(%)
	 7.27	 8.58	 11.85	 16.37	 17.44
5.Operating expense to gross income (%) 	 42.11	 39.08	 39.33	 36.49	 33.50
6.Operating expenses on average risk weighted assets (%)
	
1.64	 1.48	 1.40	 1.44	 1.41
7.Non-interest income to gross income (%)	 40.12	 23.57	 27.92	 26.44	 31.87
8.Funding cost (%)	 6.53	 5.26	 4.39	 6.43	 5.58
9.Interest on average earning assets (%)
	 7.74	 6.92	 5.91	 8.04	 7.6
10.Interest Differential (%)
	 1.21	 1.66	 1.52	 1.61	 2.05
C. CAPITAL ADEQUACY	 ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
l,ClRiskAssetRatio(%)	 12.09	 12.20	 10.75	 10.51	 9.98
2.Estimated BIS Risk Asset Ratio (%)
	
13.31	 13.54	 12.13	 11.86	 11.26
3.Free Capital Funds (KB 000's) 	 265,1	 281,859	 285,726 288,503	 302,901
______________________________________________________ 	 95	 _________	 __________ _________ __________
4.Estimated BIS on Tier One Capital (%)
	
13.31	 13.54	 12.13	 11.86	 11.26
5.Leverage of Total Capital (Times) 	 7.89	 8.02	 9.73	 9.37	 9.06
D. LIQUIDITY	 _______ ______ _______ ______ ______
1.Netloanstototaldeposits(%) 	 39.54	 38.66	 35.34	 41.38	 45.07
2.Netloanstostablefunds(%)	 51.70	 48.62	 48.81	 52.86	 60.12
3. Quasi-liquid asset ratio (%)
	
60.91	 62.08	 64.50	 59.20	 53.86
4.Customer deposits to total deposits (%)
	
66.21	 69.46	 63.48	 69.57	 66.00
5.Liquid assets ratio	 60.46	 61.72	 63.11	 56.97	 51.98
6. Inter-bank assets to inter-bank liabilities (%)
	
45.27	 53.53	 58.27	 67.08	 45.08
E. ASSET QUALITY	 _______ ______ _______ ______ ______
1.Loan loss provisions charge on net loans+provision 	 0.73	 0.17	 0.17	 0.28	 0.95
charges____________ ___________ ____________ ___________ ____________
2.Loan-loss provisions to total loans (%)
	
9.73	 8.76	 8.50	 7.60	 7.30
3.Non-performing loans to total loans (%)
	
9.11	 12.30	 11.80	 12.58	 11.75
4. Loan loss provisions to non-performing loans (%)
	
106.8	 71.23	 71.97	 60.36	 62.17
Source:- Capital Intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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Table (6.15): Balance sheet of KFH (1992-1996) ________ _______ _________ _______
IWA______________ __
	
1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
- Liquid Assets
0% Cash & 7 days
_________________________________ 	 11,367	 10,662	 13,786	 13,791	 14,533
	0%	 Central bank
________________________________ 	 120,617	 83,011	 63,364	 32,893	 52,253
	20%	 Other - Gov. Debt Bonds
_____________________________________	 553,201	 480,830	 439,562	 345,868	 224,588
Total Liquid Assets
___________________________________	 685,185	 574,503 516,712	 392,552 291,374
Deposits with banks
	
20%	 Short - up to one year
___________________________________	 12,144	 31,508	 16,933	 24,536	 25,660
Total deposits with banks
_____________________________	
12,14%	 31 ,SW,	 16,9 _________ _______
100% Marketable securities
_________________________________ 	 6,194	 7,620	 16,640	 22,892	 24,125
Islamic Financing Facilities 	 -
	
20/o	 Backed by irrevocable L/Cs 	 -	 -	
-	 177,432
	
50%	 FirstMortgage	
-	 114,028
	l00%	 Short term Murabaha Receivable
________________________________ 	 395,457	 405,146 512,809	 655,256 489,711
	100%	 Receive > I yr + Leased Assets
_________________________________ 	 3,761	 15,171	 20,916	 19,606	 22,762
	100%	 Non-Performing 1FF 	
104,362	 147,873	 153,634	 181,795
l00% 1FF -Loss provisions 	 _________ _________ _________ __________ ________________________________________ 	 -51,070	 -61,003	 -69,742	 -79,288	 -82,590
Net Islamic Financing Facilities
_________________________________ 	 348,148	 463,676 611,856	 749,208 903,138
l00% Unquote Investments
________________________________ 	 48,494	 47,871	 80,228	 160,692	 118,898
l00% Non-Financial Sub & Affiliates
___________________________________	 3,261	 3,284	 1,661	 3,484	 4,131
Financial Sub & Affiliates
___________________________________	 3,346	 3,149	 2,361	 2,496	 3,125
100% Fixed assets
_________________________________ 	 17,310	 17,306	 16,796	 17,470	 16,788
l00% Other assets
_________________________________ 	 17,291	 7,093	 16,623	 21,956	 32,366
- Total assets
___________________________________ 1,141,373 1,156,010 1,279,810	 1,395,286 1,419,605
- Contingent accounts
	100%	 Fin guarantees - LCs/Accept
_________________________________ 	 24,316	 46,256	 59,031	 64,948	 63,822
	
20%	 LCsfbanks & Gov. Guarantees
_________________________________ 	 29,551	 27,117	 29,447	 37,938	 30,880
- Total Contingent Accounts
___________________________________	 53,867	 73,373	 88,478	 102,886	 94,702
- Total Footings
___________________________________ 1,195,240 1,229,383 1,368,288	 1,498,172 1,514,307
- Risk weighted assets
___________________________________	 583,993	 700,997	 900,023	 1,122,318 1,020,534
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	1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Liabilities
Inter-batik Liabilities
Current & 7 days
_________________________________ 	 22,440	 11,183	 16,374	 30,645	 4,931
Total Inter-bank liabilities
_____________________________	 22,440	 11,183	 16,374	 30,645	
4,931
CustomerDeposits 	 ___________ __________ __________	 _________
Demand
____________________________	 120,295	 137,357	 -	 -	 -
Saving
___________________________________	 644,163	 568,645	 -	 -	 -
Time
_________________________________ 	 4,102	 4,860	 -	 -	 -
Other
_________________________________ 	 220,501	 254,795 1,081,338	 1,123,713 1,130,012
1,130,012Total Customer Deposits
_________________________________ 	 989,061	 965,657 1,081,338	 1,123,713 ________
Total Dep + Inter-bank
__________________________________	 1,011,501	 976,840 1,097,712	 1,154,358 1,134,943
Other Liabilities
_________________________________ 	 86,557	 120,416	 113,813	 151,470	 174,354
TierOne Capital: 	 ___________ __________ __________ ___________ _________
Paid up Capital
__________________________________	 34,798	 42,444 _________ ___________ _________
Reserves	
44,991	 47,690	 50,551
__________________________________	 8,517	 16,310	 23,294	 41,768	 59,757
Total Tier One Capital
_________________________________ 	 43,315	 58,754 _________ __________ ________
Total Capital	
68,285	 89,458	 110,308
_________________________________ 	 43,315	 58,754	 68,285	 89,458 110,308
Total Liabilities & Capital
__________________________________	 1,141,373 1,156,010 1,279,810	 1,395,286 1,419,605
Profit and Loss Accounts
Profit Sharing
_________________________________ 	
55,795	 66,660	 74,078	 92,764	 91,734
Depositors' Profit Sharing
_________________________________ 	 24,127	 26,623	 36,600	 44,316 ________
Net Profit Sharing	
47,076
__________________________________	 31,668	 40,037	 37,478	 48,448	 44,658
Fees & Commissions
_________________________________ 	 957	 1,485	 2,224	 2,646	 3,519
FX trading income
________________________________ 	 1,562	 817	 841	 772	 1,042
Other Investment Income
Other Income	
4,148	 7,230	 9,030
_________________________________ 	 3,859	 4,674	 1,157	 2,747	 3,346
Gross Income
_________________________________ 	 38,046	 47,013	 45,848	 61,843	 61,595
Administrative Expenses
___________________________________	 14,435	 17,695	 16,327	 15,697	 16,135
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1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
Depre_________________________________ 	 2,721	 2,577	 2,913	 2,997	 3,609ciation	 ____________	 ____________	 ___________	 _____________	 ___________
Total Operating Expenses
_________________________________ 	 17,156	 20,272	 19,240	 18,694	 19,744
Operating Profit
_________________________________ 	 20,890	 26,741	 26,608	 43,149	 41,851
Provisions for doubtful Debts
_________________________________ 	
4,812	 11,732	 10,334	 11,781	 7,547
Provision for Dimming of Invest.
___________________________________	 7,304	 2,620	 -
Gross Profit (Loss)
_________________________________ 	 8,774	 12,389	 16,274	 31,368	 34,304
Tax & Equivalents
________________________________ 	 277	 701	 801	 1,197	 1,531
Net Profit (Loss)
_________________________________ 	 8,497	 11,688	 15,473	 30,171	 32,773
Transfers I Adjustments	 -
Appropriations:	
1,893	 -	 -
Minority Interest
_________________________________ 	 3,728	 3,859	 2,547	 2,699	 2,861
Bonus Shares Issued
Dividends	
-	 1,929	 5,942	 8,998	 11,923
Total	
4,769	 7,793	 6,984	 18,474	 17,989
_________________________________ 	 8,497	 13,581	 15,473	 30,171	 32,773
Source:- Capital Intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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Table (6.16): Growth of balance sheet of KFH (1992-1996)
_____________________________ 	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996 Average	 S.D
Liquid Assets
Cash&7days	
-6.20	 29.30	 0.04	 5.38	 7.13	 15.52
Central bank	 -31.18	 -23.67	 -48.09	 58.86	 -11.02	 47.69
Other-Gov.DebtBonds 	
-13.08	 -8.58	 -21.32	 -35.07	 -19.51	 11.64
Total Liquid Assets	 -16.15	 -10.06	 -24.03	 -25.77	 -19.00	 7.28
Deposits with banks
Short - up to one year	 159.45	 -46.26	 44.90	 4.58	 40.67	 87.53
Total deposits with banks	 159.45	 -46.26	 44.90	 4.58	 40.67	 87.53
Marketable securities	 23.02	 118.37	 37.57	 5.39	 46.09	 49.95
Islamic Financing Facilities
Short term Murabaha Receivable 	 2.45	 26.57	 27.78	 -25.26	 7.89	 24.99
Receive>Iyr+LeasedAssets	 303.38	 37.87	 -6.26	 16.10	 -	 -
Non-Performing 1FF	 -	 41.69	 3.90	 18.33	 -	 -
IFF-Lossprovisions	 19.45	 14.33	 13.69	 4.16	 12.91	 6.38
Net Islamic Financing Facilities 	 33.18	 31.96	 22.45	 20.55	 27.04	 6.46
Unquote Investments	 -1.28	 67.59	 100.29	 -26.01	 35.15	 58.77
Non-Financial Sub & Affiliates 	 0.71	 -49.42	 109.75	 18.57
Financial Sub & Affiliates	 -5.89	 -25.02	 5.72	 25.20	 0.00	 21.04
Fixed assets	 -0.02	 -2.95	 4.01	 -3.90	 -0.72	 3.56
Otherassets	 -58.98	 134.36	 32.08	 47.41	 38.72	 79.19
Total assets	 1.28	 10.71	 9.02	 1.74	 5.69	 4.88
Contingent accounts
Fin guarantees - LCs/Accept 	 90.23	 27.62	 10.02	 -1.73	 31.54	 40.95
LCs/banks & Gov. Guarantees 	 -8.24	 8.59	 28.83	 -18.60	 2.65	 20.74
Total Contingent Accounts 	 36.21	 20.59	 16.28	 -7.95	 16.28	 18.28
Total Footings	 2.86	 11.30	 9.49	 1.08	 6.18	 4.97
Risk weighted assets	 20.04	 28.39	 24.70	 -9.07	 16.02	 17.07
Liabilities
Inter-bank Liabilities
Current & 7 days 	 -50.16	 46.42	 87.16	 -83.91	 -	 -
Total Inter-bank liabilities	 -50.16	 46.42	 87.16	 -83.91	 -0.12	 80.23
Customer Deposits	 __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________
Demand	 14.18	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -	 -
Saving	 -11.72	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -	 -
Time	 18.48	 -100.00	 -	 -	 -	 -
Other	 15.55	 324.40	 3.92	 0.56	 86.11	 158.99
TotalCustomerDeposits 	 -2.37	 11.98	 3.92	 0.56	 3.52	 6.20
Total Dep+Inter-bank	 -3.43	 12.37	 5.16	 -1.68	 3.11	 7.20
OtherLiabilities	 39.12	 -5.48	 33.09	 15.11	 20.46	 20.08
Tier One Capital:	 _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________
Paid up Capital	 21.97	 6.00	 6.00	 6.00	 9.99	 7.99
Reserves	 91.50	 42.82	 79.31	 43.07	 64.18	 25.01
Total Tier One Capital	 35.64	 16.22	 31.01	 23.31	 26.55	 8.56
Total Capital	 35.64	 16.22	 31.01	 23.31	 26.55	 8.56
Total Liabilities & Capital	 1.28	 10.71	 9.02	 1.74	 5.69	 4.88
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1993	 1994	 1995	 1996 Average	 S.D.
Profit and Loss Accounts
ProfitSharing	 19.47	 11.13	 25.22	 -1.11	 13.68	 11.43
Depositors' Profit Sharing	 10.35	 37.48	 21.08	 6.23	 18.79	 13.95
NetProfitSharing	 26.43	 -6.39	 29.27	 -7.82	 10.37	 20.22
Fees&Commissions 	 55.17	 49.76	 18.97	 32.99	 39.22	 16.48
FX trading income	 -47.70	 2.94	 -8.20	 34.97	 -4.50	 34.12
Other Investment Income	 -	 -	 74.30	 24.90
Other Income	 21.12	 -75.25	 137.42	 21.81	 26.28	 87.00
Gross Income	 23.57	 -2.48	 34.89	 -0.40	 13.90	 18.32
Administrative Expenses	 22.58	 -7.73	 -3.86	 2.79	 3.45	 13.48
Depreciation	 -5.29	 13.04	 2.88	 20.42	 7.76	 11.29
Total Operating Expenses	 18.16	 -5.09	 -2.84	 5.62	 3.96	 10.53
Operating Profit	 28.01	 -0.50	 62.17	 -3.01	 21.67	 30.45
Provisions for doubtful Debts 	 143.81	 -11.92	 14.00	 -35.94	 27.49	 80.18
GrossProfit(Loss)	 41.20	 31.36	 92.75	 9.36	 43.67	 35.33
Tax & Equivalents 	 153.07	 14.27	 49.44	 27.90	 61.17	 62.95
NetProiit (Loss)	 37.55	 32.38	 94.99	 8.62	 43.39	 36.64
Transfers! Adjustments	 -	 -100.00	 -	 -
Appropriations:	 ________	 _________	 _________	 ________ ________ ________
Minority Interest 	 3.51	 -34.00	 5.97	 6.00	 -4.63	 /9.6/
Bonus Shares Issued	 -	 208.04	 51.43	 32.51
Dividends	 63.41	 -10.38	 164.52	 -2.63	 53.73	 80.94
Total	 59.83	 13.93	 94.99	 8.62	 44.34	 40.85
Source:- Capital Intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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Table (6.17): FINANCIAL RATIOS of KFH (1 992-1 996)
______________________________________________ 	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
A. SIZE FACTOR	 ______ ______ ______ _______ ______
1.Total Assets (KD 000's) 	 1,141,373 1,156,010 1,279,810 1,395,286 1,419,605
2.Risk weighted assets on total footings (%)
	 4.86	 57.02	 65.78	 74.91	 67.39
3.Total Contingents to Total footings (%)
	
4.51	 5.97	 6.47	 6.87	 6.25
B. PROFITABILITY	 ______ ______	 ______ _____
1.ReturnonAverageassets(%)	 0.74	 1.01	 1.21	 2.16	 2.31
2.Return on average Tier One Capital (%)
	
19.62	 19.89	 22.66	 33.73	 29.71
3.Operating profit on average assets (%)
	 1.83	 2.31	 2.08	 3.09	 2.95
4.Dividends return on average tier one capital (%)
	
11.01	 13.26	 10.23	 20.65	 16.31
5.Operating expense to gross income (%) 	 45.09	 43.12	 41.96	 30.23	 32.05
6.Operating expenses on average risk weighted assets (%)
	
2.94	 2.89	 2.14	 1.67	 1.93
7.Non-profit sharing income to gross income (%)
	 16.76	 14.84	 18.26	 21.66	 27.50
8.Fundingcost(%)	 2.39	 2.73	 3.33	 3.84	 4.15
9.Profit-sharing on average earning assets (%) 	 5.99	 6.70	 6.74	 8.02	 7.70
10.Profit-sharing Differential (%)	 3.60	 3.97	 3.41	 4.18	 3.55
C. CAPITAL ADEQUACY	 _____ _____ _____ ______ _____
1.Cl Risk Asset Ratio (%)
	
3.44	 5.15	 5.38	 5.99	 8.63
2.Estimated BIS Risk Asset Ratio (%)
	
6.84	 7.93	 7.32	 7.75	 10.50
3.Free Capital Funds (KD 000's) 	 19,398	 35,015	 47,467	 66,008	 86,264
4.Estimated BIS on Tier One Capital (%)	 6.84	 7.93	 7.32	 7.75	 10.50
5.Leverage of Total Capital (Times) 	 24.35	 17.68	 16.74	 13.60	 10.87
D. LIQUIDITY	 ______ ______ ______ ______ _____
1.Net 1FF to total deposits (%)
	
34.42	 47.47	 55.74	 64.90	 79.58
2.Net 1FF to stable funds (%)
	
34.52	 46.34	 54.20	 62.97	 74.25
3.Quasi-liquid asset ratio (%)
	
61.64	 53.08	 43.00	 31.53	 24.03
4. Customer deposits to total deposits (%)
	
97.78	 98.86	 98.51	 97.35	 99.57
5.Liquid assets ratio	 61.10	 52.42	 41.70	 29.89	 22.33
6. Inter-bank assets to inter-bank liabilities (%)
	
54.12	 281.75	 103.41	 80.07	 520.38
E. ASSET QUALITY	 ______ ______ ______ ______ _____
1.1FF loss provisions charge on net 1FF + provision 	 1.36	 2.47	 1.66	 1.55	 0.83
charges__________ __________ __________ ___________ _________
2.1FF-loss provisions to total loans (%)
	
12.79	 14.51	 13.07	 11.75	 10.27
3.Non-performing 1FF to total 1FF (%)	 0.00	 24.83	 27.71	 22.77	 22.61
4. 1FF- loss provisions to non-performing 1FF (%)
	 0	 58.45	 47.16	 51.61	 45.43
Source:- Capital Intelligence Report
- Calculated by the author
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6.3.1.1 Growth Rates
Table (6.18B): Growth Rates Indicators
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
Total loans and advances for commercial banks have experienced a drop in terms of
growth rate from 1992 to 1996 ranging from -0.76% (1993) to 17.03% (1996).
However, of the end of 1996, Growth rates varied from bank to bank with NBK and
GBK experiencing the lowest rates in the order of 11 %, while COM registered a the
largest rate of 76 %. Excluding NBK, the growth in loans made by commercial banks
reached 23 %.
This significant growth in loans and advances was driven by the (1) Privatisation
program, (2) Payment of bad debts, and (3) Highly active stock market. The same
factors are also responsible for the negative growth in customer deposits.
Only four banks suffered a loss in customer deposits in 1996 namely, NBK, BKME,
B.B and AHB which caused deposits, overall, to appear lower. The rest, with the
exception of KFH, experienced strong growth. Aggressive bidding for deposits may
be behind the positive growth in deposits at some banks as well as possibly having
fewer of their customers participating in IUA's privatisation program.
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6.3.1.2 Income and Expenses Growth
Table (6.19): Income and Expenses Growth Indicators
Operational expenses	 Net interest income	 Profit before appropriation
	
1993	 1994	 1995	 1996	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996	 1993	 1994	 1995	 19
____ % % % % __ % % % __ % %
NBI(	 -4.90	 9.30	 5.64	 8.47	 30.79	 2.41	 16.22	 9.41	 22.51	 5.87	 19.03	 8.64
GBK	 2.38	 7.44	 2.91	 14.00	 33.42	 19.34	 13.67	 20.42	 22.28	 21.28	 15.51	 22
COM	 -5.01	 0.37	 -7.26	 8.87	 -33.13	 -38.87	 90.08	 61.39	 8.69	 -149.61	 -239.85	 116.84
BKME	 7.29	 -13.61	 10.98	 8.40	 -210.68	 334.36	 29.26	 45.78	 155.00	 -47.30	 34.82	 112.98
AHB	 -4.39	 -3.85	 3.31	 8.40	 -43.93	 -2.39	 21.29	 86.49	 -145.08	 6.99	 -40.53	 45.88
B.B	 11.18	 6.90	 -0.34	 7.01	 -48.61	 -15.46	 15.88	 23.73	 -54.38	 -20.04	 78.29	 37.16
All commercial 	 -14.64	 19.43	 3.36	 9.07	 -0.06	 9.97	 19.90	 21.91	 36.87	 -6.60	 33.88	 25.37
banks
All commercial
banks excluding	 -22.79	 29.87	 1.38	 9.61	 -28.76	 22.88	 25.14	 21.91	 61.99	 -23.08	 60.92	 25.37
NBK
KFH	 18.22	 -5.15	 -2.85	 5.63	 NA	 NA	 86.16	 13.26	 40.97	 325.55	 92.41	 934
All Kuwaiti	 -8.85	 22.65	 2.89	 9.05	 7.91	 55.26	 27.82	 20.37	 37.35	 42.65	 43.36	 23.16
banks
source:- Annual Keports (1992-199b)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
Operational expenses of all commercial banks grew significantly from -14% (1993) to
9% (1996). Where, in 1996, GBK experienced the largest increase of 14 % followed
by B.B. with an increase of 7%. On the other hand, KFH has showed a better
improvement at the level of cost cutting as compared to NBK as can be seen from the
negative growth rates registered by KFH in 1994 and 1995 whereas NBK has always
maintained a positive figure over the years.
Moreover, NBK had the lowest growth rate in net interest income. The four other
commercial banks experienced growth rates of 20 % to 86 % in 1996 which
corresponded to the growth in their loan portfolios. However, the 86 % growth of
AHB's interest income cannot possibly be explained by loan growth alone. It is
noteworthy in thus contact that AHB also lowered their interest expenses and shifted
assets from lower yielding GDBs and treasury bills to treasury bonds.
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6.3.1.3 Assets Structure
Table (6.20): Assets structure Indicators
Deposits / Assets	 Loans & Advances / Assets
___________________	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
______ __ __ __ % °h __ __ % % __
NBK	 57.13	 59.73	 55.81	 59.78	 57.16	 34.12	 33.24	 31.43	 35.56	 39.03
GBK	 66.81	 67.73	 59.36	 64.39	 60.75	 13.85	 19.08	 22.17	 31.61	 31.27
COM	 63.03	 72.33	 56.83	 51.14	 62.46	 9.71	 10.71	 11.95	 14.27	 26.44
BKME	 70.96	 81.76	 72.61	 68.82	 61.16	 11.81	 14.86	 23.35	 24.26	 30.51
AHB	 56.41	 70.54	 75.77	 72.84	 75.48	 8.80	 11.35	 12.49	 21.44	 28.45
B.B	 52.50	 64.08	 58.30	 61.09	 53.58	 16.04	 15.25	 17.65	 22.11	 23.32
All commercial banks 	 60.10	 65.90	 60.62	 62.09	 60.63	 19.43	 23.42	 23.56	 28.06	 32.62
All commercial banks
excluding NBK	 61.68	 71.11	 64.28	 63.62	 62.96	 1L6(	 /5.34	 /7.57	 23.04	 23.30
KFH	 88.77	 85.84	 84.49	 80.54	 79.60	 30.50	 40.03	 47.8?	 53.70	 63.62
At? Kuwaiti banks	 63.44	 68.68	 61.04	 61.76	 60.64	 20.72	 25.74	 25.80	 30.83	 36.36
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (199 1-1996)
Most banks (including NBK, GBK, B.B, and BKME) experienced a decline in the
deposits to assets ratio relative to 1995. As assets remained relatively flat, this drop is
mainly attributed to a drop in customer deposits. Among commercial banks NBK has
the lowest ratio. Given that it also has the lowest equity to assets ratio, this means that
NBK has a higher percentage of its liabilities in the form of deposits from banks and
financial institutions. Given that such funds usually have higher costs than customer
deposits, this probably reduces NBK's profitability.
The loan to assets ratio rose for all banks except GBK . In the case of GBK loan
growth, which was proportional to asset growth, appears to have been achieved partly
by growing their customer deposits by 5.6 %, and partly by funds freed by the
redemption of GDBs.
COM, BKME, AHB, and KFH were the most aggressive in terms of expanding their
loan portfolios, even though the ratio of loans to assets was still below that of NBK
and GBK.
The significant increase in the loan portfolios of KFH suggests the possible indirect
involvement of these banks in the local stock market.
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6.3.1.4 Holding of Domestic Bonds
Table (6.21): Holding of Domestic Bonds Indicators
Public Debt Instruments I Assets	 Debt Purchase Bond I Assets
___________________	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996	 1992 1993
	
1994	 1995	 1996
______ __ __ % % %%% % % %
NBI(	 19.20	 23.58	 22.16	 22.63	 22.82	 4.75	 0.00	 15.40	 12.89	 11.28
GBI(	 24.72	 21.76	 23.90	 24.25	 22.18	 5.10	 0.06	 35.29	 30.19	 22.14
COM	 11.69	 13.26	 9.00	 14.12	 9.54	 3.32	 0.00	 57.24	 44.83	 40.55
BKME	 9.46	 11.46	 8.20	 18.92	 12.21	 4.49	 0.00	 47.32	 37.55	 34.52
AHB	 4.45	 9.70	 11.17	 13.84	 iD.S2	 3.i4	 0.00	 59.86	 48.73	 45.48
B.B	 11.94	 19.66	 11.25	 16.55	 11.29	 6.14	 0.00	 38.3!	 32.79	 29.86
All commercial banks
	 14.64	 19.96	 17.33	 19.72	 17.57	 4.43	 0.01	 33.48	 28.46	 24.69
All commercial banks
excluding NBK	 12.23	 16.90	 13.66	 17.78	 14.03	 4.26	 0.02	 47.23	 38.85	 33.71
KFH	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 34.35	 24.79	 15.82
All Kuwaiti banks	 12.94	 17.17	 15.59	 17.46	 15.63	 3.91	 0.01	 34.14	 28.48	 23.62
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (199 1-1996)
All banks with the exception of NBK saw a drop in the ratio of public debt
instruments (treasuries) to total assets. Those that experienced the largest expansion in
their credit portfolios saw the largest drop. COM  has by far the lowest ratio which
may impair its liquidity.
The continuous drop in the outstanding amount of the debt purchase bonds as a result
of the continued settlement of bad debts has freed funds for banks to lend or invest in
treasury bills at higher rates. GBK experienced the largest drop in the ratio of GDBs
to assets (from 30 % to 22 %). NBK experienced the smallest drop.
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6.3.2 Financial Performance
6.3.2.1 Assets Quality
Table (6.22): Assets Quality Indicators
- Loans-loss provisions to total loans Non-performing loans to total loan
	
- 1992	 1993 1994 1995	 1996	 1992 1993	 1994	 1995	 199
__ __ __ % % __ __ % __ __
	
NBK	 8.92	 7.8	 7.6	 6.75	 6.54	 8.35	 10.95	 10.56	 11.18	 10.5
	
BK	 NA	 22.11	 15.40	 8.59	 8.16	 NA	 16.48	 11.42	 9.57	 8.3
	
OM	 NA	 58.14 50.42 43.88	 28.90	 NA 41.24	 56.55	 42.04	 30.5
	
HB	 NA	 45.99 31.72 19.96	 17.38	 NA 44.45	 50.38	 31.77	 28.7
KME	 NA	 11.64	 6.69	 6.19	 6.05	 NA 12.28	 5.48	 4.53	 4.8
B.B	 NA	 13.28	 10.06	 7.79	 8.61	 NA	 12.65	 11.08	 6.33	 9.6
	
KFH	 12.80	 11.63	 10.23	 9.57	 8.38	 NA	 19.89	 21.70	 18.54	 18.4
Source:- Annual Reports (199-199o)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
As we can see from the table, NBK stands superior to other banks in terms of the ratio
of loan-loss provisions to total loans, even better than KFH and slightly above that of
BKME. However, other banks such as COM and AHB have very high ratios which
reflects the non-performing of their loan portfolios and very open lending policy.
Moreover, the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans showed that NBK and GBK
are in the lead having the lowest possible ratios. Also, BKME have shown a big
improvement in this ratio, seeing it fell from 12.28% in 1993 to 4.87% in 1996 (the
lowest). KHF, was found to have a very high ratio of non-performing loans to total
loans a situation which affected adversely the bank' asset quality.
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6.3.2.2 Capital Adequacy
Table (6.23) Capital Adequacy Indicators
Risk Asset Ratio	 Estimated BIS Risk Asset ratio
1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996	 1992	 1993	 1994	 1995	 1996
	
%	 %	 %	 %	 %	 %	 %
NBK	 12.09	 12.20	 10.75	 10.51	 9.98	 13.31	 13.54	 12.13	 11.86	 11.26
GBK	 NA	 25.48	 24.08	 19.97	 17.93	 NA	 26.64	 25.02	 20.85	 18.98
COM	 NA	 15.92	 16.82	 24.91	 20.42	 NA	 18.59	 19.23	 26.84	 22.05
AFIB	 NA	 7.36	 10.87	 15.31	 13.80	 NA	 11.90	 15.22	 18.39	 16.31
BKME	 NA	 13.57	 10.97	 10.86	 11.79	 NA	 15.99	 12.94	 12.55	 13.27
RB	 NA	 29.64	 22.58	 20.46	 20.41	 NA	 35.46	 27.53	 24.71	 24.38
KFH	 3.42	 5.15	 5.38	 5.99	 8.63	 6.84	 7.93	 7.32	 7.75	 10.50
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
As we can see from table (18), all Kuwaiti banks meet the capital adequacy
requirements of the Basle Agreement in 1986 (8% as the minimum required capital
adequacy ratio). Moreover, the first ratio uses certain risk weights for the different
types of assets (Capital Intelligence Agency) according to the magnitude of liquidity
and risk exposure. It appears from the above table that throughout the study NBK has
had the smallest ratio as compared to other commercial banks. This ranged from the
lowest of 9.98 (1996) to the highest of 12.20 (199). Only BKME had a ratio closer to
that of NBK for most of the period, whereas other banks were highly capitalised.
An exception was KFH due to the nature of its operations which do not require such a
high capital adequacy ratio.
In addition, the ratio uses a less conservative approach to measuring capital adequacy,
but the overall picture is still when compared to the first ratio. This ratio proved again
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that all Kuwaiti banks are capitalised and do meet the high international standards of
capital adequacy.
6.3.2.3 Liquidity
Table (6.24): Liquidity Indicators
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
For the net loans to total deposits ratio , KFH seems to be expanding its loan portfolio,
followed by NBK and GBK and this trend has prevailed throughout the period of the
study.
The customer's deposits to total deposits ratio showed that KFH depends mainly on
customer's deposits rather than inter-bank deposits as can be seen in the case of NBK,
GBK and B.B. The other banks have shown a wider customer's deposits' base in
1996, but this does mean that these banks are gaining market share and eroding the
dominating position of banks such as NBK and KFH which have much wider
customer deposits' base relative to the other banks.
Liquid assets ratio showed that most Kuwait banks are in the range of 60 - 67% as of
1996 and were even higher in previous years when most of their holdings were the
form of treasury bills. NBK and KFH were found to be the least liquid. The
divergence from international standards was small for NBK and KFH is judged by
different criteria.
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6.3.2.4 Profitability
Table (6.25): Profitability Indicators
Source:- Annual Reports (1992-1996)
- Financial Operating Report (1991-1996)
All profitability measures showed that all banks have kept a consistent pattern of
improving profitability from 1992 to 1996. Also, ffinding costs have remained
relatively constant within the range of 5 - 6%, except for KFH which has very low
funding costs due to the nature of its business. As for the ratio of operational expenses
to gross income, all banks are trying their best to cut costs and this is evidenced
through out the period. GBK had the lowest ratio in 1996 followed by NBK and KFH
which were close to each other, despite the fact that NBK has a larger branch network
both in Kuwait and internationally. AHB and BKME had the highest operational
expenses relative to their gross income, but this is still low compared to previous
years. This has adversely affected their profitability for these years in addition to their
provisions for loans.
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6.4 Assessment
6.4.1 National Bank of Kuwait
NBK's prospects will remain favourable as long as it continues to be the dominant
player in the banking sector. The bank's strategy to expand its business in the Levant
region has yet to be tested and could be a real challenge, particularly in trying to
establish a presence in the retail sector. Nevertheless, while the other local banks are
attempting to erode NBK's highly reputable franchise, they will have some way to go
before they can challenge its market share domestically. Moreover, NBK's overseas
operations remain unchallenged, with no competitors, even in the Gulf region, able to
match such a wide global reach. Inherently, NBK possesses several competitive
advantages which are not expected to weaken considerably, if anything, NBK should
be in a good position to consolidate its business over the medium term, both in terms
of sophistication and efficiency.
Moreover, the bank has the following strengths and weaknesses:
Strengths
1. Solid financial position, ranking well above peer group average.
2. Highly professional and long serving senior management team.
3. Dominant share in the local market and substantial overseas assets.
4. Well diversified assets in order to minimise risk exposure.
5. Very conservative lending policy as can be seen from the Bank's provisions to total
loans.
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Weaknesses
1. Reliance on short term inter-bank deposits which may become volatile in stress
situations.
2. The total holding of lower-yielding and illiquid government paper need to be
reduced further.
3. High growth rate of operational expenses with some attempts to cut costs,
operational expense /Grows income declaring well.
NBK appears to be a very different organisation to other local banks. It has always
held a leading position the pack and, demonstrating its ability to survive in extreme
conditions, it was the only Kuwaiti bank to remain in operation during the Gulf crisis.
This reflects both its financial strength and superior management. NBK has a solid
franchise and its reputation overseas appears to have always been exemplary. Given
the bank's share in the sector, good management and strong financial position, we
believe that current levels of profitability are sustainable in the medium term. In
relation to other banks within the region, the bank's reliance on inter-bank funding
appears high.
6.4.2 Kuwait Finance House
KFH, the sole Islamic bank operating in Kuwait, is regarded as a pioneer in promoting
the Islamic banking movement. It has strong government ownership and is well
sponsored. This is also reflected in its solid deposits base which remains, however,
mostly short term in nature. Moreover, liquidity appears very tight, even for an
Islamic bank. Given the disclosures regarding doubtful debts, we believe that the
bank's asset quality is certainly not acceptable due to the high level of bad debts in the
balance sheet while provisioning for these debts appears inadequate.
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The bank has the following strengths and weaknesses:
Strengths
1. Solid core customer base.
2. Majority-owned by the Kuwaiti government.
3. The bank remains the sole Islamic bank in the local market; enjoying a monopoly.
Weaknesses
1. According to the bank, doubtful debts are among the highest in the market while
provisions against these doubtful debts appear to be insufficient.
2. Liquid assets account for a very low portion of the balance sheet.
3. Although improved, disclosure in the accounts remains poor as compared to other
local banks.
KFH is an enviable position as the sole Islamic operator in the domestic market. It has
built an important franchise and is well regarded in the Gulf region. With the
establishment of a new regulatory framework for Islamic banks in the country, KFH
could face new competition over the medium term which will act as a further catalyst
for the bank to reinforce its already strong position. The new law would also bring the
bank under the umbrella of the central bank. Indeed, by not having a formal reporting
link to the central bank, KFH may be at a disadvantage because of its hybrid status in
the banking sector. This is perhaps most reflected in the lack of parameters for its risk
classification and provisioning requirements.
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6.5 Conclusion
The comparative growth rates of all the financial ratios showed that both NBK and
KFH performed well for the period from 1992 to 1996. NBK was found to have a
healthy asset structure and superior asset quality compared to other banks. NBK's
profitability measures showed an outstanding result, reflecting high level of
managerial experience especially in term of managing its loan portfolio and keeping
internationally acceptable ratios of capital adequacy and liquidity. NBK is well known
for its loyal customer base and geographically well-distributed network of branches
that enabled the bank to continue its operations during the Iraqi invasion of
1990/1991. Moreover, NBK has a very long and reputable history in the banking
industry which was built up over many years of market experience and share control
of both loans and deposits.
On the other side of the picture, KFH stands as the only Islamic bank in the country,
enjoying a complete monopoly with the majority of shares held by the government
which gives the bank its full support as happened in the GDBs program of 1993.
As an Islamic bank KFH may not be subject to certain international standards in terms
of particular ratios, such as the liquidity ratio, because KFH does not hold any
interest-bearing liquid treasury instruments (T.Bills & Bonds). However, at the
profitability indicators level, KFH was found to perform very well compared to other
banks as well as its own previous standards over the period of the study. Nevertheless,
KFH will face stronger competition in the coming years as the new laws concerning
the establishment of new Islamic banks are finalised and the many banks presently
waiting for CBK's approval become operation. These banks, as well as KFH, will
have to operate under the complete supervisions of the CBK which is expected to put
some constraints on their loans expansion as well as the nature of their operative. It is
important that the CBK has the necessary expertise to exercise such control.
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However, KFH will have an advantage over the new banks because of the government
support which has been well-established since 1985. Thus, the KFH management
must be fully aware of the coming threat if it is to be prepared to face the challenges
that these changes will undoubtedly bring.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
7.1 Introduction
This chapter attempts to reveal information that could help to understand the ways by
which Kuwait Finance House and National Bank of Kuwait operate in State of
Kuwait. A customer questionnaire is analysed and possible relations to the four
hypotheses, discussed in chapter 4 and 5 are identified. The main objective of this
research is to assess the performance of Islamic banks. This assessment is undertaken
by conducting a case study and comparing the performance of two competing banks,
one an Islamic bank (Kuwait Finance House) and the other a conventional bank
(National Bank of Kuwait).
In the previous chapter their performance was compared by analysing their Balance
Sheets; for this purpose, secondary data, published by the banks in question, was used.
In this chapter, the aim is to compare their performance as perceived by their
customers and managers. For this purpose a survey of perceptions was conducted to
understand how clients evaluate performance of their respective banks.
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7.2 Questionnaire
7.2.1 The objective of the survey
The aim of the survey is to ascertain the customer's satisfaction with the services
offered by particular banks. A questionnaire was designed accordingly to cover topics
such as deposit services, lending services and management quality.
The questionnaire, comprising 44 questions, is divided into the following five
sections: personal information, general information, deposit services, lending services,
and employees and management. The first section includes questions regarding sex,
age, marital status, nationality, and education, income and income source. The second
section covers a variety of issues such as the reasons for choosing a bank, type of
account, and customer's criteria concerning services other than deposits and lending;
these questions are designed to measure the client's loyalty and knowledge. The third
section focuses on deposit services. The fourth section deals with lending. Finally, the
fifth section deals with the client's satisfaction with the management of the bank in
terms of quality and efficiency of staff as well as the management level of staff with
to regard the client's needs and complaints. (see Appendix III)
7.2.2 The survey sample
The survey sample includes 1,000 customers of the two banks (500 each). The
distribution of the questionnaires was done with the intention of covering the whole
area of Kuwait; therefore, one branch for each bank was selected in each of the five
governorates of Kuwait (Al Asema, Al Jahra, Hawalli, Al Ahmdi and Al Farwania),
and 100 copies of the questionnaire were sent to each branch. Again, due to the lack
of information on the number of clients, it was decided to distribute a unified number
of questionnaires among all the governorates regardless of the population density
difference since such differences do not necessarily reflect the number of clients. The
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questionnaires were later collected from each branch by hand or mail.
7.3 Pilot Study
During the design of the questionnaires for the KFH and NBK customer, pilot surveys
were undertaken. A preliminary questionnaire, personal discussions and interviews
were conducted in different locations with several people. Some of those who were
interviewed were KFH and NBK customers while others were not. Of the original 40
questions in the pilot questionnaire, six questions were altered as the feedback
indicated a lack of clarity causing some confusion amongst the respondents. In
addition, a further four questions were added allowing the respondents to explain the
reasons for their previous responses. Such a survey gave the opportunity of a better
understanding and a good feedback that helped to modify the questionnaires.
7.4 The Results
7.4.1 The response
The response level of the questionnaires was very high; 671 questionnaires out of
1000 were submitted for both banks, 324 (i.e. 64.8 %) of questionnaires were returned
by KFH customers while 347 (i.e. 69.4 %) were returned by NBK customers.
Distribution of the 324 responses out of 500 questionnaires sent to KFH customers,
was as follows: Alasma 77 questionnaires, (23.8%); Aljahra 62 questionnaires,
(19.1%); Hawalli 60 questionnaires, (18.5%); Alahmadi 61 questionnaires, (18.8%);
and Alfarwania 64 questionnaires, (19.8%). 347 questionnaires out of 500 were
submitted by NBK, and the distribution of these returned questionnaires was as
follows: Alasma 77 questionnaires, (22.2%); Aljahra 73 questionnaires, (21.0%);
Hawalli 64 questionnaires; (18.4%); Alabmadi 64 questionnaires, (18.4%); and
Alfarwania 69 questionnaires, (19.9%). The data was processed using SPSS program
at The Public Authority for Applied Education and Training, computer centre and
Loughborough University computer centre.
Aljahra
21%
Alahnadi
18%
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Figure 7.1 KFH Customers Response in Kuwait
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Figure 7.2 NBK Customers Response in Kuwait
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Figure 7.3 Total Customers Response of KFH & NBK in Kuwait
Total
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7.5 Data Analysis
7.5.1 Personal Information
Before analysing the data, it is appropriate to specif' and define variables used. Data
were collected on several variables to apply correlation analysis to judge performance
of the two banks as perceived by their clients. Observations were deliberately made
discrete (in intervals, for example, in case of AGE) to keep the analysis simple. The
analysis below is based on quantification of data into a number of dummy variable.
SEX is a dummy variable that takes value 1 for male and 2 for female. AGE is dummy
variable that takes 6 values: AGE equals 1 if the client is less than 18 years, 2 if the
client is between 18 and 28 years, 3 if the client is between 29 and 38 years, 4 if the
client is between 39 and 48 years, 5 if the client is between 49 and 58 years, and 6 if
the client is over 58 years. MARITAL STATUS is a dummy variable that takes value 1
for married, 2 for separated, 3 for single, and 4 for widowed. NATIONALITY is a
dummy variable that takes value 1 for Kuwaiti and 2 for Non Kuwaiti. Educational
qualification of the clients is divided into two: domestic EDUCATION (ED) and foreign
qualification. EDUCATION 1 (ED 1). takes value 1 for the clients who can read and write,
2 for those with elementary diploma, 3 for those with intermediate diploma, 4 for
those with high school diploma, 5 for those with two years - college, and 6 for those
with university degree and 7 for post graduates. INCOME (INC) specifies the income
bracket in which a particular client of a bank lies. It takes value 1 if the client has
monthly income of KD 300 or less, 2 if the client lies in income bracket KD 301-500,
3 if the client lies in income bracket KD5O1-700, and 4 if over KD 700. The source of
income is a dummy variable that takes value 1 if the respondent works in public
sector, 2 if he/she works in private sector, 3 if he/she owns private business and 4 for
other.
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7.5.1.1	 Correlation Coefficients
The following analysis is based on the variables defined in section 7.5.1.
Banks is a dummy variable that takes value 0 KFH and 1 in case of NBK. Other
variables, used in Table 7.1 are as defined above.
In the first part of this section, correlation analysis will be conducted on personal
information. The other four sections will involve descriptive analysis.
Table 7.1 Correlation Coefficient
Banks	 SEX	 AGE	 ED	 ED1	 INC
Significant	
-.1550	 -.0057	 .0993	 -.4483	 .1020
Total Response	 671	 671	 671	 671	 671
Probability	
.000	 .883	 .010	 .000	 .008
Source: Questionnaire analysis.
As expected the samples for both the banks were male-dominated (see table 7.4). In
the NBK sample 84% were male and 16% female; while in the KFH 71% were male
and 29% female. In both cases, 76% of the respondents were married. Simple
correlation analysis was applied to see if there is a significant relationship between the
choice of a particular bank and the other five variables listed in table 7.1 It is
important to emphasise that Banks is a dummy variable that takes value 0 if the
respondent is a client of KFH and 1 in case of clients of NBK. Given this, a positive
correlation between Banks and any other variable (V) implies that as (V) increases the
respondents tend to prefer NBK over KFH. The negative correlation between Banks
and SEX suggests that KFH attract more female clients compared with NBK. This is
perhaps because each KFH branch house has an independent section, which provides
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banking for women oniy by women staff. This provides a relatively relaxed
environment for women who tend be more hesitant in dealing with men, a typical
characteristic of an Arab Country such as Kuwait. However, the correlation is not
strong enough (correlation coefficient being —0.1550) to suggest any significant
difference between the two selected banks in terms of the gender composition of their
clients.
While in the case of NBK, 78% were aged between 18-38, in the case of KFH only
69% were aged between 18-38. As table 7.1 shows, (-. 0057) there is a negative
correlation between Age and Banks. This suggests that older clients prefer KFH to
NBK perhaps as a result of the greater awareness among the older clients towards the
responsibility to religion. Most older clients prefer to deposit their money in an
Islamic bank in order to avoid Riba, at the same time it is found that the interest rate
in Islamic banks and commercial banks are almost identical, although occasionally the
Islamic bank has a better rate than the commercial bank.
Table 7.2 Interest Rate and Profit Rate in NBK & KFH
Source: NBK & KFH annual report
Another possible explanation could be that Islamic banks provide personal services
for older clients. This means that older clients are given special services by the branch
Manager. This was observed whilst the empirical study was being conducted in five
branches to cover all the areas Kuwait. The correlation is not strong enough to suggest
any significant difference between the two selected banks in terms of age composition
of their clients.
'For example the annual reports of NBK and KFH for 1996 give the following
information on interest (share) rate valid at that time: Saving account NBK 3%, KFH
4.6%, Time deposit account NBK 6%, KFH 7%. (See table 7.3)
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In both cases table 7.4 shows about 50% of respondents had a two-year college
diploma and university degree (48% in the case of NBK and 50% in the case of KFH).
In the case of KFH, 3% of respondents had a post-graduate qualification; while the
NBK sample, it was 2%. It is also evident from statistical analysis that people who
had been abroad for higher education chose KFH more frequently than NBK. The
clients preferred KFH because they provided more services, such as Murabaha,
Mudaraba, which were not provided by NBK. The process of opening an account and
getting loans at KFH is much easier than or of equal difficulty to the process within a
commercial bank. This supports the hypotheses that Islamic financial institutions are
on a par with the traditional institution in securing funds; and Islamic financIa
institutions are on a par with traditional institutions in performance and efficiency.
The client's religious attitudes are not the only (or main) reasons behind the success of
an institution in securing funds. The correlation is not strong enough to suggest any
significant difference between the two selected banks in terms of educational
background of their clients. These findings were confirmed by the Correlation
Coefficient of-. 4483, as shown in table 7.1
It was also found that income does not affect the choice of bank customers. 16% of
KFH customers had a per month income of 300KD or less as compared to 11% of
NBK customers with the same level of income. It is likely that a higher percentage of
lower income customers bank with KFH as they do not apply any charges to the
where as NEK charge 2KID per month if the balance of the account is less than
100KD. 60% of NBK customers had per month incomes higher than 500KD; while at
KFH 58% of the respondents had per month incomes higher than SOOKD. Statistical
analysis showed a positive correlation coefficient for income of 0.1020, which
suggests that high-income group people tend to bank with NBK. In the case of NBK,
50% of the respondents were working for the government, while in the case of KFH,
47% were found to be working for the government.
The choice between the Islamic bank and conventional bank is also independent of
profession (see table 7.4).
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7.5.2 General information
The clients of the two banks were asked why they chose that particular bank
(Question 8). The responses were categorised into good reputation, fast and efficient
service, branch network facilities, favourable rate of interest on deposit, convenience
of location, ATM facilities, existing institutional link, and commendation by friends
and family. The information was also sought about the type of account opened by the
clients. The response fell into these categories, Current Account, Saving Account, and
Time Deposit Account (Question 9).
The data were also collected on the history of usage of banking services by the clients
of the two banks (see question 10 in the questionnaire). Table 7.1 digrammatically
represents the banking history of the bank's clients. For example of the 324 KFH
clients, 162 had previously held bank accounts in other foreign or local banks, of these
162, 130 had held accounts in commercial bank.
ri
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Detailed information was sought from the clients on the type of this previous bank
(whether conventional or Islamic, and local or foreign). The types of accounts held
with the previous bank were also identified (question 11 and 12 in the questionnaire).
The questionnaire also attempted to find out why some clients had persisted with the
previous accounts even after opening their accounts at NBK and KFH (question 13
and 14). The answers fell into the following categories; (1) easy access from home or
work, (2) extensive branches network, (3) diversity of products, (4) better loans
facilities, and (5) better customer services. The questionnaire explicitly asked if the
clients considered interest paid on deposit accounts by conventional banks as RIBA
(only KFH customers answered this question). Respondents were asked if they wanted
to open a new time deposit account, then where would they open it. The answers fell
into the following categories. (1) At the bank that offers the highest interest rate, (2)
KFH (for KFH customer), and (3) NBK, (for NBK customer). They were then asked if
they wanted to get a loan where they would go. The answers fell into the following
categories (1) at the bank that offers the lowest interest rate charge, (2) KFH (for KFH
customer), and (3) NBK, (for NBK customer). Following this they were asked if they
wanted to buy or sell foreign exchange, where they would go. The answers fell into
the following categories; (1) the bank that offers the best rate, (2) KFH (for KFH
customer), and (3) NBK, (for NBK customer). The customers were asked where they
would buy travellers cheques. The answers fell into the following categories; (1) the
bank offers the best rate, (2) KFH, (for KFH customer) and (3) NBK, (for NBK
customer). Respondents were asked where they would make deposits and transfers.
The answers fell into the following categories; (1) the bank offers the best rate, (2)
KFH, (for KFH customer), and (3) NBK, (for NBK customer). Question 21. The
customers were also asked where they did their business finance (letter of credit).
Saving
account
27%
Current
account
65%
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Figure 7.4 Customer Deposits with KFH
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Surprisingly, the majority of the customers (65% of KFH and 61% NBK) had current
accounts; also 27% of customers of KFH and 35% of customers of NBK had savings
account, while only 1% of the customers had Time Deposits. This response shows that
Islamic financial institutions provide the same type of accounts to their customers as
their counterparts and Shariah restrictions on returns on current accounts do not
constitute an obstacle to their ability to compete.
In response to question 10, 52% of KFH customers said they had previously had bank
accounts; further analysis showed that 77% of these people had accounts with a
conventional bank and switched to KFH, an Islamic bank. The main reason for the
clients transferring from commercial bank to KFH was the services offered specially
the Murabaha services regarding real estate and trading. For instance if a client
wished to buy a particular house, the bank would buy it for him and re-sell it to him
subject to him complying with certain conditions including that he should open a
current or savings account with KFH. The same situation arises if the client wishes to
purchase cars, furniture etc. In the case of NBK, 55% of clients said they had
previously had accounts with bank, but only 26% said they had switched from an
Islamic bank to NBK. Some of the new NBK customers had transferred because of a
need for cash. This service is not allowed in KFH because of the restrictions imposed
by Shariah. This response again shows that the legal restrictions imposed on such
institutions do not negatively affect their ability to compete. (KINET) is the first
shared ATM service in Kuwait, in August 1994. This service allows only to
commercial bank clients to use any of the domestic ATM machines of the banks in the
network, thus availing them of the use of more than 100 ATMs throughout Kuwait.
As a result, clients of their banks have a large number teller machines at their
disposal. The provision of this new additional reason why 26% of KFH customers
have transferred to commercial banks.
All these findings support the null hypothesis of the research that Islamic financial
institutions are on a par with conventional institutions in respect of performance and
efficiency as well as securing funds. Clients' religious attitudes are not the only,
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although are the main, reason behind the success of these institutions. In both cases,
customers responded that their selection of bank was based on its reputation, services
provided, and the number of branches.
In the case of NBK, 62% of their customers had accounts with other banks for
different reasons; these range from closeness to the home to the network of branches.
While in the case of KFH, 47% of clients said that they had accounts with other banks
due to the aforementioned reasons.
On the services side, 9% of NBK customers said that they had an account with
another bank due to their wider options of deposit account, while 7% of the KFH
clients opted for another bank due to this reason. only 12% of KFH customers said
that they had accounts with other banks because KFH did not provide the same level
of services. In response to the same question, 15% of NBK customers said they opted
for other banks because of the level of services.
The NBK management deleted question 15 ('do you consider interest paid on deposit
by conventional banks as RIBA?'). They considered this as a highly emotional issue
and threatening to their beliefs and practices. However, 65% of KFH customers
believed that interest paid by conventional banks could be classified as RIBA which is
prohibited in the Qur'an. In other words, at least 35% of KFH customers were doing
business with KFH because of its services and not only because of their religious
beliefs.
The findings of the questionnaire also reveal that KFH customers are more loyal to the
bank. In response to question 16 ('If you want to open a new time deposit account,
which bank would you select?'), 80% of KFH customers selected KFH, while only
48% of the NBK customers chose NBK. Most of the KFH customers trusted and dealt
with KFH for their financial needs such as buying and selling foreign currencies,
travellers cheques, and letter of credit; while NBK customers seemed to be less
satisfied with their bank and searched better value elsewhere. (See table 7.4)
The findings of this part of the questionnaire again support the hypothesis of the thesis
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that Islamic financial institutions have similar results with respect to performance and
efficiency.
7.5.3 Deposit Services
The clients were asked to comment on the procedure for opening an account with their
respective banks. Specific questions were asked about unambiguity, speed, and
simplicity of the procedure. The clients were also invited to comment on the
procedure for the withdrawal of the funds from the banks. (Questions 22-30 in the
questionnaire) like other questions in the questionnaire, these questions were close-
ended, which generated only responses when the clients agreed, disagreed, or
remained in different.
Table 7.4 gives more details about deposit services. Questions 22-25 showed that
KFH customers were more satisfied with the application procedure, withdrawal
procedure and deposit arrangements offered by KFH, than their counterparts with
NBK. Almost 81% of the KFH customers showed their satisfaction on the procedural
aspects of Deposit Services (questions 22-25); while 82% of the NBK customers
showed the same reaction. Taking into consideration the age of NBK and research
available to them to enhance their services.
In question 26, some customers showed their dissatisfaction with the returns on their
deposits (KFH 17%; NBK 20%); while about 32% KFH customers said that they were
satisfied with what they were getting in the case of NBK this figure was 34%. As a
result of these figures face- to- face interviews were carried out with Senior Managers
for both banks KFH & NBK. (See chapter eight)
Similarly, it was found that 65% KFH customers expressed their satisfaction with the
variety of means for withdrawal, while 63% of NBK expressed the same satisfaction.
On the other hand, 60% of KFH customers said that the bank provided enough
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services to meet the needs of customers, while 56% of NBK customers gave the same
response. Taking into consideration that the rate of satisfaction overall was 69.4% for
NBK customers and 64.8% for KFH customers, this difference is insignificant.
This response again shows that religion is not the only driving force behind the
selection of financial institutions.
7.5.4 Lending services
The survey attempted to seek infonnation on lending services by the two banks to find
out if the two banks offered similar products. The respondents commented on the
procedures to secure loan from their respective banks. They were required to comment
specifically on the degree of clarity and speed of the procedure to apply for a loan.
(Question 3 1-32 in the questionnaire). The clients were also asked if they were
satisfied with the interest rate (or profit share) charged by their banks. Difficult to
quantify, the response was categorised into three satisfied, unsatisfied and indifferent
(question 33 in the questionnaire). Comparison of the interest rate (profit share)
charged by the two banks with those charged by the rest of the market was also sought
(question 34). Information on the variety of lending services were also included in the
questionnaire (question 35).
This section of the questionnaire was targeted at the customers who borrowed from
either of the two banks. It was revealed that 56% of KFH customers and 59% of the
NEK customers had at some time borrowed from their respective banks.
All the Islamic financial institutions operate in a legal environment, which suits
conventional banks rather than Islamic financial institutions. Therefore, they have to
follow rigorous procedures before accepting any loan application. The results of this
dilemma were illustrated depicted in replies to questions 31-35. Almost 24% of the
KFH clients showed their dissatisfaction with the procedure of the loan guarantee;
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while in the case of NBK about 28% showed their dissatisfaction.
Results for questions 31 and 32 regarding loan-guarantee procedures supports the
hypothesis that Islamic financial institutions are providing the same level of services,
see table 7.4 in this chapter.
In their response to question 33 (The interest (share) imposed on loans is accept
able?), 45% of NBK customers showed their discontent; while in the case of KFH,
37% said that they did not consider the share charged by KFH acceptable. In both
cases, 39% believed these rates were acceptable. As a result of this, face- to- face
interviews were carried out with Senior Managers for both banks (KFH & NBK see
chapter eight).
Analysis of this section of the questionnaire again supports the hypothesis of the
research. KFH's clients dissatisfaction with the procedure of loan guarantee could be
put into perspective by taking into consideration the habits of the people using
conventional banks for this purpose and the legal system prevailing in the country.
7.5.5 Employees and Management
Three responses were recorded on the adequacy of employees for serving clients. The
clients were asked if the number of employees was sufficient for serving customers
and the response was recorded into three categories: agreement, disagreement,
indifference or lack of knowledge. Similarly the clients perception were sought on the
experience of the employees. The clients were asked if the employees were co-
operative. There were three recorded responses: agreement, disagreement, indifference
or lack of knowledge. Question 40. The clients were asked if the employees were
helpful and well mannered. There were three recorded responses: agreement,
disagreement, indifference or lack of knowledge. Question 41. The clients that were
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asked if they thought the management were capable of running the bank. There were
three recorded responses: agreement, disagreement, indifference or lack of knowledge.
Question 42. The clients were that asked if they thought the bank was capable of using
bank funds to realise high profits. There were three recorded responses: agreement,
disagreement, indifference or lack of knowledge. Question 43. The clients were asked
if the bank administration staff were keen to solve clients complaints. There were
three recorded responses: agreement, disagreement, indifference or lack of knowledge.
Question 44. The clients were asked if the administrative staff were always working
on improving the services provided by the bank. There were three recorded responses:
agreement, disagreement, indifference or lack of knowledge.
NBK customers seemed to be more satisfied with the quality and quantity of their
bank. Although more than 50% of KFH customers were satisfied with the quaJity and
quantity of their staff; this was significantly lower than the figure for NBK customers.
Many KFH customers expressed the desire to deal directly with the bank employees
rather than with a teller machine. In addition, they felt that at times, particularly at the
end of the month, the bank become extremely crowded and this adversely affected
their level of satisfaction with the bank and its employees.
39% of KFH and 47% of NBK clients reported that they were satisfied that the banks
were capable of using their funds profitably.
Both groups of customers showed their discontent over the management's attitude
towards resolving disputes between customers and staff (38% of KFH and 46% of
NBK clients said that they agreed that the bank administration was keen to solve
clients complaints). Customers generally have two opportunities to voice discontent
either a) by a written suggestion placed in the "Suggestions Box" within the bank, or
b) by a personal appointment interview with the branch manager. (see chapter 8.5.3.2)
Taking into consideration the fact that KFH is still in its infancy, this difference in
responses is not very significant, and still shows that financial institutions working
under the guidance of Shariah can provide all the modem services to their clients
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while keeping them satisfied.
7.6 Conclusion
The customer survey reveals many similarities and a few differences between KFH
and NBK.
Regarding customer satisfaction, KFH clients were less satisfied with the performance
of the management than NBK clients. One explanation for this is experience, as KFH
is relatively new to the market compared with NBK; the latter has had the advantage
of more than 20 years experience over KFH.
However, the clients of both institutions share the same dissatisfaction regarding
certain issues such as interest rates (shares) on deposits and loans. Therefore, the
results of the questionnaire do not reveal serious problems for KFH. In fact, it shows
that KFH has 'successfully' established itself as a sound banking institution and a
serious competitor to the more experienced conventional banking institutions in the
Kuwaiti market.
The findings of this questionnaire were discussed subsequently with the higher
management of both banks in face- to- face interviews. The aim of these discussions
was to evaluate their perception about the efficiency and performance of their bank.
The secondary objective of these interviews was to discuss with them some of the
concerns of the customers, e.g. rate of return on deposit, and service provision.
In order to make this discussion more meaningful, a face-to-face interview was
ananged with the senior management of both banks separately. The outcome of the
interview and findings are elaborated in the next chapter.
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Table 7.4 Questionnaire Results
PERSONAL INFORMATION	 KFH	 -	 NBK
Frequency Percentage	 Frequency Percentage
1 - Sex	 ____________ _____________ 	 ____________
Male	 230	 71%	 292	 84%
Female	 92	 29%	 53	 15%
2- Age	 _________ __________	 _________ ___________
Less than 18 years 	 3	 1%	 1	 0.03%
18-28 years	 106	 33%	 -	 114	 33%
29-38 years	 117	 36%	 156	 45%
39-48 years	 65	 20%	 56	 16%
49-58 years	 25	 8%	 17	 5%
over58 years
	 5	 -	 2%	 -	 2	 0.06%
3- Marital Status	 - ____________ ______________
Married	 246	 76%	 -	 262	 76%
Separated	 6	 2%	 -	 6	 2%
Single	 65	 20%	
_	
76	 22%
Widowed	 4	 1%	 3	 0.09%
4-Nationality	 -
Kuwaiti	 267	 82%	 -	 258	 74%
Non-Kuwaiti	 52	 16%	 -	 89	 26%
5- Education	 - ____________ ______________
Read& write	 12	 4%	 2	 0.06%
Elementary diploma	 3	 0.09%	
_	
3	 0.09%
Intermediate diploma	 38	 12%	 -	 33	 10%
High school diploma	 86	 27%	 -	 94	 27%
Two-year college graduate 	 ____________ _____________ - ____________ ______________
InKuwait	 37	 15%	 65	 19%
Outside Kuwait
	 9	 10%	 -	 10	 3%
UniversityDegree	 ____________ _____________ 	 ____________ ______________
InKuwait	 47	 15%	 65	 19%
Outside Kuwait	 33	 10%	 -	 24	 7%
Post-Graduate (Master/Doctorate) 	 ____________ _____________ 	 ____________ ______________
InKuwait	 0	 0	 0	 0
Outside Kuwait	 10	 3%	 -	 7	 2%
6-Income per month	 - ___________ _____________
KD300orless	 51	 16%	 -	 37	 11%
KD3O1-500	 75	 23%	 -	 88	 25%
KD5OI-700	 77	 23%	 -	 82	 24%
OverKD 700	 105	 32%	 -	 134	 39%
7-Sources of income
SalaryPublicSector	 147	 45%	 -	 175	 50%
Salary Private Sector	 30	 9%	 -	 41	 12%
Private business	 8	 2%	 3	 0.09%
Other	 4	 1%	 -	 1	 0.03%
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GENERAL INFORMATION	 KFH	 -	 NBK
S-Why did you choose this bank? 	 Frequency Percentage - Frequency Percentage
Well-known bank	 136	 42%	 -	 233	 67%
Fastandefficientservice	 49	 15%	 -	 64	 18%
Itsmanybranches	 14	 4%	 -	 18	 5%
Higher interest on deposits 	 5	 2%	 -	 1	 0.03%
Near place of work	 7	 2%	 -	 4	 1%
Nearhome	 8	 3%	 -	 4	 1%
ATM facilities 	 10	 3%	 -	 5	 1%
My salary is transferred to it	 12	 4%	 10	 3%
Recommendation from friends & family
	 9	 3%	 -	 5	 1%
Other	 66	 20%	 2	 0.06%
9-What type of account do you have?
Current account	 210	 65%	 225	 65%
Savings account
	 88	 27%	 108	 31%
Time deposit account	 4	 1%	 -	 5	 1%
10-Did you have any previous accounts at
other(local/foreign) banks?	 ____________ ____________ - ___________ ______________
Yes	 169	 52%	 189	 55%
No	 142	 44%	 -	 149	 43%
11-What type of bank?	 - __________ ____________
Commercial Local	 125	 74%	 -	 120	 63%
Commercial Foreign	 5	 3%	 18	 9%
Islamic Local	 27	 16%	 -	 48	 26%
Islamic Foreign	 5	 3%	 2	 1%
12-What type of account do you have with
thisbank?	 ___________ ____________ 	 ___________ ______________
Current account	 102	 60%	 -	 115	 61%
Savings account 	 53	 31%	 61	 32%
Time deposit account	 8	 5%	 -	 10	 5%
13-Do you still have accounts at other
Banks?	 ___________ ____________ 	 ___________ ______________
Yes	 80	 47%	 -	 117	 62%
No	 81	 52%	 -	 67	 35%
14-Why do you still have an account 	 - __________ ____________
Withanother bank?	 ___________ ____________ - __________ _____________
The bank is close to home	 24	 30%	 24	 21%
The bank is close to work	 4	 5%	 -	 17	 15%
The bank has more branches	 19	 23%	 12	 10%
The bank offers wider options on deposit	 6	 7%	 11	 9%
accounts
The bank offers wider options on loans 	 9	 11%	 -	 6	 5%
The bank offers services not available at my	 10	 12%	 -	 18	 15%
bank
Other	 5	 6%	
_	
32	 27%
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GENERAL INFORMATION 	 KFH	 -	 NBK
Frequency Percentage - Frequency Percentage
15-Do you consider interest paid on deposits 	 -	 ***
byconventional banks as RJBA	 ___________ ____________ - ___________ _____________
Yes	 209	 65%	 0	 0
No	 26	 8%	 -	 0	 0
Don't know	 71	 22%	 0	 0
16-If you want to open a new time	 - __________ ____________
deposit account, you open it:
At any bank that offers the highest interest rate 	 36	 11%	 -	 147	 42%
AtKFH 260	 80%	 - _________
AtNBK	 -	 167	 48%
17-If you want to get a loan, you get it: 	 - __________ ____________
At any bank that offers the lowest interest rate	 72	 22%	 -	 165	 48%
AtKFH209	 65%	 - _________ __________
AtNBK	 -	 152	 44%
18-If you want to buy or sell foreign	 - ___________ _____________
exchange, you always do this:
At any bank that offers the best rate 	 129	 40%	 -	 143	 41%
AtKFH	 158	 49%
AtNBK	 -	 180	 52%
19-If you want to buy travellers cheques, you
	 - __________ ____________
alwaysdo this:	 ____________ ____________ - ____________ ______________
Atany bank that offers the best rate	 118	 36%	 134	 39%
AtKFH174	 54%	 - ________ __________
AtNBK	 -	 196	 57%
20-If you want to put down remittance 	 - ___________ _____________
and do transfers, you always do this: 	 ____________ _____________ - ____________ _______________
At any bank that offers the best rate 	 124	 38%	 -	 170	 49%
AtKFH	 173	 53%
AtNBK	 -	 158	 46%
21-Where do you do your business 	 - ___________ _____________
finances(letter of credit)	 ____________ _____________ - ____________
AtKFH	 233	 72%
AtNBK	 -	 227	 65%
Atother	 62	 19%	 -	 32	 9%
''' The NBK didn't accept this e quation	 - ___________ _____________
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DEPOSIT SERVICES	 KFH	 NBK
22- The procedure for opening an account 	 Frequency Percentage - Frequency Percentage
with this bank is dear
Agree	 270	 83%	 275	 79%
Disagree	 19	 6%	 38	 11%
Don'tknow	 11	 3%	 -	 21	 6%
23-The procedure for opening an 	 - ___________ _____________
accountwith this bank is quick	 ____________ ____________	 ____________ ______________
Agree	 260	 80%	 270	 78%
Disagree	 21	 6%	 36	 10%
Don't know	 19	 6%	 -	 25	 7%
24-The procedure to withdraw funds	 - ___________ _____________
froman account is clear and simple	 ____________ ____________ - ____________ ______________
Agree	 270	 83%	 -	 276	 80%
Disagree	 14	 4%	 25	 7%
Don'tknow	 12	 4%	 -	 33	 9%
25-The procedure to withdraw funds	 - ___________ _____________
froman account is quick
	 ____________ ____________ - ____________ ______________
Agree	 233	 72%	 298	 86%
Disagree	 41	 13%	 -	 17	 5%
Don'tknow	 19	 6%	 11	 3%
26-The return paid on deposits is	 - ___________ _____________
satisfactory_______________ ________________ - ______________ _________________
Agree	 103	 32%	 -	 138	 40%
Disagree	 56	 17%	 -	 50	 14%
Don'tknow	 118	 36%	 126	 36%
27-The return paid on deposits are at 	 - ___________ _____________
leastequal to that paid by other banks	 ___________ ____________ - __________ _____________
Agree	 83	 26%	 -	 115	 33%
Disagree	 45	 14%	 -	 46	 13%
Don't know
	
144	 44%	 140	 40%
28-The bank offers a variety of means	 - ___________ _____________
for the withdrawal and transfer of funds
from an account
Agree	 215	 65%	 220	 63%
Disagree	 12	 4%	 -	 13	 4%
Don't know	 55	 17%	 83	 24%
29-The bank offers a variety of accounts	 - __________
tosuit the needs of depositors 	 ____________ _____________ 	 ____________ ______________
Agree	 208	 64%	 -	 194	 56%
Disagree	 10	 3%	 -	 8	 2%
Dontknow	 58	 18%	 107	 31%
30-If your answer is disagree, what other 	 - ___________ _____________
bankaccount do you suggest?	 ____________ ____________ - ___________ _____________
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LENDING SERVICES	 (183) KFH (56%)	 -	 (204) NBK (59%)
31-The procedure to secure a loan from this Frequency Percentage - Frequency Percentage
bank is clear
Agree	 107	 59%	 109	 53%
Disagree	 40	 22%	 -	 57	 28%
Don't know	 33	 18%	 37	 18%
32-The procedure to secure a loan from this 	 - ___________ _____________
bankis quick	 ___________ ____________ - ___________ _____________
Agree	 101	 55%	 -	 108	 53%
Disagree	 40	 22%	 -	 45	 22%
Don't know	 40	 22%	 48	 23%
33-The interest (share) imposed on 	 - ____________ ______________
loansis acceptable 	 ____________ _____________ - ____________ _______________
Agree	 69	 39%	 -	 98	 48%
Disagree	 66	 37%	 -	 71	 35%
Don't know	 39	 22%	 31	 15%
34-The interest (share) imposed on	 -	 ______________
loans is similar to those offered by other
banks_______ _______ _______ ________
Agree	 75	 42%	 101	 50%
Disagree	 47	 26%	 41	 12%
Don't know	 54	 30%	 -	 50	 14%
35-The bank offers a variety of loans to	 - ___________ _____________
suit the borrower's needs
Agree	 112	 61%	 117	 57%
Disagree	 30	 16%	 -	 37	 18%
Don't know	 40	 22%	 45	 22%
36-If your answer is Disagree, what other 	 - ___________ _____________
typesof loans do you suggest? 	 ___________ ____________ - __________ _____________
PersonalLoans	 15	 25%	 - ___________ _____________
QurdAlhsan	 15	 25%	 - __________ ____________
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EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT	 KFH	 -	 NBK
37-The number of employees is sufficient for Frequency Percentage - Frequency 	 Percentage
servingclients	 ______________ _______________ - _______________ ________________
Agree	 164	 51%	 209	 60%
Disagree	 75	 23%	 87	 25%
Don'tknow	 20	 6%	 -	 17	 5%
38-The employees are experienced	 - ____________ _____________
Agree	 187	 58%	
_	
259	 75%
Disagree	 35	 11%	 -	 21	 6%
Don'tknow	 36	 11%	 31	 9%
39-The employees are co-operative	 - ____________ _____________
Agree	 216	 67%	 275	 79%
Disagree	 29	 9%	 -	 29	 8%
Don'tknow	 13	 4%	 11	 3%
40-The employees are helpful and 	 - ____________ _____________
vell-mannered
Agree	 216	 67%	 283	 82%
Disagree	 29	 9%	 -	 24	 7%
Don'tknow	 15	 5%	 5	 1%
41-The management is capable of running
the bank
Agree	 230	 70%	 -	 233	 67%
Disagree	 31	 10%	 -	 27	 8%
Don't know	 47	 15%	 -	 46	 13%
42-The bank administration is capable	 - ____________ ____________
of using funds of the bank in fields to
realisehigh profits	 ____________ _____________ - ______________ ______________
Agree	 125	 39%	 -	 162	 47%
Disagree	 24	 7%	 20	 6%
Don'tknow	 104	 32%	 -	 116	 33%
43-The bank administration is keen to solve	 - ____________ _____________
lients' complaints	 _____________ ______________ - ______________ _______________
Agree	 123	 38%	 -	 160	 46%
Disagree	 59	 18%	 -	 57	 16%
Don't know	 78	 24%	 83	 24%
44-The bank administration is always 	 - ____________ ____________
working on the services
providedby the bank	 ___________ ____________	 ____________ _____________
Agree	 234	 72%	 -	 236	 68%
Disagree	 21	 6%	 -	 27	 8%
Don'tknow	 44	 13%	 44	 13%
Source: Questionnaire analysis.	 - _______________ ________________
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Interview With Senior Management
8.1 Introduction
Textbooks on research methodology suggest many possible techniques for data
collection. Interviews both structured (pre-planned) or unstructured are one possible
method.
For this research, a balance sheet analysis and analysis of responses received from the
banks' customers determined that the information collected should be well defined. A
"Structured Interview" approach was therefore selected and made more relevant
through face-to-face interview. This gave the opportunity to adapt and clarify
questions and to c1arif' responses as necessary.
8.2	 The objective of the interview
The main objective of the interview was to survey senior management's views on the
results of the financial analysis (chapter 6), the questionnaire analysis (chapter 7), and
other general issues relating to those factors affecting the operation of the two
institutions in order to ascertain how all these factors relate to the initial hypotheses.
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8.3 The design of the interview
In order to determine any similarities between the two banks regarding the securing of
funding, performance and efficiency, clients' religious attitudes and obstacles
imposed by legal restrictions, the interviewees were asked identical questions. These
questions were categorised into three broad groups relating to:
• Assets and Liabilities
• Management Sector
• Services Sector
(Full details of these questions are included in appendix IV).
8.4 The interview sample
The interviews were carried out with the senior management of the National Bank of
Kuwait (NBK) and of the Kuwait Finance House (KFH), both of which operate within
Kuwait. These institutes proved to be very helpful in providing access to appropriate
personnel for the purposes of this study.
Those interviewed for the NBK were:
• Mr. Rick McKenzie, General Manager, Treasury Department
• Mr. Peter Moir, Assistant General Manager, Financial Controller
• Mr. Sameer Al-Shayji, Executive Manager, Domestic Branches Division
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Those interviewed for the KFH were:
Mr. Bader Al- Mukhaizeem, Chairman of Board of Directors, Managing Director
Mr. Waleed Al- Ruwayah, General Manager
Mr. Mohammed Al- Alloush Assistant General Manager for Local Investment
Mr. Abdullah Al-Sowaatee, Manager of Human Resources
Mr. Essa Al Asfour, Assistant General Manager for Banking Sector
Mr. Abdullah Al-Landan, Assistant Manager for Branches
Mr. K.haled Al Butee, Local Investment Manager
8.5 Interview with NBK & KFH
8.5.1 Assets and Liability
8.5.1.1.	 Deposit attraction
It became clear from the responses of both banks that neither faced any discernible
problems attracting deposits. The NBK cunently commands 30-35% of the deposits
market and foresees a growth in the future (Mr. Rick McKenzie, General Manager,
Treasury Department). Similarly, the KFH has seen a growth in the number of clients
and the volume of deposits. This is particularly so after liberation when the bank
improved its performance through the utilisation of tecimology. (Mr. Essa Al Asfour)
Such findings support hypothesis no], namely those Islamic financial institutions are
on a par with traditional institutions in securing funds. It is also clear, therefore, that
the religious attitude of clients is not the only reason behind this success supporting
hypothesis no 3.
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8.5.1.2	 Local investments
Both the NBK and the KFH have to deal with problems relating to local investment.
While the NBK has no difficulty in investing its funds domestically, it would prefer to
have its funds in higher yielding loans (Mr. Rick McKenzie). This is not currently
possible because following the Iraqi invasion of 1991 the Loan Portfolios of the
Domestic Banks have had to be started from scratch. The General Manager of NBK
explained that the bank's total capital could not be reinvested immediately because of
the time it takes for Loan Portfolios to grow (10, 20 and 30 years) and for the country
to recover and that ,therefore, the funds would have to remain in low-yielding loans
for the present. At present ,therefore, NBK has a considerable amount invested in
Treasury Bills which do not necessarily earn the same as top-quality corporate loans.
Therefore while the bank is able to invest locally, it will take time for the country to
return to the level of loans held before the invasion.
The KFH institution on the other hand, does face difficulties in investing its funds
locally. According to (Mr Khaled Al Butee) there are two main reasons for this:
• The limited domestic economy and the dominance of the public sector in
economic activities
• The lack of sufficient experience compared with the other local banks
It is however, possible for the bank to overcome these difficulties by:
• Exploring foreign markets
• Subjecting employees to intensive training
• Providing a greater role for the private sector in domestic economic activities
Although not subject to Central Bank control and supervision, the KFH is
nevertheless committed to sound banking practices, particularly liquidity. Their 	 -
concern is to maximise profits and maintain an acceptable level of liquidity with
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regard to liquidity by investing in profitable high liquid channels (Mr Khaled Al
Butee). It is clear to see, then, that while legal challenges exist for both banks, both
are able to overcome these obstacles and continue to compete in the financial market,
thus supporting hypothesis no 4.
8.5.1.3	 Interest rates and returns
Both banks perform equally efficiently in the market, illustrated by their commitment
towards fair interest rates. In 1995, The Central Bank of Kuwait lifted all restrictions
on interest rates on both deposits and fees but imposed a maximum rate, which no
bank can exceed. However the demand for such good quality loans is so high in
Kuwait, that no bank reaches such levels. NBK maintains general customer
satisfaction by offering reasonable rates, which are competitive with other banks (Mr.
Rick McKenzie).
Similarly, customer satisfaction is maintained by the KFH by paying the highest
possible return on deposits and charging the lowest possible rates on loans. These
interest rates are fixed and therefore, unlike those of NBK, do not fluctuate in line
with the Central Bank. As the depositor is a shareholder, he also gains a share in the
annual profits. In fact, KFH intend to increase profits, taking market factors into
consideration, to meet the needs of clients, and equals its domestic competitors in this
matter (Mr. Essa Al Asfour).
Thus hypothesis no 2 is clearly supported, namely this Islamic Financial institution
are on a par with traditional institutions in terms of both performance and efficiency.
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8.5.1.4	 Liquidity requirements
Again it is clear to see how both banks perform equally efficiently (hypothesis no 2)
when their attitude towards liquidity is analysed. For both NBK and KFH liquidity is
an important issue and both realise the need to maximise income.
The Central Bank has recently imposed liquidity requirements for all banks, which are
reassuringly similar to those imposed by the Bank of England (Mr. Rick McKenzie
General Manager NBK). These requirements had already been adopted by NBK
whose policy is to mix profitability with prudence (Mr. Rick McKenzie).
Liquidity is not only a term of the Central Bank; it is also a banking operations
requirement. Customers need liquidity in order to deposit or withdraw funds. For
KFH these procedures, however impede the realisation of profits. They also prevent
long term investment, as the establishment carmot tie up large sums of money. To deal
with this problem, KFH endeavours to invest of liquidity in. shorter lxed terms,
provided that the funds are available on demand (Mr. Essa Al Asfour).
8.5.1.5	 Openings for foreign banks
One area where the policies of both banks are very different is in foreign banking.
Firstly, NBK would not support the opening of the Kuwait market to foreign banking,
should the Central Bank decide to do so, but would not prevent it from happening
(Mr. Rick McKenzie, General Manager).
KFH, on the other hand, sees globalisation as a reality in the field of business. Mr.
Mohammed Al- Alloush explained that most organisations, like the United Nations,
deniand countries open up their domestic markets for foreign companies and
investment.
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They also maintained that openness necessitates certain other conditions:
. Readiness for co-operation with others
. Self-readiness to face competition and enter markets
KFH is confident that, as one of the leading institutions in the new environment of
Islamic banking, it would not face difficulties in the event of an open foreign banking
market. This is partly because it deals with moveable investment instruments as well
as with customers (Mr. Bader Al Mukhaizeem).
This willingness of KFH to embrace potential competition in spite of its relatively
small size and being relatively new illustrates a strength and confidence-supporting
hypothesis no 2 that Islamic banks are on a par with traditional banking institutions in
terms of performance and efficiency.
8.5.1.6	 Assets utilisation
Both the NBK and KFH are committed to increasing and maximising the utilisation of
assets (hypothesis no 1). Their strategies to achieve this aim, however, are different.
NBK's strategy is to serve its Kuwaiti customer base, by encouraging investors to
invest in Kuwait rather than in foreign countries. The bank aims to selectively
increase its local portfolio and maintain a very high quality local portfolio. However,
like other banks around the world, NBK is gradually reducing its dependence on what
is called spread income in favour of fee income by offering products that generate
fees, rather than products that use the balance sheet (Mr Rick McKenzie).
Since the Iraqi invasion of 1991, KFH has adopted a different strategy. Instead of
focusing on local customers, KFH aim to extend investment activities both locally and
abroad (Mr. Waleed Al Ruwayah). This strategy concentrates on the following:
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. To extend local and direct investment
. To establish new companies abroad
To develop investment products that have higher profits
8.5.1.7	 Overall financial performance
Both the NBK and the KFH maintain that the overall financial performance of their
individual banks is more than satisfactory (hypothesis no 2). The managers of both,
however, also insist that there is a need for continual growth and improvement.
Mr. Peter Moir, of NBK attributes the bank's performance to the following issues.
Firstly, NBK's asset quality is generally high; most assets are in the form of loans of
various kinds to the Kuwaiti government. The bank is also very selective of its
borrowers, aiming to ensure a high return. Secondly, NBK sees a link between asset
quality and capital adequacy. Its capital adequacy is almost 20% with a BIS
recommended level of 12%.
Thirdly, as has already been discussed, the bank is in line with the liquidity
requirements of the Central Bank of Kuwait. Finally NBK's return on equity is
rising, presently standing at around 20%, making the bank very profitable. This, Mr.
Peter Moir, maintains, is very competitive in world terms. For these reasons, therefore
NBK is very competitive with the performance of other banks in world terms (see
chapter 6).
KFH is similarly satisfied with its financial performance while still committed to
continuous growth. Firstly the profits distributed to shareholders, (all depositors are
shareholders) are high. Also, while not formally restricted by the regulations of the
Central Bank, the quality and liquidity are good according to bank statements and
are continuing to improve (Mr. Bader Al Mukhaizeem) (see chapter 6).
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Such findings support hypothesis no.], namely that Islamic financial institutions are
on a par with traditional institutions in securing funds, This also agiees with
hypothesis no.2, which states that Islamic financial institutions are on a par with
traditional institutions in both performance and efficiency and also support hypothesis
no.4 the legal restrictions in banking do not constitute an obstacle against a bank's
ability to compete.
8.5.1.8	 Interest paid on deposits & interest charges of loans
When asked about the customer questionnaire (chapter seven) which indicated
dissatisfaction with interest paid on deposits and interest charges on loans, the General
Manager of NBK replied that these were all human beings: the buyer always thinks
the price is too expensive and the seller always thinks it is too cheap.
KFH make good efforts to distribute the benefits to depositors, (they try to perform
properly, (Mr. Bader Al Mukhaizeem) and therefore do not conceal anything). The
distribution is carried out according to the terms of deposit, and the terms of savings
accounts. After liberation the performance of KFH has been good compared with what
the market provides and with commercial banks. Such findings support hypothesis
no.1, which states that Islamic financial institutions are on a par with traditional
institutions in securing funds. This also agrees with hypothesis no.2, which states that
Islamic financial institutions are on a par with traditional institutions in both
performance and efficiency. With regard to profit there has to be a balance between
profit received from investment and profit passed on to the customers of the bank. It
was stated that there is an equation showing the relationship between product and
profit. Mr Bader Al Mukhaizeem expressed the opinion that the products of KFH and
the profit levels are reasonable taking into consideration that there are four companies
providing the same service.
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8.5.2	 Management sectors
8.5.2.1	 Recruitment
Staff recruitment is recognised as being a problematic area for the managers of both
the NBK and the KFH supporting hypothesis no 2 that Islamic Financial institutions
are on a par with traditional banking in terms of performance and efficiency.
Both the Islamic bank and the traditional bank have found difficulty in attracting
qualified personnel. Firstly there is a shortage of sufficiently qualified people locally,
as, according to the Manager of KFH (Mr. Abullah Al-Sowaatee), the culture of the
education system in Kuwait focuses too much on theory and does not produce the
efficient workforce which KFH requires. It recruits, therefore, mainly from
universities or from Commercial Institutes where the balance between theory and
practical knowledge is more favourable. He was also concerned that the numbers and
types of qualifications students were graduating with each year did not match market
needs.
In addition, while all institutions and banks offer good salaries for suitable personnel,
KFH recognises that it must compete with other large national organisations that may
offer better salaries. (Mr. Abullah Al-Sowaatee)
NBK's strategy is to attract only the top graduates every year from both Kuwait
University and nationals graduating from overseas. In fact almost 40% of the bank's
personnel is local; a figure the Manager Mr. Rick McKenzie is proud of. Finally while
it is possible to recruit from overseas, this is also problematic as potential overseas
staff may be reluctant to adjust to a completely different culture. For NBK,
recruitment overseas, which is a lengthy and expensive procedure, is reserved for the
very specialised personnel such as IT or Financial Control.
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8.5.2.2	 Quantity of staff
While both banks demonstrate a commitment to efficiency through its policy on staff
size (thus supporting hypothesis no 2) there is a strong difference between them.
On the one hand, the policy of the NBK is to downside by encouraging customers to
use banking machines and therefore to gradually reduce the number of staff. This will
in turn, improve efficiency by reducing the chance of human error (Mr. Rick
McKenzie). New recruitment is ,therefore, limited to filling specialised posts only,
although the bank's policy is to retrain existing staff first, if possible.
On the other hand, KFH's policy is to increase its staff size in order to improve
efficiency (Mr. Essa Al Asfour). The bank is continually expanding and therefore
needs to recruit more staff to meet the increasing demand for its services. The
shortage of qualified domestic labour, as discussed in (8.5.2.1) dictates that a drop in
efficiency and performance may result if growth occurs before the bank is able to
recruit and train staff sufficiently to meet this increasing demand (Mr. Essa Al
Asfour).
This commitment and concern about efficiency not only demonstrates the high
standards of the KFH, supporting hypothesis no 2, but also the potential staff shortage
problem highlights the bank's financial growth supporting hypothesis no 1.
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8.5.2.3	 Quality of staff
Facing the difficulties of recruiting suitably qualified staff, both banks indicated a
commitment to staff development in order to improve performance and efficiency
(hypothesis no 2).
NBK has invested a great deal in a training policy for 1998 to provide 3,400 staff
training sessions. With a staff size of a little over 1,000 this means that the entire staff
population will receive a least three training sessions. Specialised staff from overseas
may be hired for these training sessions should the specialisation not be available in-
house. A staff performance and appraisal system has also been implemented for each
individual staff member, so that appropriate training and development can be
monitored (Mr. Rick McKenzie).
KFH has implemented a similar system with an assessment and appraisal procedure to
evaluate the training needs of each individual staff member, both existing and newly
recruited. It then offers a comprehensive training programme to aid in its staff
development (Mr. Essa Al Asfour).
8.5.3	 Services sector
8.5.3.1	 Bank services
Neither bank recognised any impediment preventing them from developing and
improving services offered, clearly supporting hypothesis no 2 and hypothesis no 4
that both banks are equal in terms of performance and efficiency, and for KFH the
legal restrictions do not constitute obstacles against their ability for competition.
NBK are committed to improving the quality of its existing services, largely through
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the training programme. To this aim it has set up a "Service Quality Unit". This
follows up and interviews customers every month, and gives rewards to the best
service people in the branches. The bank is also continually looking for new products
- either demand-driven from the customer or products that are successful overseas.
Products which are successful overseas are introduced to Kuwaiti customers whose
response and feedback is then monitored through the Service Quality Unit. This way
the bank continues to improve its services annually (Mr. Rick McKenzie).
Similarly there are no problems facing KFH in developing its services. However,
there are certain procedures and requirements that must be taken into consideration,
including Islamic law, which does not affect NBK. There are also certain
considerations concerning the improvement process with legal directions (Mr.
Abdullah Al-Landan). The manager of KFH explained the following procedure to
implement the improvement process:
• Planned processes
• Early performance to save time
• Advance knowledge of legal judgement
• Advance knowledge of action
• Studying the market
This supports hypothesis no.2, which states that Islamic financial institutions are on a
par with traditional institutions in both performance and efficiency.
8.5.3.2	 Customer complaints
Both banks follow strict guidelines in dealing with customer complaints supporting
hypothesis no 2 that both are equal in performance and efficiency. However, these
procedures are not the same.
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According to the Executive Manager of NBK, complaints or suggestions are delivered
either to the Branch Manager, by telephone to the various departments, or to
Customer Services at Head Office. In the case of complaints, they are investigated and
solutions are offered. The bank then replies appropriately to the customer.
Suggestions are addressed to the department concerned or to the bank's Suggestions
Committee which examines them to see if any are applicable in a way that serves all
parties (the customer and the bank). The customer is then rewarded accordingly.
KFH customer complaints, on the other hand, are received directly through staff
contact, through frequent questionnaires distributed to customers, or through
designated boxes where customers can post complaints or suggestions (Mr. Abdullah
AISowatee). These complaints are then passed to the Human Resources Department
where they are dealt with accordingly.
In either case customer complaints and suggestions are regarded as valuable
information in monitoring the banks' performance and efficiency.
8.5.3.3	 Branching
The Central Bank's restrictions influence the decisions made by both banks about
branching. The Central Bank traditionally allows only one branch of any bank in most
of Kuwait's residential areas, although this restriction has become more relaxed in
recent years. This restriction affects both the Islamic and traditional banks who have
adopted different policies regarding branching. For both the NBK and the KFH the
number of branches are determined by demand and profitability.
The NBK strategy encourages people to use non-branch delivery vehicles, such as
ATM, the telephone, and home banking with computers (called Watani on-line). All
these services are intended to curb the increase in the number of branches in line with
	 -
their policy of downsizing (Mr. Rick McKenzie).
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KFH does not have a downsizing policy and therefore focuses not on alternatives but
on feasibility studies of new branches, selecting the most appropriate areas that realise
the following:
• The provision of a balanced network of branches, thus satisfying clients needs.
• The population density, which realises the demand for services through the targeted
categories, which in turn leads to obtaining suitable profit by attracting money.
• The competition in the area.
• The availability of a suitable place.
Both banks though their policies on branching are able to secure funds thus supporting
hypothesis no 1. Although different their strategies are both efficient supporting
hypothesis no 2.
8.6 Conclusion
From the above it becomes very clear, that the views expressed in the interviews with
Senior Management of both the KFH and the NBK are very similar. This accentuates
an important factor, namely, that being an Islamic banking institution does not
necessarily mean that a different set of problems, concerns and obstacles face its
operations.
However the ways in which the banks have addressed these issues have differed,
partly because of their relative ages, partly because of the different management
approaches and partly because of the general requirements of Islamic and traditional
banking.
The differing approaches and restrictions have not, however, resulted in any overall
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significant differential in terms of performance and efficiency, the ability to compete
or the ability to secure funds.
This represents an important issue with regard to Islamic banking, as the common
argument against this type of financial institution has been the concern over its ability
to compete with conventional banking in both attracting funds and investing these
funds. KFH has succeeded in developing suitable methods of attracting and investing
funds, which complies with Islamic principles. This by itself is a crucial point as it
represents the cornerstone of the future of Islamic financial institutions.
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CHAPTER NINE
Conclusion and Recommendation
9.1 Introduction
The upsurge of Islamic financial institutions since the early seventies has revived interest
in the issue of non-interest (profit sharing) financial institutions in general and Islamic
financial institutions in particular. Much has been written on this subject, especially on
banks, on both theoretical and empirical levels.
However, most of the literature has concentrated on the theoretical aspect of this issue,
ranging from the development of a suitable framework for these institutions that complies
with Islamic principles, to analysing the macroeconomic consequences of the
introduction of such institutions. The debate on these subjects is still on-going with both
supporters and sceptics subjecting the viability of Islamic financial institutions to a close
and thorough examination. The main theme in this debate is how these institutions can
adapt to the current interest-based economy and what new policy measures are needed to
deal with this type of financial institution, especially in the area of supervision and
regulation. The impact of the introduction of such institutions on the ability of the
monetary authority to control the money supply requires close examination. These issues
become very important due to the nature of the operation of Islamic banks which differs
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significantly from that of conventional banks; this is because Islamic banks are in fact a
mixture of banks, investment companies, and finance companies. This feature of Islamic
banks requires a different set of regulations to suit the special nature of these institutions,
which in turns raises the issue of how to incorporate these banks into the interest-based
economy without adversely affecting the ability of the central bank to supervise and
regulate the financial sector.
This thesis is an attempt to touch on one issue, namely an empirical evaluation of the
financial performance of Islamic banks in comparison with conventional banks. To
achieve this goal the study is based on Kuwait where two banks have been chosen
namely: The National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) as a representative of conventional banks,
and the Kuwait Finance House (KFH) as a representative of Islamic banks. The choice of
these two banks was based on the fact that NBK is the leading conventional bank in the
country, while KFH is the only Islamic bank operating in Kuwait. In addition, the choice
of two banks from one country was decided in order to neutralise the impact of inter-
country differences in social, economic and political factors on the behaviour of these
institutions and thus focus on factors specific to the banks themselves and their activities.
Such factors can be divided into two groups: Group one includes the organisational
structure and decision-making process, while group two includes rules and regulations
governing the activities of each institution.
The main objective of this thesis is to understand whether the different rules and
principles governing the activities of Islamic banks have any adverse effect on the ability
of these institutions to compete and survive in the current interest-based environment. In
addition, the study is intended to understand how Islamic banks have developed their
sources of funds and the chaimels utilising these funds, and how successful they have
been in doing so. These two issues lie at the core of the current debate on Islamic
financial institutions. Empirical testing of these issues will clarify many controversial
views regarding the capability of these institutions to compete.
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9.2 The Study Hypotheses
As mentioned earlier, this thesis is a comparative, empirical study of Islamic and
conventional banks aimed at testing the ability of Islamic banks to compete and survive
through the following hypotheses:
1. Islamic financial institutions are on a par with traditional institutions in securing
funds.
2. Islamic financial institutions are on a par with traditional institutions in
performance and efficiency.
3. Clients' religious attitudes are not the only (or main) reason behind the success of
these institutions in securing funds.
4. Legal restrictions imposed on these institutions do not constitute an obstacle to
their ability to compete.
The above four hypothesis sum up the main issues related to the activities of Islamic
banking, especially when it comes to its ability to compete with conventional banking
institutions.
In order to test these hypotheses, the study employs three complementary assessment
tools, the first is a financial analysis of each bank to assess its financial performance (see
chapter 6) using the conventional financial ratios. The second is a customer survey to test
the degree of satisfaction with the services of each bank ( see chapter 7). The third is an
interview questionnaire designed for senior management of each bank. The questionnaire
was based on the results obtained from financial analysis and customer surveys for the
two institutions. The objective of this questionnaire is to clarify some of the issues raised
by these results (Chapter 6,7) and touch on the obstacles, if any, facing each institution
(see chapter 8).
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Accordingly, a financial analysis was conducted covering the period from 1992 to 1996.
The analysis concentrated on four main issues: Asset quality, Capital adequacy, Liquidity
and Profitability. The results for each bank have been compared with the other and with
the overall industry average (see chapter 6). With regard to the customer survey, 500
questionnaires were distributed to each of the two banks. Coverage of the five governates
of Kuwait was achieved by selecting a branch in each governate and distributing 100
questionnaires to each branch. Therefore, batches of 1000 questionnaires were distributed
in total to the two banks (see chapter 7). The questionnaire was divided into five section
starting with personal information, followed by general information related to customers
banking knowledge and preferences, then section three concentrated on deposit services,
while section four focused on lending services, and finally a section on human resource
and management.
Face-to-face interviews were conducted with Senior Management of the National Bank of
Kuwait and Kuwait Finance House banks. (see chapter 8), covering major issues such as
the ability of the bank to attract funds and its ability to allocate these funds in profitable
outlets. The three investigative tools represent a comprehensive package that examines
the main issues of this study.
9.3 Empirical Findings
All the comparative data on the financial ratios of the two banks showed that there is no
significant difference between KFH and NBK for the period from 1992 to 1996.
Therefore, the financial analysis indicates that the Kuwait Finance House demonstrated
the ability to overcome the various obstacles facing this type of financial institution,
among which are the development of alternative investment channels that comply with
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Islamic principles. These represent an important finding that supports the first, second
and fourth hypothesis of this study. Moreover, the Kuwait Finance House's financial
performance has exceeded that of most of its rivals in the domestic banking sector and
put it on a par with the National Bank of Kuwait - the leading domestic commercial bank.
The financial analysis indicates that the Kuwait Finance House has been successful in
attracting funds and utilising these funds in profitable outlets. This stresses the argument
that Islamic banks are as good as conventional banks, regardless of the contrasts between
the two types in terms of rules and regulations governing its activities, and thus
supporting the first and the third hypotheses of this study.
The customer survey reveals many similarities and a few differences between Kuwait
Finance House and National Bank of Kuwait. With regard to customer satisfaction, the
results obtained from the questionnaire indicate that customers of both the Kuwait
Finance House and National Bank of Kuwait are satisfied with their services. There are
some minor discrepancies that do not constitute any serious problems to the Kuwait
Finance House, especially with the fact that it is relatively new to the field as compared
with the National Bank of Kuwait.
The views expressed in the interviews with Senior Management of both banks are very
similar. This accentuates an important factor, namely, that being an Islamic banking
institution does not necessarily mean that a different set of problems concerns and
obstacles face its operations. Which in turn supports the argument that Islamic banks are
able to adapt and overcome the obstacles facing their operation.
However the interviews with senior management in general supported the hypothesis of
this study. The results of these interviews indicate that rules and regulations controlling
the activities of the Kuwait Finance House do not seem to hamper its ability to compete
for funds and to utilise these funds in sound profitable channels.
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These findings represent an important issue for this study, and in turn contrast with the
sceptics' argument against Islamic Banks.
To sum up, it can be argued that the experience of Islamic banking as represented by the
Kuwait Finance House has shown that this type of financial institution has been
successful in establishing itself as a viable alternative to conventional banking regardless
of what have been considered as strict and inflexible rules and regulations governing the
activities of this type of financial institution. Islamic banks have been successful in
developing alternative methods of attracting and utilising funds in profitable outlets
regardless of being a relative newcomer to the field. The future is expected to be more
promising as experience will enhance the capability of these institutions to compete and
to improve their performance.
9.4 Recommendation
Although the results are satisfactory when it comes to the financial performance of
Islamic banks, some issues are worth stressing based on the finding of this study. The
following recommendation are suggested to enable the Kuwait Finance House, to
improve its operations:
1. The management must be more careful in its lending policy in order to reduce the
banks doubtful debts.
2. The management must work on increasing the liquidity of the bank improving the
assets/liabilities maturity structure.
3. The management must improve the bank's accounting disclosure.
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These issues are vital, especially with the fact that Kuwait Finance House will be under
the supervision of the Central Bank of Kuwait in the near future, a fact that will put
Kuwait Finance House under pressure to comply with the rules and regulations imposed
by the Central Bank.
9.5 Future Studies
This study has concentrated on one aspect of Islamic banks, namely their financial
performance, however, other important issues must be analysed, including the following:
1- Development of a legal framework to in corporate Islamic financial instruments into
the domestic financial sector under the supervision of the Central Bank.
2- Development of the supervisory regulations for Islamic banks comparable to those
applied to conventional banks, with modification to suit the different nature of the
operations of Islamic banks.
3- The impact of the introduction of Islamic banks on the monetary sector and monetary
policy.
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APPENDIX I
• Kuwait Finance House Memorandum of Agreement and Articles
of Association
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"In the name of Allah, the compassionate, the merciful"
KUWAIT FINANCE HOUSE
A KUWAITI SHAREHOLD[NG COMPANY
Memorandum of Agreement
and
Articles of Association
KUWAIT
1397AH - 1977 AD
LI	 240
Decree Law No. 72 of the Year 1977
Licensing Establishment of
A Kuwaiti Shareholding Company
Named
"KUWAIT FINANCE HOUSE"
We, Sabah Al-S aiim Al-S abah, Amir of the State of Kuwait,
Having regard to Amiri Order issued on the 4th of Ramadan 1396 AH,
corresponding to 29th August 1976 AD, concerning the revision of the Constitution,
Article 2, 20 and 13 of the Constitution,
Law No 15 of the year 1960, promulgating Commercial Companies Law, and its
amending Laws,
Law No. 2 of the year 1961, promulgating the Commercial Law, as amended by Law
No.7 of the year 1962 and Law No. 102 of the year 1976,
Law No. 32 of the year 1968 concerning Currency, the Central Bank of Kuwait and
the Organization of Banking Business,
And upon recommendation of the Minister of Awkaf & Islamic Affairs, the Minister
of Commerce & Industry, the Minister of Justice and the Minister of Finance.
And upon approval of the council of Ministers,
Have sanctioned and do hereby promulgate the following Law:
Article (1):
The Ministry of Awkaf & Islamic Affairs, the Ministry of Justice (Department of Minors'
Affairs) and the Ministry of Finance are hereby authorized to set up a Kuwaiti shareholding
company under the name of "Kuwait Finance House", with a capital of K.D. 10,000,000/-
(Kuwaiti Dinars Ten Million).
Article (2)
The founders shall, within their legal capacity, abide by the provisions of the
Memorandum of Agreement and Articles of Association of the Company, of which official
copies are attached hereto.
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Article (3):
This Licence shall not confer any monopoly or concession on the Company, nor shall it
result in any liability on the part of the Government.
Article (4):
The Ministers - each in so far as he is concerned - shall enforce this Decree which
shall be effective as of the date of its publication in the Official Gazette.
Amir of Kuwait
Sabah Al-Salim A1-Sabah
Prime Minister
Jaber A1-Ahmad Al-Jaber A1-Sabah
Minister of Awkaf & Islamic Affairs
YousefJasim A1-Hajji
Minister of Justice
Abdulla Ibrahim Al-Mufarej
Minister of Commerce & Industry
Abdul Wahab YousefAl-Nafisi
Minister of Finance
Abdul Rahman Salem Al-Ateeqi
Issued at Al-Seef Palace
on the 3rd of Rabee'II 1397 AU
Corresponding to March 23rd, 1977 AD.
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planatory Memorandum For the Decree Law'
Concerning Establishment
of
A Kuwaiti Shareholding Company
named
"KUWAIT FINANCE HOUSE"
Commercial and financial activities in Kuwait are conducted in accordance with a set of
legal rules embodied in Commercial Companies Law No. (15) of the year 1960, Commercial
Law No. (2) of 1961, and Law No. (32) of 1968 concernIng Currency, the Central Bank of
Kuwait, and the Organization of Banking Business. In general, these rules conform with modern
practices which provide ample room for usurious transactions between parties involved in
business activities, particularly transactions between banks and their customers.
The Islamic Shari'ah Law, on the other hand, inhibits the practice of usury as well as all
usurious transactions, in compliance with the word of God:
"0 ye who believe! Observe your duty to Allah, and give up what remaineth
from usury, if ye are believers. And if ye do not, then be warned of war from
Allah and His messenger. And if ye repent, then ye have your principal.
Wrong not, and ye shall not be wronged".
A number of opinions rendered on the question of usury continue to pose controversy
among Islamic Shari'ah scholars in Islamic conferences and centres. Debates and arguments are
still going on to decide what is or is not usurious, what is interest and what is profit and yield in
business contracts, taking into consideration such new types of business transactions as
investment, insurance and other economic activities conducted by governments or juristic
persons.
Nevertheless, it has been the tendency, of late, to resort to Islamic Shari'ah Law as a basic
source for legislation. Hence, the constitution of the State of Kuwait was one of the first modern
constitutions to take this course.
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In line with the above concept, the Government of Kuwait has taken the initiative to
establish a Kuwaiti shareholding company which could engage in financial, insurance and
various forms of investment activities without practicing usury or charging interest, as specified
in the Articles of Association of the Company.
As the establishment of such a company could only take place through a special
legislative act that would allow it not to abide by such provisions in the existing laws as may be
inconsistent with the nature of its activities, or with the text of its Articles of Association while
complying with such laws as regards other matters, it has therefore been decided to promulgate
this Law.
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"KUWAIT FINANCE HOUSE"
A KUWAITI SHAREHOLDING COMPANY
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Article (1):
The Ministry of Awkaf & Islamic Affairs, the Ministry of Finance and the Department of
Minors' Affairs have, by this instrument, formed a Kuwaiti shareholding company to be
governed by the Articles of Association attached hereto.
Article (2):
The name of the company shall be: "Kuwait Finance House", which shall be a Kuwaiti
shareholding company.
Article (3):
The head office and legal domicile of the Company shall be in the City of Kuwait, and
the Board of Directors may institute branches, offices or agencies for the Company inside and
outside Kuwait.
Article (4):
The duration of the Company shall be unlimited, and shall begin from the date of issue of
the Decree authorising its incorporation. The Company shall be dissolved for any legal reasons
dictating dissolution.
Article (5):
The objectives of the Company shall be as follows:
1.	 To conduct all banking operations and services for its own account, or for the account of
third parties, without practicing usury, whether in the form of interest or in any other
form.
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2.	 To carry out direct investments, or purchase or finance projects or activities owned by
others, on non-usurious basis.
The Company may cooperate with other organizations which engage in activities similar
to its own, or which may assist it to achieve its own objectives. The Company may further
participate in such organizations, or associate with them in one way or another through agency or
procuration or integration, and may join any consortium recognized by law or by custom,
covering holding, subsidiary or associated companies and corporations.
Article (6):
With respect to banking services and operations, the Company may, for example:-
Receive various types of cash deposits, either for safe-custody or for conditional or
unconditional re-investment, provided that this shall be on non-usurious basis.
2. Purchase and sell gold bullion, acquire foreign exchange, and sell or purchase drafts in
such exchange.
3. Provide short-term financing, against collateral in the form of commercial papers and at
an agreed conmiercial yield not involving usury.
4. Open letters of credit and provide banking credit facilities, with or without security.
5. Issue guarantees in favour of third parties, with or without security.
6. Collect the value of drafts, promissory notes, cheques, bills of lading and all other
instruments against commission for the account of permanent customers and other
parties.
7. Receive subscription payments related to establishment of new shareholding companies
or capital increases.
8. Purchase and sell shares, certificates or investment and similar financial papers, either for
the account of the Company or for the account of other parties (on non-usurious basis).
9. Safe-keep all kinds of currencies, precious metals, jewellery, documents packages and
parcels, and rent safes for private use.
10. Act as depository and agent, accept agencies and appoint agents with or without fee.
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In general, the Company may carry out all banking operaservices as well as other
operations permissible by law, regulations and statutes observed by banks, on condition that such
operations shall not be usurious.
Article (7):
With regard to investment operations, the Company may, for example:-
Establish new companies, and participate in or provide financing to companies in
existence.
2. Provide individuals, organizations and governments with studies, expertise, researches,
and advice on capital placements, including provision of all services concerning such
operations.
3. Open documentary credits, and provide all banking facilities with or without security in
return for participation in commercial yields.
4. Engage in various activities related to overland transport and marine and air navigation,
or finance such activities for fleet construction or operation.
5. Engage in all kinds of activities related to import and export of crops and various
commodities.
6. Finance trade in commodities and movables intended to be offered for sale or rent.
7. Store all kinds of commodities and crops by traditional methods or in modem cold
storage facilities or installations.
8. Purchase land and other real estate either for the purpose of selling them in their original
condition or after parcellation, or for renting them as open land or including installations,
buildings and equipment added thereto.
9. Establish mutual relief associations subject to Islamic Shari'ah provisions, to insure the
Company's own funds, cash deposits, and all other fixed and movable assets, as well as
mutual insurance organizations for the benefit of other parties.
10. Invest funds in construction activities and related engineering industries as well as in
electrical, mechanical, electronic and related activities.
11. Invest funds in activities related to metal and oil extraction, quarries, fertilizer production
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and other natural resources.
12. Invest funds in all agricultural enterprises related to production of natural crops, fruits and
forests, or to animal husbandry or dairy or wool production.
13. Invest funds for the construction, expansion and re-planning of towns and related
infrastructure and housing.
14. Invest funds in fisheries, sponge dredging, pearling and other marine or riverine
resources.
15, Invest funds for building ships, tankers and boats of all kinds and sizes, and for
construction of dry-docks, floating docks and shipping maintenance and repair-yards.
16. Invest funds for diggirg, widening, dredging and maintaining canals.
17. In's et funds in public information media, such as newspapers, magazines, radio,
tele sion and cinemas, and in projects for venfication,, publication and dissemination of
human henlae, as well as in activities related to archaeological excavations and exhibits.
In gnera1, the Company may carry out all such activitIes as may assist it realise its
banking and n esent objectives whether directly or through co-operation with other
organizations, compames and covemments, provided that it shall not do so on usurious basis.
Article (8:
The cap i.a1 of the Company shall be K..D. 10,000,000 - (Kuwaiti Dinars Ten Million)
divided irno len nnTh on shares of one Dmar eack All shares shall be nominal and paid for in
cash.
Article (9:
The foLmder shall su1osbe ci he cap al or the Company by four million nine hundred
thousand shares lobe dj'jded amcnt tthem as
Mnns1y of Av af and llsiarme Mfaa. sine lanwidred thousand shares Lo the value of
nine hundred thousand Dtuars
mstty ofiFinance. T u noø11liou 'shares Lo tibe 'a1lue of to mill on Drnars.
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Department of Minors' Affairs: Two million shares to the value of two million Dinars.
They shall undertake to deposit twenty-five percent of the shares' value with any of the
banks operating in the State of Kuwait. The remaining shares shall be placed for public
subscription in Kuwait.
Article (10):
Expenses which the Company shall incur in the process of foundation are estimated to be
about fifty thousand Kuwaiti Dinars, which shall be deducted from the general expense account.
Article (11):
The founders shall take all measures to finalize establishment of the Company and to
proceed with all legal formalities for placement of shares for public subscription. They may
entrust these formalities to a Committee to be formed by a decision of their own but they shall
specify in their decision those individuals assigned to produce the required legal documents and
those entitled to deposit subscriptions, to effect withdrawals from the Company's establishment
account and to finalize allocation of shares in proper manner.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
CHAPTER ONE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMPANY
1— FUNDAMENTALS OF INCORPORATION
Article (1):
In accordance with the provisions of Law and these Articles of Association, a Kuwaiti
shareholding company is hereby established under the name: "Kuwait Finance House", by and
between the shareholders, as per the rules of ownership set hereinafter and without prejudice to
such rules which exempt the Company from laws in force, as explained in these Articles, and
which are confinned by the Law issued with respect to the establishment of the said Company.
Article (2):
The head office and legal domicile of the Company shall be in the City of Kuwait, and
the Board of Directors may institute branches, offices or agencies for the company inside and
outside Kuwait.
Article (3):
The duration of the company shall be unlimited.
Y. r)c)e (4):
The objectives of the Company shall be as follows:-
To conduct all banking operations and services, whether for its own account or for the
account of third parties, without practicing usuty in any form whatsoever.
2.	 To carry out direct investments, or purchase or finance projects or activities owned by
others, on non-usurious basis.
The Company may cooperate with other organizations which engage in activities similar
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to its own, or which may assist it to achieve its own objectives. The Company may further
participate in such organizations, or associated with them in one way or another, through agency
or procuration or integration and may join any consortium recognized by law or by custom,
covering holding, subsidiary or associated companies and corporations.
Article (5):
With respect to banking services and operations, the Company may for example:-
1. Receive various types of cash deposits, either for safe-custody or for conditional or
unconditional re-investment, provided that it shall be on non-usurious basis.
2. Purchase and sell gold bullion, acquire foreign exchange, and sell or purchase drafts in
such exchange.
3. Provide short-term financing, against collateral in the form of commercial papers and at
an agreed commercial yield not involving usury.
4. Open letters of credit and provide banking credit facilities, with or without security.
5. Issue guarantees in favour of third parties, with or without security.
6. Collect the value of drafts, promissory notes, cheques, bills of lading and all other
instruments against commission for the account of permanent customers and other
parties.
7. Receive subscription payments related to establishment of new shareholding companies
or capital increases.
8. Purchase and sell shares, certificates of investment and similar financial papers either for
the account of the Company or for the account of other parties (on non-usurious basis).
9. Safe-keep all kinds of currencies, precious metals, jewellery, documents, packages and
parcels, and rent safes for private use.
10. Act as depository and agent, accept agencies and appoint agents with or without fee.
In general, the Company may carry out all banking operations and services as well as
other operations permissible by law, regulations and statutes observed by banks, on condition
that such operations shall not be usurious.
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Article (6):
With regard to investment operations, the Company may, for example:-
Establish new companies, and participate in or provide financing to companies in
existence.
2. Provide individuals, organizations and governments with studies, expertise, researches,
and advice on capital placements, including the provisiof ailservices concerning such
operations.
3. Open documentary credits, and provide all banking facilities with or without security, in
return for participation in commercial yields.
4. Engage in various activities related to overland transport and marine and air navigation,
or finance such activities for fleet construction or operation.
5. Engage in all kinds of activities related to import and export of crops and various
commodities.
6,	 Finance trade in commodities and movables intended to be offered for sale or rent.
7. Store all kinds of commodities and crops by traditional methods or in modem cold
storage facilities or installations.
8. Purchase land and other real-estate either for the purpose of selling them in their original
condition or after parcellation, or for renting them as open land or including installations,
buildings, and equipment added thereto.
9. Establish mutual relief associations subject to Islamic Shari'ah provisions, to insure the
Company's own funds, cash deposits and all other fixed and movable assets, as well as
mutual insurance organizations for the benefit of other parties.
10. Invest in funds in construction activities and related engineering industries, as well as in
electrical, mechanical, electronic and related activities.
11. Invest funds in activities related to metal and oil extraction, quarries, fertilizer production
and other natural resources.
12. Invest funds in all agricultural enterprises related to production of natural crops, fruits and
forests, or to animal husbandry or dairy or wool production.
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13. Invest funds for the construction, expansion and re-planning of towns, and related
infrastructure and housing.
14. Invest funds in fisheries, sponge-dredging, pearling and other marine or riverine
resources.
15. Invest funds for building ships, tankers and boats of all kinds and sizes, and for
construction of dry-docks, floating docks, and shipping maintenance and repair-yards.
16. Invest funds for digging, widening, dredging and maintaining canals.
17. Invest funds in public information media, such as newspapers, magazines, radio,
television and cinemas, and in projects for verification, publication and dissemination of
human heritage, as well as in activities related to archaeological excavations and exhibits.
In general the Company may carry out all such activities as may assist it realize its
banking and investment objectives whether directly or through co-operation with other
organizations, companies and governments, provided that it shall not do so on usurious
basis.
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II - CAPITAL OF THE COMPANY
Article (7):
The capital of the Company shall be K.D. 10,000,000/- (Kuwaiti Dinars Ten Million)
divided into ten million shares of one Dinar each. All shares shall be paid for in cash.
Article (8):
The founders shall subscribe to 4,900,000 shares (four million nine hundred thousand
shares) in the capital of the Company, and undertake to pay twenty-five percent of the nominal
value amounting to four million nine hundred thousand Dinars by deposit with one of the
registered banks in Kuwait.
The remaining shares, amounting to five million one hundred thousand, shall be placed
for public subscription in Kuwait, and the founders shall specify the procedures and conditions
for subscription.
Article (9):
The shares of the Company shall be nominal and shall not be owned by non-Kuwaitis.
Article (10):
Each subscriber shall pay twenty-five percent of the share's value at the time of
subscription. The remaining value must be paid within the maximum of five years from the date
of issue of the establishment Decree, on such dates and in such manner as may be determined by
the Board of Directors. In case of default by any subscriber, the Board of Directors shall have
the right to sell the shares for the account of such shareholder, on his own responsibility and
without need for any advance official notification provided that such sale shall be by auction.
The Board shall then have priority to collect from the proceeds of the sale value of instalments
due on the shares plus all relative charges, and refund the balance to the defaulting shareholder.
In case the proceeds of the sale are insufficient to cover the amount due, the Company shall have
the right to set claim against the shareholder's private funds.
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Article (11):
No person may subscribe to more than fifty shares, or at any time own more than 4000
shares (Four Thousand Shares) except through inheritance or will.
Article (12):
The Board of Directors shall issue each shareholder a provisional certificate representing
the shares he owns, within three months from the date the incorporation of the Company is
declared final.
Final delivery of shares shall be effected by the Board within three months from the date
of payment of the last instalment.
Article (13):
Ownership of shares shall ipso facto purport acceptance of the Articles of Association of
the Company and the resolutions of the General Assembly.
Article (14):
Each share shall entitle its holder to such unprivileged and equal right as that of other
shareholders in both ownership of the assets of the Company and in dividends distributable in the
manner indicated hereinafter. As the Company's shares are nominal, the last owner whose name
is registered in the Company's records shall solely have the right to receive the share earnings
whether in the form of dividends or equity in the Company's assets.
Article (15):
The capital of the Company may not be increased unless the value of the original shares
has been paid in full. New shares may not be issued at less than their face value but where such
shares are issued at more than that value, the difference outstanding after paying off the expenses
of the issue shall be added to the statutory reserves. The General Assembly shall have the right
either to determine priorities related to subscription to new share issues or forego such priorities
or restrict them.
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CHAPTER TWO
MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY
I. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Article (16):
The Company shall be managed by a Board of Directors consisting of ten members of
whom five shall be appointed by the founders and the other five elected by the General Assembly
in secret ballot.
Members of the Board of Directors shall serve for a term of three years, and may be re-
elected.
Article (17):
An elected member of the Board of Directors should be the owner of not less than five
hundred shares - either through his personal capacity, or through representation of a juristic
entity. If at the time of election a member did not own this number of shares, he shall have to
acquire such number within one month, otherwise his membership shall drop. This number of
shares shall be retained as membership commitment guarantee, and shall be deposited with the
Company within one month from the date of appointment, to be held therewith - without being
negotiable - until the term of membership ends, and the balance-sheet for the last fiscal year
during which the member performed his duties has been approved. If a member, however, fails
to submit the guarantee in the above-prescribed manner, his membership shall be considered
void.
With respect to the first Board of Directors, however, a member of the Board shall
deposit the membership guarantee shares within three months from the date the first Company
balance-sheet is published for a period of at least twelve months.
Article (18):
A member of the Board of Directors may not be a member of the Board of Directors or
any similar or competitory company, nor may he be a merchant engaged in business similar to or
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competitory with that of the Company, or have any direct or indirect interest in contracts and
transactions concluded with the Company, or for its own account, or have an interest conflicting
with the Company's unless he is given special authorization by the General Assembly, and under
such conditions as the Company may apply to deals with third parties.
Neither the Chairman nor any member of the Board of Directors - even where he
represents a juristic entity - may use any information acquired by virtue of his position, for his
own benefit ofor the bof others, nor may he sell or buy the Company shares during the term of
his service as member of the Board of Directors.
Article (19):
In the event the post of an elected member of the Board of Directors becomes vacant it
shall be occupied by the unsuccessful candidate who had obtained the highest number of votes in
the latest ballot.
In the event the vacant posts are equal to one quarter of the original number of posts, or
no qualified candidates are available, the Board of Directors must convene the General Assembly
within two months from the date on which the last post became vacant for election of members
to fill the vacant posts. In all such cases, the new member shall only serve up to the end of the
term of his predecessor.
Article (20):
The Board of Directors shall elect its Chairman and Deputy Chairman by secret ballot for
a three-year term.
Article (21):
The Chairman shall represent the Company before judicial authorities and shall be
responsible for the execution of resolutions passed by the Board.
The Deputy Chairman shall replace the Chairman in his absence as well as in case he is
incapacitated.
The Board of Directors may appoint one or more of its members as Managing Director,
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and may also appoint a General Manager for the Company and determine his duties.
Article (22):
Authority to sign solely on behalf of the Company shall be given to the Chairman of the
Board of Directors, or to his Deputy in his absence, or to any other member assigned for the
purpose by the Board.
Article (23):
The Board of Directors shall convene at the request of the Chairman at least once every
three months. It shall also convene if requested to do so by at least three Board members. At
meetings of the Board, quorum shall consist of the majority of members, but attendance by proxy
shall not be held valid.
Article (24):
Resolutions of the Board of Directors shall pass by majority of the votes of the members
present, and in case of a tie, the Chairman shall have a casting vote. Minutes of the Board
meeting shall be recorded in a special register to be signed by the Chairman, and any dissenting
member may request that his opinion be recorded therein.
Article (25):
A member of the Board of Directors shall lose his post in any of the following cases:-
1.	 If he fails to attend four consecutive meetings without valid justification-upon a
resolution by the Board of Directors.
2. If he submits his resignation in writing.
3. If he becomes incapacitated.
4. If he is declared bankrupt.
5. If he occupies any salaried position in the Company, other than the post of Chairman,
Managing Director or General Manager.
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6.	 If he is convicted of an offence involving dishonesty or misconduct.
Article (26):
Without prejudice to the provisions of the Law of Commercial Companies, the Ordinary
general Assembly shall fix the remunerations of the Board of Directors, and the Board of
Directors shall fix the remunerations of the Managing Directors and the salary of the General
Manager.
Article (27):
The Board of Directors shall have full authority to manage the Company and to conduct
all such activities as may be required to realise the objectives of the Company. The Board's
authority shall only be limited by restrictions provided for by Law, by these Articles, or by such
resolutions as may be issued by the General Assembly.
The Board of Directors may, in particular, pay all initial fees and expenses required for
the establishment of the Company, including fees and expenses related to registration,
publications and implementation of requirements embodied in the Memorandum of Agreement.
It may also carry out all legal procedures required for these purposes, fix the general expenses for
the Management, draw-up Company by-laws and work procedures and appoint managers,
supervisors, officers, deputies and assistants of all administrative levels. Furthermore, the Board
may draw-up job-descriptions, specify staff authorities and responsibilities, and fix their salaries
and bonuses.
Article (28):
The Board of Directors shall have full power to purchase and sell movables and
immovables, and to dispose of the Company's assets in whole or in part by sale or otherwise,
against such price as it may deem profitable, or in exchange for shares, stocks or other financial
papers issued by any other company. The Board shall also have power to borrow or acquire
money in such manner as it may deem suitable, inside or outside Kuwait, and to conclude lease
agreements or any and all transactions it deems suitable and within the Company's objectives.
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The Board of Directors may further sell or mortgage the Company's property, or issue guarantees
or conclude loans against security of the Company's real estate; provided that all this shall be
effected on non-usurious basis. Moreover, the Board may give permission for filing law-suits or
defending the interests of the Company before courts, whether the Company is plaintiff or
defendant. It may also endorse reconciliation and arbitration, quash entries, waive rights - with
or without recompense - and decide how the Company's assets including reserves should be
used. In general, the Board shall manage the Company in the most appropriate way.
Article (29):
The members of the Board of Directors shall not be personally held liable for Company
undertakings by reason of performing their duties within the limits of their competence.
Article (30):
The Chairman and members of the Board of Directors shall account to the Company, the
shareholders and third parties for any fraudulent act, misuse of authority, violation of the Law or
of the Articles of Association or mis-management.
No vote by the General Assembly shall absolve the Board of Directors from
responsibility, or prevent the filing of law-suits against it for liability.
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II - GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Article (31):
Invitations for meetings of the General Assembly, of whatever nature, shall be addressed
to the shareholders by registered mail and shall include the agenda. The agenda for meeting of
the Constituent General Assembly shall be prepared by the founders but the agenda for meetings
of the Ordinary or Extraordinary General Assembly shall be prepared by the Board of Directors.
Where it is permissible to convene the General Assembly at the request of the
shareholders, or the auditors, or the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the agenda shall be
prepared by the party requesting meeting, but items not listed on the agenda may not be
discussed at such meetings.
Article (32):
Each shareholder shall be entitled to a number of votes equal to the number of shares he
owns. Attendance of meetings by proxy shall be allowed, and minors and interdicted persons
shall be represented by their legal conservators.
No shareholder or representative by proxy may vote on his own behalf or on behalf of the
person he represents on matters cormected with his personal interest or on disputes between him
and the Company.
Article (33):
Shareholders shall register their names in a special record to be prepared for this purpose
at the Head Office of the Company, at least twenty-four hours prior to the date set for the
meeting of the General Assembly. Each shareholder shall be provided with an admission card
indicating the number of votes he is entitled to.
Article (34):
Quorum for meetings of the General Assembly, and for the majority of votes necessary to
pass resolutions shall be subject to the provisions of the Law of Commercial Companies.
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Article (35):
Voting in General Assembly meetings shall be carried out in such manner as may be
prescribed by the Chairman unless the General Assembly decides otherwise. The election and
discharge of the members of the Board of Directors shall be conducted by secret ballot.
Article (36):
The founders shall - within thirty days from the date of closing subscription - invite
the shareholders to meet as a Constituent General Assembly, and shall submit a report on the
formalities of incorporation of the Company, together with the relevant supporting documents.
The General Assembly shall ascertain the correctness of such documents antheir confowith the
provisions of the Law, the Memorandum of Agreement and the Articles of Association. The
Assembly shall also look into reports which may be submitted by the Ministry of Commerce and
Industiy in this connection, and elect the members of the Board of Directors, appoint the
auditors, and announce the final incorporation of the Company.
Article (37):
The Ordinary General Assembly shall convene upon invitation of the Board of Directors
at least once a year, but within three months from the end of the fiscal year of the Company. The
Board of Directors may call this General Assembly whenever it deems necessary, and shall also
convene it v henever requested to do so by a number of shareholders owning not less than one
tenth of the capital. The General Assembly shall also convene if so requested by the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.
Article (38):
The Ordinary General Assembly shall have power to consider all matters related to the
Company's activities, except for those matters which by Law and/or the ArtIcles of Assocíatíon
are to be considered by an Extraordinary Assembly or by the Constituent Assembly.
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Article (39):
The Board of Directors shall submit to the Ordinary General Assembly a full report on
the operations of the Company and its financial and economic position, including the Balance
Sheet, Profit and Loss Account, the Board of Directors' remunerations, the auditors' fees, and a
proposal for distribution of dividends.
Article (40):
The Ordinary General Assembly shall consider and decide on the report of the Board of
Directors, and shall review the auditor's report, and the report of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, if any. It shall also elect the members of the Board of Directors and determine their
remunerations and appoint the auditors for the next year and fix their fees.
Article (41):
The Extraordinary General Assembly shall convene either upon invitation by the Board
of Directors or upon a written request from a number of shareholders holding not less than one-
quarter of the Company's shares. In the latter case, the Board of Directors shall convene the
General Assembly within one month from the date on which the Board receives the request.
Article (42):
The following matters shall be considered only by an Extraordinary General Assembly:-
Amendments to the Memorandum of Agreement or the Articles of Association of the
Company.
2. Sale of disposal of the Company's entire project.
3. Dissolution of the Company, or its merger or affiliation with any other company or entity.
4. Increase or decrease of the Company's capital.
However such amendments, disposal, merger, affiliation or any other action aimed at
bolstering the Company's financing capability shall not under any circumstances infringe on the
concept of not dealing with usury in any form whatsoever.
Moreover, no amendment to the Articles of Association of the Company shall be
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considered effective except after the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has approved it, and all
requirements in the Law concerning Currency, the Central Bank of Kuwait and the Organization
of Banking Business, and the Law of Commercial Companies have been satisfied. Furthermore,
no amendment involving the name of the Company, or its objectives or capital, (excluding
increase of the capital through issue of shares against profits realized by the Company, or as a
result of adding non-blocked reserves to the capital) shall be considered effective unless a Decree
is issued in connection therewith.
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III - OPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY
A— DEPOSITS:-
Article (43):
The Company shall receive two kinds of deposits:-
1. Deposits not committed for investment; which shall take the form of current accounts,
saving accounts and ordinary deposits at call.
2. Deposits committed for conditional or unconditional investment.
Article (44):
Deposits not committed for investment may be vrithdra'wn from ne Company in w'no'ie or
in part at any time.
Article (45):
Deposits committed for investment shall be included within funds assigned for
investment in projects carried out by the Company itself, or for financing third-party projects.
Commitment of deposits may either be limited to investment in any one particular project, e.g.
real-estate, industrial, financial or any other type of Company projects, or made absolute and
unconditional.
The deposit agreement shall specify whether the deposit is for limited or unlimited term.
Where a deposit is intended for an unlimited term the agreement shall specify the period
of notice to be served to the Company in advance of withdrawal and settlement of the deposit
investment account.
Deposits made for limited periods shall, in essence, not be withdrawable before the date
specified in the deposit agreement. As an exception to this rule, they may be withdrawn before
such date under special circumstances upon request of the depositor, and with the approval of the
Board of Directors, provided the depositor shall relinquish his profits either for the whole fiscal
year during which withdrawal took place or for part thereof as may be decided by the Board of
Directors.
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Article (46):
Profits on deposits committed for investment shall be calculated on pro rata basis with the
capital of the Company. if the rate of profit distribution exceeds twenty percent, an extra rate of
profit not exceeding ten percent may be assigned to the capital and any surplus shall be added to
the reserves.
B - ROUTINE BANKING OPERATIONS
Article (47):
The Board of Directors shall lay down special by-laws for the Company's banking
services, specifying, in particular, the rates of fees and commissions which the Company shall
charge for such services, provided that such rates shall not be usurious in any manner
whatsoever.
C - FINANCING:
Article (48):
The Board of Directors shall lay down a plan for investment of the Company's own funds
as well as the funds of deposits in different economic sectors on short, medium and long terms
and in such way as to achieve the Company's objectives within the framework of public interest.
Article (49):
The Board of Directors shall form a permanent ad hoc committee to assist it in
implementing the plan referred to in Article (48).
Article (50):
The Board of Directors shall specify the percentage of the working capital to be used for
financing any new or existing project, provided that such percentage shall not exceed 5% for any
one project or 30% for all short, medium and long-term projects.
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Article (51):
The Board of Directors shall decide the percentage for Company participation in any new
project or for financing any existing project, provided that such percentage shall be within the
limit permissible by the financial position of the Company and the technical considerations
required by law or custom.
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N - ACCOUNTS OF THE COMPANY
Article (52):
The Company shall have one or more certified auditors whose appointment and fees shall
be decided by the General Assembly, and who shall be responsible for auditing the accounts for
the fiscal year for which he is appointed.
Article (53):
The fiscal year of the Company shall commence on the 1st of January and end on the 31st
of December each year, with the exception of the first fiscal year which shall commence from the
date of final incorporation of the Company and end on the 31st of December the following year.
Article (54):
The auditor shall have such power and carry out such obligations as stated in the Law of
Commercial Companies. In particular, he shall have access to all books, records and documents
of the Company at all times, and may request any information he may deem necessary. He shall
also have the right to ascertain the assets and liabilities of the Company, and in the event he is
obstructed or unable to exercise these powers he shall report the fact in writing to the Board of
Directors and to the General Assembly. He may also invite the General Assembly to convene for
this purpose.
Article (55):
The auditor shall submit to the General Assembly a report stating whether the Balance-
Sheet and Profit and Loss Account reflect fairly the actual financial posof the Compan; whether
the Company keeps proper books of account, whether inventories were conducted in accordance
with established practices; whether the information given in the report of the Board of Directors
is in agreement with the books of the Company; whether any violations of the Law or the
Company Articles of Association were committed during the fiscal year in such a way as to
materially affect the Company's activities or financial position; and whether, to the best of his
knowledge, such violations continue to exist. In his capacity as agent for all shareholders, the
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auditor shall be responsible for the accuracy of the information contained in his report, and any
shareholder may, during the General Assembly meeting, discuss and request clarification on the
contents of the auditor's report.
Article (56):
A percentage of the gross profits shall be fixed and allocated by the Board of Directors
for formation of special reserves such as debt reserves, currency fluctuation reserves,
depreciation reserves and any other reserves and allocations required by law or custom or under
the provisions of these Articles.
Article (57):
A percentage of the gross profits shall be fixed and allocated by the Board of Directors
for ammortisation or depreciation of the Company's assets. Such deduction shall be used for
purchase of materials, machines and replacements for repair. Moreover, a portion of the gross
profits shall also be recommended by the Board of Directors and approved by the Ordinary
General Assembly, for discharge of the Company's obligations under Labour Laws.
Article (58):
The net profits shall be disposed of as follows:
Ten percent to be allocated to the Statutory Reserve Account.
2. Ten percent to be allocated to the Voluntary Reserve Account. This allocation shall be
stopped by a decision of the Ordinary General Assembly on the recommendation of the
Board of Directors.
3. A five-percent deduction shall be set aside as first portion of the profits to be distributed
among shareholders and investment depositors for the paid-value of their shares.
4. An amount not exceeding 10% of the net profits shall then be set aside as remunerations
for the Board of Directors, pending approval of the Ordinary General Assembly.
5. The remaining portion of profits shall either be distributed among shareholders and
investment depositors as an extra profit, or carried forward to the following year on the
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recommendation of the Board of Directors or allocated for formation of a reserve for
settlement of profits in such years where the net profit is inadequate, or for formation of
extraordinary allocations.
Article (59):
Dividends shall be paid to shareholders at such place and time as may be specified by the
Board of Directors.
Article (60):
The reserve funds shall be utilized upon decision of the Board of Directors to the best
interest of the Company. The statutory reserve shall not be distributed among shareholders, but
may be used to secure distribution, among shareholders, of dividends amounting to five percent
in such years where the profits of the Company do not facilitate distribution up to such
percentage.
If the statutory reserve exceeds half of the capital of the Company, the General Assembly
may decide to discontinue deductions or to use the excess amount in such manner as it deems
appropriate and in the interest of the Company and its shareholders.
Article (61):
Cash funds of the Company shall be deposited with such bank or banks as may be
specified by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors shall fix the maximum limit for cash
which the treasurer may hold in the Company's safe. All such arrangements shall be made with
full regard to legal provisions concerning deposits with the Central Bank of Kuwait.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONSULTATIVE BODIES
Article (62):
The Company shall retain consultative bodies specialized in economic, financial and legal
studies. Such specialized body - or bodies - may be composed of a number of experts of
international repute. For certain specialities, the Company may retain only one expert or
counsellor, but appointment of all such experts and counsellors shall be effected by decision of
the Board of Directors. The relationship between such appointees and the Company shall be
limited to such studies as may be assigned to them, and their researches and recommendations
shall be submitted either to the Chairman of the Board of Directors or to such Board members as
may be delegated by the Board for the purpose.
Article (63):
Consultative bodies, experts and individual consultants shall basically execute their
assignments in Kuwait. However, consultations sessions may in special cases be held outside
Kuwait, under a decision to be issued by the Board of Directors covering each and every case per
se on the recommendation of the Chairman or the Managing Director. In this respect, the
Board's decision shall specify the person who should represent the Board of Directors at such
session or sessions outside Kuwait.
Article (64):
The Board of Directors shall, upon recommendation of the Chairman or the Managing
Director, determine the terms of reference for the consultative bodies, experts and individual
consultants, regardless whether their relationship with the Company is permanent or occasional.
Moreover, the Board of Directors shall lay down rules within the Company's by-laws concerning
such activities and assignments.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION OF THE COMPANY
Article (65):
The Company shall, ipso jure, dissolved and liquidated for any of the reasons provided
for in the Law of Commercial Companies.
Article (66):
On dissolution, the Company's holdings shall be liquidated in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the Law of Commercial Companies, and the Law concerning Currency,
the Central Bank of Kuwait and the Organization of Banking Business.
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APPENDIX II
• Ratio Formulae
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Ratio Formulae
1, Total Assets (USD 000)	 ______________________________________________________
2.Return on average assets (%)
	
Net profit for loss X IQQ
________________________________	 Average total assets
3.Funding Cost (%)
	
Jnterest Expense X 100
Average total deposits & inter-bank + Average medium! Long
term liabilities + Average hybrid capital instruments +
Average subordinated term debt + Average interest rate swaps!
_______________________ Bank & Government LCs
4. Underlying Gross Income on
	
(Gross income - interest on average free capital) X 100
Average risk weighted assets (%)
	
Average risk weighted assets
5. Operating Expenses to gross 	 Operating Expenses X 100
income (%)
	
Gross Income
6.Operating profit on average assets	 Operating Profit X 100
(%)	 Average Total Assets
7.Profit Handout Ratio (%)
	
Dividends X 100
Net Profit for Loss
8.CI Risk Asset Ratio (%)
	
	
(Total Capital - Financial & Non-Financial Subs. - Fixed
Assets) X 100
______________________________ Risk Weighted Assets - Non-Financial Subs. - Fixed Assets
9.Estimated BIS Risk Asset Ratio 	 (Total Capital - Financial Subsidiaries) X 100
(%)	 Risk Weighted Assets
10.Net Loans to total Deposits (%)
	
Net Loans X 100
______________________________	 Total Deposits & Inter-bank
11.Net Loans to Stable Funds (%)
	
Net Loans X 100
_____________________________	 Stable Funds
12.Quasi-Liquid Asset Ratio (%)
	
	
Quasi-Liquid Assets X 100
Total Assets
13. Customer Deposits to Total	 Total Customer Deposits X 100
Deposits (%)	 Total Deposits & Inter-bank
14.Liquid Assets Ratio (%)
	
(Total Liquid Assets - Total Deposits with Bank) X 100
Total Assets
15.Loan Loss Provision Charge on 	 Provision for Doubtful Debts Charge X 100
Net Loans + Provision Charge (%)
	
Net Loans + Provisions for Doubtful Debts Charge
16.Non-Performing Loans to Total	 Non-Performing Loans X 100
Loans (%)
	
Gross Loans
17.Book Value Per Share (Local 	 Total Tier one Capital
Currency)	 Number of Shares
18.End of Period Market Price Per
Share(Local Currency)	 ___________________________________________________________
19. Earnings Per Share (Local	 Net Profit (or Loss)
Currency)	 Number of Shares
20.Price! Earnings Ratio (Times) 	 End of Period Share Price
_____________________________	 Earnings Per Share
21.Dividend Yield (%)
	 (Dividends! Number of Shares) X 100
____________________________	 End_of Period_Share_Price
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APPENDIX III
• Customer questionnaire for KFH
(English version and also Arabic version)
• Customer questionnaire for NBK
(English version and also Arabic version)
Mansour AI-Fadhli
The Business School
Loughborough University
LOUGHBOROUGH
LEII 3W
fl D Loughborough
University
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Kuwait Finance House
(Customer Survey)
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Please mark (x) where required. Please make your response as accurate as possible.
Thankyoufor your help
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PERSONAL INFORMATION:
1. Sex:
U	 Male
11	 Female
2.Age:
El	 Less than 18 years
El	 18-28 years
El 29-3 8 years
El 3 9-48 years
El 49-58 years
El over 58 years
3. Marital status
El Married
1] Separated
1] Single
El Widowed
4. Nationality
El Kuwaiti
El Non Kuwaiti
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5. Educational level
El Read & write
El Elementary diploma
Intermediate diploma
11
	
High school diploma
El Two years college graduate	 El In Kuwait
El Out said Kuwait
El University Degree	 El In Kuwait
El Out said Kuwait
El	 Post Graduate (Master/Doctorate) El In Kuwait
El Out said Kuwait
6. Income per month
El KD 300 or less
El KD 301-500
El KD 501-700
El OverKD 700
7. Sources of income
El
	
Salary
	 C] Public sector	 El Private sector
El
	
Private business
El Others
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GENERAL INFORMATION
8. Why did you choose KFH (Choose 3 only)
EJ Well known bank
Fast and efficient service
It has many branches
1J
	
Higher interest on deposits
11
	
Near place of work
Near home
ATM facilities
ci
	
My salary is transferred to it
Ii	 Encouragement of friends & family
ci	 Other(please specify)......................
9.What type of account do you have with KFH?
ci	 Current account
ci	 Saving account
ci	 Time deposit account
10. Did you have any previous account at other (locallforeign) banks?
ci Yes
ciNo
• If your answer for the previous question is( Yes ), please answer the questions 10 to
13;
• If your answer for the previous question is( No), please answer the questions 15 and
after.
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11. Which kind of bank?
Commercial
CJ	 Local
C]	 Foreign
Islamic
C]	 Local
C]	 Foreign
12.What type of account do you have with this bank?
11
	
Current account
11
	
Saving account
C]	 Time deposit account
13.Do you still have an account at other banks?
Yes
C]No
• If your answer for the previous question is( Yes ), please answer the questions 14 and
after.
• If your answer for the previous question is( No ), please answer the questions 15 and
after.
14.Why do you still have an account with other banks?
C] The bank is close to home.
El The bank is close to work.
11 The bank has more branches.
C] The bank offers wider options of deposit accounts.
The bank offers wider options of loans.
El The bank offers services not available at my bank.
11
	
Other, please specify..............................................................................................
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15. Do you consider interest paid on deposits by conventional banks as
Riba.
1J Yes
No
1] Don't know
16. If you want to open a new time deposit account, you open it
1] At any bank that offers the highest interest iate
At KFH
17. If you want to get a loan, you get it
At any bank that offers the lowest interest rate
fJ At KFH
18. If you want to buy or sell foreign exchange, you always do this
11 At any bank that offers best rate
IJ At KFH
19. If you want to buy travels cheques, you always do this
11 At any bank that offers best rate
IJ At KFH
20. If you want to put down remittance and do transfers, you always do
this
11 At any bank that offers best rate
At KFH
21. Where do you do your business finances (letter of credit)
EJ At KFH
11 At other banks
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DEPOSIT SERVICES
	
Agree	 Disagree Don't know
22.The procedure for opening an account with 	 J
this bank is clear.
23.The procedure for opening an account with	 J	 ci	 11
this bank is quick
24. The procedure to withdraw funds from an
	 ii	 ci
account is clear and simple.
25. The procedure to withdraw funds from an ci	 ci	 ci
account is quick.
ci ci ci
ci ci ci
ci ci ci
26.The return paid on deposit is satisfactory.
27. The return paid on deposits are at least
equal to that paid by other banks.
28.The bank offers a variety of means for the
withdrawal and transfer of funds from an
account.
29. The bank offers a variety of accounts to
suit the needs of depositors.
30.If your answer is (disagree), what other
bank account, do you suggest
ci ci ci
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LENDING SERVICES
If you borrowed from this bank, please answer the questions 31-36:
Agree Disagree Don't know
ci	 ci31. The procedure to get a loan from this bank
is clear.
32. The procedure to get a loan from this bank
is quick.
33. The interest (share) imposed on loan is a
acceptable.
34. The interest (share) loan is similar to those
offered by other banks.
35. The bank offers a variety of loans to suit
the borrower's needs.
36. If your answer is (disagree), what other
typesof loans, do you suggest ..........................
ci ci ci
ci ci ci
ci 11 ci
ci ci ci
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EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT
Agree Disagree Don't know
37. The number of employees is sufficient for	 U	 11	 11
serving clients
38. The employees are experienced 	 1J	 El	 El
39. The employees are co-operative
	 11	 El	 11
40. The employees are helpful and well- 	 J
mannered
41. The bank management is capable to run 	 El
the bank.
42. The bank administration is capable of 	 J	 El
using funds of the bank in fields to realise high
profits.
43.The bank administration is keen on solving 	 J	 El
client complaints.
44.The bank administration is always working 	 11	 El	 El
on improving the services provided by the
bank.
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?Aansour Al-Fadhli
Ilie Business School
Loughborough University
LOUGHBOROUGH
LEI1 3TU
fl H Loughborough
University
National Bank of Kuwait
(Customer Survey)
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Please mark (x) where required. Please make your response as accurate as possible.
Thaizkyoufor your help
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PERSONAL INFORMATION:
1. Sex:
El	 Male
0	 Female
2. Age:
El	 Less than 18 years
1]	 18-28 years
[1	 29-38 years
Cl	 39-48 years
El	 49-5 8 years
El over 58 years
3. Marital status
El iei
Cl Separated
0 Single
11 Widowed
4. Nationality
Cl Kuwaiti
El Non Kuwaiti
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5. Educational level
El Read & write
El Elementary diploma
El	 Intermediate diploma
El High school diploma
El Two years college graduate	 El In Kuwait
El Out said Kuwait
El University Degree	 El In Kuwait
El	 Out saidKuwait
EJ	 Post Graduate (Master/Doctorate) El In Kuwait
El Out said Kuwait
6. Income per month
El KD 300 or less
El KD 301-500
El KD5O1-700
El Over KD 700
7. Sources of income
El
	
Salary
	
El Public sector	 El Private sector
El	 Private business
El	 Others
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GENERAL INFORMATION
8. Why did you choose NBK (Choose 3 only)
11 Well known bank
El
	
Fast and efficient service
It has many branches
Higher interest on deposits
El Near place of work
El Near home
El
	
ATM facilities
El
	
My salary is transferred to it
El
	
Encouragement of friends & family
El
	
Other(please specif').................................................................................
9. What type of account do you have with NBK?
El
	
Current account
El
	
Saving account
El
	
Time deposit account
10. Did you have any previous account at other (local/foreign) banks?
El Yes
ElNo
• If your answer for the previous question is( Yes ), please answer the questions 10 to
13;
• If your answer for the previous question is( No ), please answer the questions 15 and
after.
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11. Which kind of bank?
Commercial
El Local
El	 Foreign
Islamic
El	 Local
El	 Foreign
12.What type of account do you have with this bank?
El
	
Current account
El
	
Saving account
El
	
Time deposit account
13.Do you still have an account at other banks?
El Yes
El No
• If your answer for the previous question is( Yes ), please answer the questions 14 and
after.
• If your answer for the previous question is( No ), please answer the questions 15 and
after.
14. Why do you still have an account with other banks?
El The bank is close to home.
El The bank is close to work.
El The bank has more branches.
El The bank offers wider options of deposit accounts.
El The bank offers wider options of loans.
El The bank offers services not available at my bank.
El
	
Other, please specify........................................................
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15. If you want to open a new time deposit account, you open it
11 At any bank that offers the highest interest rate
IJ AtNBK
16. If you want to get a loan, you get it
At any bank that offers the lowest interest rate
AtNBK
17.If you want to buy or sell foreign exchange, you always do this
El At any bank that offers best rate
El AtNBK
18. If you want to buy travels cheques, you always do this
El At any bank that offers best rate
El AtNBK
19. If you want to put down remittance and do transfers, you always do
this
El At any bank that offers best rate
El AtNBK
20 Where do you do your business finances (letter of credit)
El AtNBK
1]	 At other banks
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DEPOSIT SERVICES
Agree Disagree Don't know
21. The procedure for opening an account with 	 ri	 ii	 11
this bank is clear.
22. The procedure for opening an account with
	
ri
this bank is quick
23. The procedure to withdraw funds from an
account is clear and simple.
24. The procedure to withdraw funds from an
account is quick.
25. The interest paid on deposit is satisfactory. 	 ii
26. The interests paid on deposits are at least
equal to that paid by other banks.
27. The bank offers a variety of means for the
withdrawal and transfer of funds from an
account.
28. The bank offers a variety of accounts to	 ci
suit the needs of depositors.
29. If your answer is (disagree), what other
bank account, do you suggest
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LENDING SERVICES
If you borrowed from this bank, please answer the questions 30-35
Agree Disagree Don't know
30. The procedure to get a loan from this bank
is clear.
31. The procedure to get a loan from this bank
is quick.
32. The interest (share) imposed on loans is a
acceptable.
33. The interest (share) loan is similar to those
offered by other banks.
34. The bank offers a variety of loans to suit
the borrower's needs.
35. If your answer is (disagree), what other
typesof loans do you suggest ' ........................
ci
ii	 ci
	
ci
ci ci ci
ci ci ci
El 1] El
El El El
El El El
El	 El
	
El
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EMPLOYEES AND MANAGEMENT
36. The number of employees is sufficient for
serving clients
37. The employees are experienced
38. The employees are co-operative
39. The employees are helpful and well-
mannered
40. The bank management is capable to run
the bank
41. The bank administration is capable of
using funds of the bank in fields to realise high
profits.
42. The bank administration is keen on solving
client complaints.
43. The bank administration is always working
on improving the services provided by the
bank.
Agree Disagree Don't know
El El El
El
	
El
	
El
El El El
El El El
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APPENDIX IV
• Interview with Senior Management NBK
(English version and also Arabic version)
• Interview with Senior Management KFH
(English version and also Arabic version)
Mansour Al-Fadhli
The Business School
Loughborough University
LOUGHBOROUGH
fl Loughborough
University
LE1I 3TU
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Interview with senior Management
of
National Bank of Kuwait
Thank you for your help
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1- ASSETS AND LIABILITIES DEPARTMENT
A- Does the bank face a problem regarding deposit attraction? What are these problem? What
are the causes of these problems? V/hat are the methods of treating that?
B- Does the bank face a problem regarding local investments of its funds? What are these
problems? What is the reason behind that? What are the methods of treating that?
C- Does the restrictions imposed by the Central Bank on interest rates (for deposits and
Loans) represent an obstacle for obtaining higher revenues for the institution?
D- Does the restrictions imposed by the Central Bank on liquidity represent an obstacle for
obtaining higher revenues for the institution?
B- Are you prepared to support the opening of the Kuwait market to foreign banks? Why?
F- What are the most important difficulties facing your institution in the field of investments
of funds and achievement of higher interest? And how do you deal these difficulties?
G. What are the reasons behinds the strong dependence of NBK on inter-bank deposits?
H. What are the strategies used by NBK in terms of its assets utilisation to maximise its
profit?
I. It is clear that most of the bank's profit comes from domestic market. Thus, why NBK still
hold a significant portion of its assets abroad?
J. Are you satisfied with the financial performance of your institution in terms of:
(Assets quality, Capital adequacy, Liquidity, Profitability).
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K. The customer questionnaire indicates dissatisfaction with the following:
(Interest paid on deposits, interest change of loans). How your institution can resolve this
issue?
2- MANAGEMENT
A- Does your institution face difficulties in attracting efficient persons to work for it? Why?
B- Is the current number of your staff sufficient for the running of the business? Why?
C- What are the methods applied by your institution for developing the efficiency of the
performance of the employees?
3- SERVICES
A- What are the impediments faced by the bank, which prevent it from developing its
services? What are the methods of tackling this?
B- What are the applicable channels for receiving client complaints and proposals? How do
you deal with these complaints and proposal?
C- What are the criteria, which are used to determine the number of branches and their
distribution?
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Interview with senior Management
of
Kuwait Finance House
Thaizkyoufor your help
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1- ASSETS AND LIABILITIES DEPARTMENT
A- Does the bank face a problem regarding deposit attraction? What are these problem? What
are the causes of these problems? What are the methods of treating that?
B- Does the bank face a problem regarding local investments of its funds? What are these
problems? What is the reason behind that? What are the methods of treating that?
C- Does the restrictions imposed by the Central Bank on interest rates (for deposits and
Loans) represent an obstacle for obtaining higher revenues for the institution?
D- Does the restrictions imposed by the Central Bank on liquidity represent an obstacle for
obtaining higher revenues for the institution?
B- Are you prepared to support the opening of the Kuwait market to foreign banks? Why?
F- What are the most important difficulties facing your institution in the field of investments
of funds and achievement of higher interest? And how do you deal these difficulties?
G. In the light of the new Islamic legislation (Laws) for establishing new Islamic banks in
Kuwait. Do these laws and regulations constitute a threat to KFH at the present and the
future?
H. What are the strategies used by KFH in terms of its assets utilisation to maximise its
profit?
I. If the government decides to sell its shares at KFH, How this will impact the bank from
all prospective?
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J. Are you satisfied with the financial performance of your institution in terms of:
(Assets quality, Capital adequacy, Liquidity, Profitability).
K. The customer questionnaire indicates dissatisfaction with the following:
(Interest paid on deposits, interest change of loans). How your institution can resolve this
issue?
2- MANAGEMENT
A-Does your institution face difficulties in attracting efficient persons to work for it? Why?
B- Is the current number of your staff sufficient for the running of the business? Why?
C- What are the methods applied by your institution for developing the efficiency of the
performance of the employees?
D. Customer questionnaire indicates dissatisfaction with quantity and quality of employees at
your institution. How can you deal with this problem?
3- SERVICES
A- What are the impediments faced by the bank, which prevent it from developing its
services? What are the methods of tackling this?
B- What are the applicable channels for receiving client complaints and proposals? How do
you deal with these complaints and proposal?
C- What are the criteria, which are used to determine the number of branches and their
distribution?
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APPENDIX V
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• Introductory Letter from the Student's Supervisor to Executive Managers:
- Kuwait Finance House
- National Bank of Kuwait
- Institute of Banking Studies
- College of Business Studies
Introductory Letter from the Dean of College of Business Studies to Executive
Managers:
- Kuwait Finance House
- National Bank of Kuwait
- Institute of Banking Studies
• Introductory Letter from the Student to Executive Managers:
- Kuwait Finance House
- National Bank of Kuwait
General Manager
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E-mail:	 J.R.Presley@lboro.ac.uk
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Our ref: JRP/JHT
(September 1997
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JohWPresIey, Professor at Economics
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Dear Sir
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION - MANSOUR AL-FADHLI
This is to introduce the above named to you. He is a PhD student, here at Loughborough
University, studying Financial Performance of Islamic Banks and Traditional Banks.
t the moment he is collecting empirical data about the financial and banking sector in your country,
&nd it would be appreciated if you could help him in any way with his work.
With many thanks.
Yours faithfully
Professors1ey
General Manager
1ead Office
ational Bank of Kuwait
State of Kuwait
t! LoughboroughV University
Direct Line: +44 (0)1509 222702
Fax:	 ^44(0)1509 223910
E-mail:	 J.R.Presley@lboro.ac.uk
hnpilinfo.lboro.ac.uk
Our ref: JRPIJI-IT
(September 1997
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Dear Sir
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION - MANSOUR AL-FADHLI
This is to introduce the above named to you. He is a PhD student, here at Loughborough
University, studying Financial Performance of Islamic Banks and Traditional Banks.
At the moment he is collecting empirical data about the financial and banking sector in your country,
and it would be appreciated if you could help him in any way with his work.
With many thanks.
Yours faithfully
Professors ley
General Manager
Institute of Banking Studies
SEate of Kuwait
Loughborough
University
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Department of Economics
Loughborough University Loughborough Leicescershire LED I 3TU UK
Switchboard: +44 (0)1509 26311 Department: +44 (0)1509 222702
Diict Line: ^44 (0)1509 222702
Fax:	 +44(0)1509223910
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Dear Sir
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION - MANSOUR AL-FADHLI
This is to introduce the above named to you. He is a PhD student, here at Loughborough
University, studying Financial Performance of Islamic Banks and Traditional Banks.
At the moment he is collecting empirical data about the financial and banking sector in your country,
and it would be appreciated if you could help him in any way with his work.
With many thanks.
Yours faithfully
ProR Presley
Dean
College of Business Studies
P0 Box 44069
Flawally 32055
Kuwait
fl! LoughboroughV University
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Direct Line: +44 (0)1509 222702
Fax:	 +44(0)1509 223910
E-mail:	 J.R.Preslev@lboro.acuk
http:/Iinfoiboro.acuk
Our ref: JRP/JHT
1 September 1997
Dear Sir
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION - MANSOUR AL-FADHLI
This is to introduce the above named to you. He is a PhD student, here at Loughborough
University, studying Financial Performance of Islamic Banks and Traditional Banks.
At the moment he is collecting empirical data about the financial and banking sector in your
countly, and it would be appreciated if you could help him in any way with his work.
With many thanks.
Yours sincerely
Profes	 R Presley
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Loghborough Untversity Loughborough Leicestershire LE1 I 3TU UK
Switchboard: +44 '0(1509 263171 Fax: +44 (0)1509 223962
IFebruary 1998
Dear Mr Waleed Al-Ruwayah
Interviews withKFH's Top Management
In view of my preparation of a PhD in Finance and Banking in the UK, and in consideration of the
topic of my choice which entails comparing KFH's performance with that of NBK, I would like to
receive the invaluable feed back of KFH' s top management on the attached questionnaire.
Your approval to interview the directors concerned with KFH senior staff is sought.
Best regards.
Yours sincerely
Mansour Al Fadhli
ir Ibrahim Dabdoub
Chief General Manager
ational Bank of Kuwait
uwait
Loughborough
University
(Inking Centre
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Loughborough University Loughborough Leicestershire LE1I 3TU UK
witchboard: #44 (0)1509 263171 Fax: -4-44 (0)1509 223962
8February 1998
Dear Mr Dabdoub
Interviews with NBK's Top Management
In view of my preparation of a PhD in Finance and Banking in the UK, and in consideration of the
topic of my choice which entails comparing NBK' s performance with that of KFH, I would like to
receive the invaluable feed back of NBK's top management on the attached questionnaire.
Your approval to interview the directors concerned with NBK senior staff is sought.
Best regards.
Yours sincerely
Mansour Al Fadhli
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